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. RO-LLINS COL-LE·G·E -
CATALOGUE 193.2~33, 
WINTER PARK, FLORIDA 
Rollins is a mem.ber . of the Southern A.aaociati.011 of 
College, and Ser.ondary Schools, the Aiaociatio-n 
of .Americ-an Colleges, the American . Council · ·on 
Education, and _ an institutional ·me-mber of __ the 
National. A asociation of . Bchoou of Music. _ Gradu-
ate, of Rollins may become · associate membef'a of. 
the Ame·r-ican Association · of Univeraity Women. 
FORTY-EIGHTH ANNUAL CATALQGUE -
WITH ANNOUNCEM.ENTS FOR ·- 1933_34_ 
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T HE ideal at Rollins ·is to _ substitute l~aming for- in- · structi?n, to encourage __ the . intellectual curi<:>sity· and . enthusiasm of the student, and to develop the . 
individual in the manner best suited· to him. 
The . oldest institution of higher learning .in Florida, Rol-
lins, for nearly half a _century, has made its con~ribution in 
the college · field. It was the first institution in the · tower 
· South to be given the retiring grants for professors by the 
Carnegie Foundation~ This recogn~tion ·came in 1908. · It 
was -als'o the first college in _ Florida, as dis1inguished -from 
the state· institutions of higher learning, to receiv~·_.ihe lion9r: 
of. membership in the Southern Association of. College's .and · 
Secondary Schools. - The College is also. fully recognized ._by 
the Florida State Departm·ent of Education . and the Ne.w -
York State Department· of Educa_tion. · · 
The _ College has endeavored to stand for dean athletics 
and to . this · end . maintai_ns membership - in -the . Southern 
Intercollegiate Athletic Association . and the Amateur Aih~ 
letic Union. · · 
Rollins CoHege is an active member of the ··following na~ 
tional educational organizations: 
The Southern Association of Colleges and Secondary 
Schools; 
The Association of American Colleges. 
The American Council on Education. 
The National Anociation of Schools of Music~ 
Graduates of Rollins · College are eligible for associate ·· 
membershi_p in ·the American Association of Univers!ty -
1Vomen. 
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COLLEGE . CALENDAR. 
. . 1933-1934 
.September 26;'fuesday, 4:00 p. m. . Meeting of Fac1ilty ,. 
September 26'.'"October 1, Tuesday (evening)-Stinday, Orien:.. - . 
tatio·n Week Exercise, and E·n-trance Ex-_ 
aminations 
September 28, Thursday, Registration of New - Students 
Begins 
October 2, Monday, Registration of- Old Students !Jegins 
Octob~r 7, Saturday, 8: 15 ·p. m .., Y.W.C.A. and ·_ Y.M.C.A . 
. Receptio_n to New Students. and-New Me_m-
bers of the Faculty · · 
November. 30, Thursday . . . . . Thanksgiving Day 
December 16, Saturday, noon , . . Fall Term Ends 
C h.ristmas Recess · 
1934 
Ja~uary 3, Wednesday, noon · . . . Winter Terni Opens 
February 21, Wednes.day, 10:00 a. m., Meeting of th-e-Board 
of Trustees 
February 22, Thursday · . . . . Winter P_ark Civic Day 
February 23, Friday, 12 :00 noon, Sandspur Luncheon; · 
4:0fl p. m., . Bacheller Ess:ay Co-,ztest, 8-:00 · 
p. m., Meeting, Phi Beta .Kappa Association 
of Central, Florida 
February 24, · Sat_urday · . . . . . -Alu·mw~ Day 
_ 10:30 a~ m., Alumni Meeting; 1 :-()()- p. m., 
Alumni Luncheon; 6:00 p. ni., Class and 
Fraternity Reunions~ , · 
F.ebruary 25, Sunday, Day of Prayer for Collegef; L.iterary 
Vespers, ''Rollins . Animated · Magazine", 
· Vol. VIII, No. 1 _ . _ 
' February 26, Mo_nday · . . . . . . - . Founders' Day 
10:00 a. m., Convocation; 4:00 ·p. m., Presi-
dent's Reception 
March 17,. Saturday, noon . . . . Winter Term Ends 
7 
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8 Rollins College 
Spring Recess 
March -21, Wednesday, 8:00 a. m. . Spring Term Opens 
May 5, Saturday, State Interscholastic Swimming Meet 
May 29, Tuesday, Meeting of the Board of_ Trustees 
Jun~ 3, Sunday . . . Baccalaureate 
June 4, Monday . . . . . . . . Commencement Day 
Sum mer Vacation -
September 25, Tuesday, 4:00 p. m. ·. · Meeting of Faculty 
September 25-30, Tuesday (evenin_g)-Sunday, Orientation. 
Week Exercises and· Enfra.nce Examinations 
September 27, Thursday, Registration of New Students 
Begins 
October 1, Monday, Registration of Old .: Stu.dents Begins 
November 29, Thursday . . . . . Thanksgiving Day 
December 15, Saturday, noon . . . . Fall Term Ends 
Christmas Recess · 
OFFICE HOURS 
The offices of the President, the Dean . of the _College, the 
Dean of Men, the Dean of Women, the Registrar, the Treas-
urer, and the Alumni Secretary are located in ~arnegie Hall 
and are open from 10:00 a. m. to 12 :3.0 p. m. daily and from 
1 :30 to 4:00 p. m., except Saturday. 
The College Library, located in Carnegie Hall, is open 
from 8 :00 a. m. to 10:00 p. m.,- daily . . The reading" room· 
only is open from 2 :00 to 5 :00 p. m., Sunday. 
BOARD OF TRUSTEES 
Hamilton Holt, · Pr.esident 
William . Russell O'Neal, Secretary 
- Ervin Theodor~ Brown, Treasurer 
Execu.tive Committee 
Hamilton · Holt, C hai.rman . Donald A. Cheney 
Halsted W. Caldwell Newton Pendleton Yowell 
Edgar C. Leonard Willia~ Russell O'Neal, Secretary . 
Ftnance Committee 
William Russell O·'Neal, C hairm-an 
Ha-milton Holt Milton J. Wa~ner 
· Louis Boisot Fritz J. Frank . 
Ter1?7,S to Expire 1934 
Irving Bachelle-r . . . . . . . Winter Park, Flp.rida · 
T. W. Lawton . . . . . . . . . . Sanford, Florida 
Edgar C. Leonard . . . . . . Westport, Connecticut 
Richard Lloyd Jones . . . . Tulsa; Oklah9ma 
D0'1glass W. Potter . . - . · . . . . Louisville, Kentucky 
Margaret Dreier Robins . . . . . Brooksville, Florida 
·r erms to Expfre 1935 
- Edward S. Burleigh . . . . . Tavares, Florida • 
Paul E. Stillm4n . Glendale,. California · 
Newton -Pendleton Yowell . Orlando, _· Florida 
Donald A. Cheney . . . . . .. . . . Orlando, . Florida 
Frances Knowles Warren Boston, Massach~setts_ 
Chester D~ Pugsley . . . . Peekskill, New York 
Henry Herman Westinghouse . . New York, New York 
Terms to Expire 1936 
William Russell O'Neal . . . . .. . Orlando; Florida 
Louis Boisot . . . · . Chicago,. Illinois 
Fritz J. Frank . . . . . .• . New Yot-k, New· York 
Halsted W. _- Caldwell . . . . . Winter Park, Florida 
Milton J. Warner . . . . Pine Orchard,- Connecticut .. 
John H. Goss . . . . . . . Waterbury, ~6nnecti.c~t 






HAMILTON HoLT . 
· President ·of · the College 
WINSLOW SAMUEL ANDERSON 
Dean of the" College 
ARTHUR DELANO ENYART 
Dean of Me~ 
VIVIAN SAVACOOL BINGHAM 
Dean of Women 
ERVIN THEODORE BROWN 
Treasurer and Business M anage1 




ANNA BIGELOW TREAT 
Assistant Registrar 
CHARLES ATWOOD CAMPBELL . 
Dean of K~owles Memorial Chapel 
HARVE CLEMENS . 
Director of the Conservatory 
WILLIAM RUSSELL O'NEAL _. 
Secretary of the Board of Trustees 
. ALFRED JACKSON HANNA 
Chairman of Alumni Council 
KATHARINE LEWIS 
Alumni Secretary 
w ILLIAM FREDERICK y UST 
Librarian 
RALPH SHERMAN CLARK 
Director · of Publicity 
GEORGE CHARLES CARTWRIGHT 
Superintendent of Groimds and Buildings 
ANNE FosTER HAGERTY 
Director of the Commons 
Lida Woods, Secretary to _ the President 
Cynthia Eastwood, Secretary to .the Dean 
Ruby Walker Marshall, Secretary to the Treasurer 
Chloe Lyle, Office of the Treasurer . 
Miriam Guernsey Sprague, Secretary to the -Student Deans 
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· OFFICERS .OF _ADMINIS.TRATION . 
AND .INSTRUCTION 
Executive Officers 
·HAMILTON HoLT . . . . . . . 
WINSLOW SAMUEL ANDERSON .. 
ARTHUR . DELANO . ENYART 
V1v1AN SAvAcooL BINGHAM 
EMILIE CASS . . . 
. ERVIN THEODORE BROWN 
. President 
Dean of- the C ol_lege _ 
· [?ea-n . of Men 
. ·Dean of Women 
. . . . ·Registrar 
Treasurer 
FACULTY OF ARTS AND SCIENCES· 
HAMILTON HOLT, J 925-• . . . - . . . . . . . President 
A.B.,- Yale University; graduate -study, Columbia . University; Litt.D., W~ · 
ter ·College; .,L:H.D:, Boston University; LL.D •• _Baylor Univ~rslty, Oberlin . · 
College, Otte~in College, Ursinus College, · Wilberforce UnJ~ersity. · 
CHARLES KIMBALL HoYT, A.M., D.D., . . EmerituJ 
. .Professor of History and Biblical Literatu1·e 
WINSLOW SAMUEL ANDERSON, 1921-1922, :_1928- . Dean 
and Professor of C hemjstry . 
B.S., Bates College; M.S., . University of Minnesota; .addition~} grad11ate 
study~ ~ orth Carolina State CoU_ege. · 
A11:.THUR DELANO. ENYART, 1911-1917, ·_ 1930- · Dean of · · 
Men and Professor of Business· Econotnics 
A.B., A.M., Ohlo Wesleyan University; S.T.B.,· Lltt.D., Boston University; 
addition.al grad~ate study, Harvard · Un_iversity, Brown Univer~ity . . · 
VIV.IAN SAvAcooL BINGHAM, 1929- . . Dean of Wo'men 
A.B., Smith Col_lege. 
CHARLES ATWooo CAMPBELL, .1926- . Dean of Knowles 
Memorial Chapel and Prof ~ssor of Biblical: Literature · 
B.S .• . Kansas State Agricultural College: graduate study, · Emporia.· College; 
B.D., Auburn Tbe,o]ogical Seminary: D.D., University of Denver~ . · 
THOMAS PEARCE BAILEY, 1926- · •. Professor_ of Philosophy, 
Psychology· and Ethology, and Consulting Psychologist 
A.B., South Carolina College; -A.M., Ph.D., University of South · Carolina; 
additional graduate study, Clark Uµiver,dty. 
WILLIAM. SPENcEi BEARD, 1933- . Assistant to the 
President and Assistant to the Dean of Knowles 
Memorial . Chapel · 
A.B., B.D., Yale University; D.D .. Marietta -College. 
*The date immediately following a name indicates the year of appointment 
at Rollins. · · 
11 
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12 Rollins College 
THOMAS C~ALMERS, 1933 Pisiting Professor of History 
A.B., Ha"ard University; graduate study, University of Marburg (Ger-
many), St. . Andrews (Scotland) ; D.D., Dartmouth College. 
EDWIN LEJ\VITT CLARKE, 1930- . Professor of Sociology 
A.B .. AM, Clark U~iverslty; Ph.D., Columbia University. 
RicHARD FEUERSTEIN, 1921- . . Professor of Modern 
Languages 
Ph.D., University of Vienna; additional graduate study, Sorbonne. Uni-
versity of Pittsburgh. 
ROYAL WILBUR FRANCE, 1929- Professor of Economics 
A.B., George Washington University; A.M., Hamilton ~ollege; Albany Law 
School. 
FREDERICK RAYMOND GEORGIA, 1926- . . . Professor of 
Chemistry 
B.Chem., Ph.D., Cornell University. 
JAMES MADISON GLASS, 1927- . Professor of Secondary 
Education 
A.B., A.M., Hamilton College. 
EDWIN OSGOOD GROVER, 1926- . Professor of Books 
B.L., Dartmouth College; Litt.D._, University of Miami; -graduate study, 
Harvard University. · 
HERMAN FERMAIN HARRIS, 1924- . Profe!.sor ·of English 
A.B., Ped.B., A.M., University of Missouri: ·additional graduate study, Yale 
University, University of Paris, Colum~ia University. · . · 
RALPH REED LouNSBURY, 1930- . Professor of Government 
and Political Science 
A.B .• Yale University; LL.B., Chicago College of Law. 
EDWARD STOCKTON MEYER, 1928-. . Professor of 
·Comparative Literature 
A.B .. Western Reserve University; A.M., Ph.D., Heidelberg University. 
Ev~LYN NEWMAN, 1931- . Professor of English Literature 
Ph.B., A.M.. University of Chicago; Ph.D., University - of Dublin, Trinity 
College. · 
FRED LEWIS PATTEE, 1928- . . . Professor of American 
Lit,erature 
A.B., A.M., M.L., Litt.D .• Dartmouth College; Litt.D., Lebanon Valley 
College. 
Faculty 13 
HARRY RAYMOND PIERCE, 1929~ . . ·Professor of Public . 
S.peaki,ng 
Diploma,. School ot Oratory, Nor:tbwestem University;- B.O .• M.O., Kings 
School of Oratory • . 
JoHN ANDREW R1cE, 1930- . . . Profe!-JM of Classics 
A.B~; Tulane_ University; 13".A., Oxford University (Rhodes· Scholar); addi~ 
tional graduate study, · University of Chicago. - · · 
ANNIE RussELL, 1931- . Director of Annie Ru.r.rell Theatre 
L.H.D., RoJlins. College. 
JosIAH. EowARD SPURR, 1930-
A.B., A.M., Harvard University. 
Professor of Geology 
CHARLES WARDEL~ STILEs; 1932- . . Profe1sor of Zoology 
A.M., Ph.D., Leipzig; M.D., Academle . de Medeclne, Paris; . M.S., D.Sc., 
Wesle}•an University; (honorary) M.D., University of Riebmond; · D.Sc.~ 
Yale University; LL.D., University of North Carolina.- · 
JAMES BISHOP THOMAS, 1926- Professor of Bible and ·. 
Comparative Religion . 
A.B., Rutgers · University; B.D., Episcopal Theological Scliool; A.M., Ph.D., 
Halle University. _ . · 
JoHANNES CoRNELIS THEODOR Us _UPHOF, 1922..;. . Professor 
of Biology. and Botany 
. B.S., College of Agriculture and Horticulture, Frederlk$00rd,; M.S., Univer-
sity of Amsterdam; Ph.D., Highland University; additional -graduate study, 
University of Berlin and other · European universiti"es~ · 
WILLARD AUSTIN WATTLES, 1927- , . Professor of Engliih 
· and Journalism 
A.B., · A.M., U,nivendty of Kansas; additional graduate._ study, Princeton· 
University, Breadloaf School of English. 
EDWARD FRANCIS WEINBERG, 1922- . . . Professor of 
Mathematics · 
B.S., C.E., Manhattan College. 
WILLIAM F~DERICK YusT, 1931- . . . Libra_ri.an · 
A.B.. Central Wesleyan College; B.L.S.,- New York State IJbrary School; . 
graduate study,_ University of Chicago. 
JoHN WITHERSPOON McDowALL, 1929- . . Director of.-
Pliysical Education and A.thletic.r for Men 
B.S., North Carolina State College; graduate study, ·Duke Unlvendty. 
MARJORIE JEFFERSON w ·EBER, 1929- Director of Physical 
· Education for Women 
A.B., Goucher College; A.M.. Columbia University. 
.. ·. ·. 
·,· .. -.:_ 
14 Rollins College 
ALFRED JACKSON HANNA, 1917- . Associate Professor of · 
History 
A.B., Rollins College; graduate study, University of Madrid. 
CECIL RuPERT OLDHAM, 1930,.. . Ass.ociate · Professor of 
History · 
. B.A., Oriel College, Oxford; M.A .. Oxford University •. 
JEAN JACQUES PFIST~R, 1932,.. . Associate f'rofessor of Art 
Student, · Mark Hopkins Fine · Arts School; Gewerbe School of Professional 
Training; Art Students League; Grand Central · School of Art, pupil of 
Wayman Adams, N.A., Nicholal Fechin. 
SYLVESTER HINCKLEY BINGHAM, 1928-
Pro/ essor of English 
A.B., Dartmouth College; A.M., Harvard University. 
· Assistant 
*JEANNE l\1ANTEAU BOWMAN, 1926- . Assistant .Professor 
· of French 
Ecole Normale of Blois, France; Brevet Superieur; Certificat d'Aptltudes 
Pedagogiques. 
THEODORE DREIER, 1930-:- . . Assistant Professor of Physics 
A.B., Harvard College; S.B., Harvard Engineering. SchooL . 
*JOHN MALCOLM FORBES, 1928- Assistant Professor of 
Psychology 
B.S., Harvard College; A.M., Teachers ·College, Columbia University. 
ANTONIA GONZALEZ . LAMB, 1930-
Spanish 
A.B., A.M., Indiana University. 
Assistant Professor of 
DoioTHEA THOMAS LYNCH, 1925- . Assistant Professor 
of Dramatic · Art · 
A.B., Smith College; additional study, Henry Jewett Dramatic School. · 
AUDREY LILLIAN PACKHAM, 1930- . Assistant Professor 
of Education 
B.S., Florida State College; A.M., Columbia University_. 
VIRGINIA RoBrn, 1928- . Assistant frofessor of Art 
Student, Museum of Fine Arts (Boston), Art Institute (Chicago); pupil 
of 'Louis Millet, St. John Granville. 
W1LLIAM Louis RoNEY, 1931- . . Assistant Professor of 
Modern Languages 
A.B., University of Pittsburgh; A.M., Oglethorpe University; L.L.B., Atlanta 
·Law School. 
*On leave of absence, 193%-33~ 
. •.·•.,•· ... . -...... · -.. 
Faculty-
. BERNICE CATHERiNE SHoR, 1926- . Assistant · Professor of 
- •Biology 
B.S., M.S., Rollins Co1lege; · additional _ graduate study, Cornell : -:University. · -· - . 
RHEA l\rfARSH SMIT~, l 930~ . Assistant Prof essqr -of ·nistory 
A.B., Southern Methodist University; A.M., Princeton University; addi 
tion-al graduate study. University of Pennsylvania. · · 
HAROLD. CHESTER . SPROUL, · t 930- Assistant Professor 9/ 
English 
A.B .• .-\.M., Columbia University. 
ALAN PERCIVAL ToRY, 1932-- Assistant · Professor of 
. Philosophy 
B.A., St. John's Coliege, Oxford (Honors) Modern Greats: M.A., Oxford 
University·: S.T.M., Union Theological Seminary. 
OLIVE ScoTT FANELLI, 1931- Instructor · in. Denishawn 
Dancing 
University of Chicago: Teaching Certificate, Denisbawn. 
. . 
GEORGE Er,rnN~:~- GANIERE, 1929- . Ins.tiuctor in Plastic Art 
Studied with Van Den }lergen, Wuertz, MuHigan, Taft and Colorossl School,· 
Paris. · 
EuGENIE MARIE YvoNNE GRAND, 1930- _. _ Instructor· in _ 
French 
Ursulines Convent of Quimper; University of Renues~ University -of Florida. 
RICHARD HAYWARD, 1931-
A.B., A.M., Rollins College. 
Instructor in French 
HuGH FERGUSON ·_ 1llcKEAN, 1932:... -Instructor .-in Art 
A.B .• Rollins College; · diploma. L'Ecole des Beaux-Arts .Americab1e, Fon- · 
tainebleau; additional graduate study, Harvard Unfv-erslty. 
\V1LLIAM RoBERT WuNsclt, 1932- Instructor in English. 
A.B .• University · of _ North Carolina; A.M., Rollins College. 
RoaERT KERR EvANs, 1931- Ass~stant Dfrector in 
Physical Education and Athletics for Men _ 
B.S., Y.S., North Ca-rolina State College; additional graduate study, Inter-
national Y.M.C.A. College, Springtleld, M3:ssachusetts. _ _ · 
FLEETWOOD PEEPLES, 1922- Director of. Aquatic Sports " 
Special examiner, first aid and life saving. American National Red Cross. 
~L<\RY ELIZABETH RANSOM, 193~- . ,• Assistant Instructor 
· in Costu~e Design, 
_ Diploma. Willimantic State Normal School, Traphagen School. 
·• ... -'": • ... • 1 
.. ' .. . ... . 
16 Rollins College. 
CLOYDE HARLAN RussELL, 193 l~ • • Assistant Instructor 
in Chemistry 
B.S., Rollins College. 
CoNsTANCE WETHERELL, 1931- Assistant Instructor in 
Physical Education 
Diploma, Bouve-Boston School of Physical Educailon. 
B. AuxFORD BURKS, 192_7'."" . ·College Physician 
B.S., M.D., University of Alabama; graduate study, · Johns Hopkins Uni-
Yersity, Lyons University. 
JoHN MARTIN, 1929.:.. Conference Leader and Consultant 
on International Relations 
D.S., University of London. 
JESSIE BELLE RITTENHOUSE (ScoLLARD), 1927- . Conference . 
Leader and- Consultant in the Art of Poetry Writing 
Graduate, Genesee Wesleyan s~minary; Litt.D., Rollins College. 
HARvE CLEMENS, 1927- . Director of the Conservatory 
and Associate Professor of Theory and Corn position 
Graduate in Music Degree, Northwestern University; pupil of August Her-
bert, Harold E. Knapp, earl Beech.er, Peter Christian Lutkin, Arne Oldberg. 
'• . 
MARY Lou1sE LEONARD, 1927- . Assistant to · the Director 
Mus. D., Rollins College . 
GRETCHEN Cox, 1925- . Associate Professor of Vi_olin 
Teacher'" Certificate Cour~e, Chica~o Mu~fcal College; pupil ot Max Bendix. 
S. Jacobsohn, Theodore Spiering, Leon Sametini. . -
HELEN MooRE, 1928- ._ . Associate Pro.fessor of- Piano 
B.M.. University of Illinois; graduate ~tudy. - Juilliard Graduate School 
of Music; dlp'loma. American Con'-'ervatory, Fontainebleau; pupil. of Harold 
Bauer, Wynne Pyle, Isador Philipp. 
BRUCE - DOUGHERTY, 1930- Assistant Professor of Voice 
- Graduate study. Juilllard Graduate School of Music; pupil of Mme. Louise 
von Feilitzsch, Edwin Swain, Paul Reimers. 
HILA KNAPP, 1928- . Assistant -Professor of Harp and Piano 
A.B., Graduate in Music Degree, Northwestern University; pupil of Josef 
Lhevinne. Enrico Tramonti. 
HERMAN FREDERICK SIEWERT, 1923- . Assistant Professor 
of Organ 
Fellow, American Guild of Organists; graduate, Guilmant Orgaa School of 
New York City; . diploma, Coilservatoire Amerlcaine; pupil' of William C. 
Carl, :Marcel Dupre. 
Faculty 
HAROLD CHESTER SPROUL, 1930-
Cello, 
A.B., A.M., . Columbia t,niversity. 
Ai.ICE CLEMENS, 1928.-
17 
Assistant Professor of 
Instructor in Piano 
Northwestern University School of Music; Oberlin Conservatory • . 
EMELIE SELLERS DoUGlIERTY, 1928- . Instructor in Piano 
A.B., Wellesley College.; graduate study, Philadelphia Conservatory of 
Music, American - Conservatory, Fontainebleau; . pupil of Henry · Fry. Mrs. 
Carl Busch, . Hendrie Ezermann, George C. Boyle. . 
CHRISTOPHER HoNAAs, 1932- .. _. Instructor in_ Theory of 
Music'. 
. ' 
B.M., M.M., Michigan University; additional graduate ·study, New York 
University. 
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. HEADS OE, RESIDENCE HALLS 
-ELLEN VICTORIA APPERSON . 
Gamma Phi Beta Sorority House 
MRS. BETSEY MARVEL Ca:AFFEE . 
Kappa Kappa Gamma Sorority Iio11,s~ 
MRS. GEORGIA ELWELL ENWRIGHT 
Pugsley Hall 
MRS. DIXIE -NORTH GAGE 
M ayfiower Hall 
MRS. MARTHA CLINE HUFFMAN 
Kappa Alpha Theta Sorority House 
MRS. NELL BLALOCK LESTER 
'·•. C /overleaf Hall 
~1Rs. CoRNELIA . CLEA VE LAND lVIENDSEN · 
Lakeside Hall 
lVIRs. BELLE KING RussELL 
Chi Omega Sorority House" 
MRS~ EDITH "PARSONS SACKETT 
Phi Mu Sorority House 
MRS. HELEN GUERNSEY SPRAGUE 
Alpha Phi Sorority House 
MRs. M _ARIAN HoxIE W1Lcox 
Pi'Beta Phi Sorority House 
MRS. NELLIE ALLEN B~RTLETT 
Theta Kappa Nu Fraternity House 
ALFRED SEVERIN BouRNE, JR. 
. X Club 




CLOYDE H~~RLAN .RUSSELL . 
Kappa Phi Sigma Fraternity House 
ALAN TORY 
Kappa Alpha Fraternity House 
RICHARD WILKINSON 
Rho Lambda Nu Fraternity House 
WILLIAM ROBERT WUNSCH 
Delta Rho Gamma Fraternity House 
Faculty 19 
COMMITTEES .FOR THE. FACULTY . 
Board .of -Admissions to Upper-Division~Arts anef. Sciences 
·_. (English) Mr. Wattles; (Foreign Larng_?lages) Dr~ 
Feuerstein; (Sciences and: Mathematics) Mt~--Weinberg; 
(Socia[. Sciences) Mr. _ France; (Psychology, Phil_osophy 
Religion a71:d Education) Dr. Bailey, Miss . Packham, 
Alternate; (Expressive Arts) Mr. Clemens; (A.t large) _ 
Dr. Georgia and Dr. Newman; (Ex-o.{ficio) Dean Ander-
son and Mrs. Cass. . 
Board of Admissions to Upper Division-Music-_·Mr. Clem-_ 
ens, Miss Cox, IV1r. Dougherty, Dr. Georgia~ -Mr. Honaas, 
Miss Moore, Mr. Siewert; Dean Anderson and ·· Mrs. 
Cass, ex-officio. · 
Assembly, · Chapel and Lecture Course- Dean Ca·mpbell, 
. Dean Anderson, President · Holt, Miss Russell, · Mr. ·sie-
wert, Mr. Sproul. 
Curriculum-Dr. Clarke, Dean Anderson, Mr. -preier, Mr. 
Glass, Mr. Oldham, Dr. Pattee, Mr. _'·Rice, Mr. Smith. 
(D·r. Chalmers substituting for Mr. Oldham;. winter term). 
Debating-Mr. Pierce, Dean Enyart, Mr. · Harris, Mr. 
Lounsbury, Dr. Newman, Mr. Tory, Mr. Bourne. 
· Foreign ·Fellowships-Dr. Feuerstein, De_an Anderson,. Mme. 
Grand, Mr~ Hayward, Mrs. Lamb,- Mr. Roney, Mr. Tory. 
Founders' Week-Dean Anderson, Mr. Brown, Mr. Clem-
ens, Mr. ·Hanna, President-Holt, Mrs. Lynch, M-r. Wein-
berg, Miss _W~ods. 
Graduate Study-Dean Anderson, Dr. Clarke, Dr. Feuer- · 
stein, Dr . . Georgia, Mr. Harris. 
Improvement · of Instruction-Mr. Glass, Dean-- Andersoa 
President Holt,. Chairman of Board of _Admissions tc, . · 
Upper Division-arts and sciences (Dr. Georgia); Chair-
man of Curriculum Committee (Dr. Clarke), Dean En-
yart, Miss Packham . . 
Intercollegiate Athletics-Dean Anderson,· Dean Enya.rt, Mr. 
Evans-, Mr. McDowall, Mr. R.oney, Mr. Ward, Pr~sident 
of Student Association (Mr. T. W. Miller). 
,. , 
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Library-Mr. Yust, Mr. Bingham, Dr. Grover, Mr. Louns-
bury, Dr. Pattee, Dr. Thomas, Mr. · Wunsch. 
Museum-Dr. · _Stiles, Dean Campbell, Mc Peeples, Mr. 
Spurr, Dr. Uphof. 
Publications-Dean Anderson, Mr. Brown, Dr. Grover, Mr. 
Harris, Mr. Wattles, Mr. Clark. 
Public Service-Miss Lewis. 
Radio-Mr. Pierce, . Mr. Dougherty, Mr. Honaas, Mrs. 
Lynch, Mr. Clark, Mr. Bourne. 
Rhodes Scfiolarships-Mr. Oldham, Dean Anderson, Presi-
dent Holt, Mr. Rice, Mr. Tory. 
Social-Dean Bingham, Deaµ Enyart, Dr. Georgia, Mrs. 
Lamb, Mr. Lounsbury, Mr. McKean, Miss Moore, Mr. 
Pfister, Miss . Robie, . Miss Weber. 
Student representatives-· Miss Estes, Mr. Horton, Mr. T. 
W. Miller. 
Student Aid-Dean Anderson,- Dean Bingham, Mr. Brown, 
Miss Cox, Dean Enyart, Dr. Grover, Mis·s Woods. 
Student-F aculty-Deari Anderson, Dean Bingham, Dean 
Enyart; Mr.- Dreier, Mr. Lounsbury; . Miss Packham, · Dr. 
Newman, alternate. 
Students-Mr. Carrison, Mr. Frank Parsons, lv1r. French, 
alternate; Miss Hakes, Miss Long, Miss Stanwood, alter-
nate. 
Student . Work-Dean Anderson, Mrs. Cass, Mr. · Harris~ 
Miss Packham, Mr. Roney, Miss Shor. 
REG I STER OF STUDENTS 
GRADUATE . STUDENTS 
Andrew, Winifred Elizabeth ------~--~------- Flushing,- N. Y. · 
.. · A.B., Northwestern University . . 
Bourne, . Alfred Severin, Jr, _____________ _: _______ -Washington, Conn. 
B.S., . Hamilton College · 
Glass, Nelson Sanford -~ ________________________ .: _____________ · Winter. Park 
B.S., University of Florida · 
Kew, Theodore Johnson _______________ ___ ___ .; ____ Chamhersburg, Pa. 
B .S.; Rollins College . 
Lamb, Helen ______________ .:.._ __ : ____________________ :_ __________ "_____ Winter Park 
A.B., Jndia.na University 
Lyle, Luella Vivian -~----------------------------------------- Winte.r Park . 
A.B ., Rollins College 
Russell, Cloyde Harlan ----------------------- -----"----_:--: --:------- Sanford , 
· B.S., Rollins College 
Wilkinson, Richard --------------------------~-------~------- Warren, Ohio -
A.B ., Rollins College 
OLD PLAN STUDENTS 
Class of 1933 
Aristakes, Y ervant A vedis------------------~---------------B:aghdad, Iraq 
Brown, Sara Eleanor_ ______________ _________ ________ _____ · __ ..Asheville, N. C . . 
Buerk, Martin Ed wa rd ________________________________________ :.~ __ _:_ ___ Qrl~ndo 
Burk, Geraldine Wokott ______________ ________ ______ __ __ St. John's, Mich. 
Butler, Alice Juliet ______________ ___________ _____ New Haven, Conn. 
Carrison, Henry George-----,---------------------- ----------:----1 acksonville 
Carson,. · Florence Rosamond _____________ ~------------~~--Babson Park . 
Cashwell, Lula Rowland _____________________ ____________ ~-~--------.:..Apopka · . 
Child, ·Wall ace Holmes __________ ____________ ... _____ ___ Woods tock,' Conn . . 
C_on tini, . Daniel Al berL ___________________________________________ Dover, 0 hi_o 
·· Cruger, Edward -James ______________ ,_----------------------"'Peekskill, N. · Y. 
Currie, Robert Erskine ________________ ______ ___ ________ Philadelp_hia, Pa. 
Davenport, Martha · Ann ____ :--------- -------------"'--~- . Mjami 
Dunbar, Robe rt Cook-------------------~----~--_____ ___ p ortland, Maine 
-·. Dunlop, Donald Roger -------------------------:---:.Asheville·, ·-N .- ·C. 
Edwards, Ruth Hollingsworth ______________ .,______ :._· ____ AbbeviJle, La. 
21 
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Estes, Elinor Judi th ___________ ;. __________________________________________ Orlando• · 
Fariss, Mary Adelaide _____________________________________ 7~~7- ---_:_ ____ Qrlando 
Fischer, John George..:.. _______________________ 
7 
____ ____ _ ___ ...:Cleve.land, Ohio 
Fisher, Donald Courtland _____________________ Webster Groves, Mo. 
Fontaine, Jeanne Marie ____________ ____________ ____ :-____ Bronxville, N. Y. 
foster, Caroline ·williman ______________ _______ __________ "'Greenville, · S. C. 
Fullington, Jean· Williams ______________________________ New Port Richey 
Goldsmith, Wallace Moffett __________ __ _______ .______________ Winter Park 
Hakes, Elizabeth Priscilla _______________ ____________ ,. ___ F redonia, N. Y. 
Hara, Kathleen Charlotte ____________ St. Catheri1ie, Ont., Canada 
Hart, Ruth Blackburne.-----------~-----------------------Brooklyn, N. Y. 
Hiller, Harriet Boynton ____ _________________ __ __ __________ New . York City 
Horton, Philip W right__. _______________ 'C___________ _ __ ______ Peekskill, N. Y. 
Howard, Nancy 
7 
______ __________________________ _______ Brooklyn, N. Y. 
Jackson, Jean Ruth _______ ________________________ :. _________ Springfield, Ohio 
King, William Goldsmith _____________________________ ____ ~ ___________ Orlando 
· Kinser, Mary E va _____________ ________________________________ ____________ E us tis 
Korns, Mary Lee _______ ___________________________________ .:_:;_~-~Olean, N. Y . 
. Kyner, Boyd Francis ____ .: ________________ ------~------Wilson, Kan. 
Lang, Doris ____________________________________________________ Hartf ord, Corin. 
Libbey, Edwin Bissell ------~-------------------------Lakewood, Ohio 
Libbey, Marguerite Thelma ___________________ __ ___ Lakewood, Ohio 
Long, Effie Es telle ____________________________________________________ B rooks ville 
Lynch~ Elizabeth Deming _____________________ ______ ~---·'- Yonkers, N. Y. 
L yni p, Holley ----------------------------------~--------------Berkeley, Calif. 
Mackey, John Frederick, J r. _______________________ Kan·sas City, Mo. 
Marchman, Watt · Pearson-------------------------~--~~-------------Bartow 
Miller, Thomas William, J r. ____________ ___________ ___________ AshlanJ, 0. 
Mills, Charles Hewlings Clark, J r. __ ____ _____ _____ Charlotte, N~ C. 
·Moody, Elizabeth · Ladd ____________ ___________________ Springfield, Mass. 
Morris, Thomas Jefferson ______ __ ____ ____ _ -------~-------------Winter Park · 
Morris, William Henry ---------------------------~~------..Asheville, N. C. 
Morrow, Marion Victoria ____ _____________ _____________ __ ____ Lake Worth 
. Munger, Richard James ____ ___________ ______________ Kansas City, Mo. 
Odell, Liana Virginia ·---------------------------~-----------Cleveland, Ohio 
Ottaway, . James Haller ________________________________ Port Huron, Mich. 
Rogers, William Albert_-- __________________ Dover, N. H. 
Shepherd, -Dorothy Elizabeth ____________________ Winter Park 
Shor, Floyd Wilbur, Jr·----------------------------,.-- ---,-- --Orlando 
Steuer, Hazet-Doroth y . ______ __ _____________ Cleveland Heigh ts, Ohio 
~ ·;,."" .. ..: .. .... _ .. . . . . . , ... 
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S'Veet, Karl Monroe __ ~------------~------------------------O.ssiniitg, : N; Y. . 
. Todd, · Arthur . Stanley, Jr ·----------~---------~~----------Greenwich,· -Conn~ ·· 
Turner, Austin Clifford- ---- -"' ------- : ______ ______ ___ Corning; Jowa 
Van .Buskirk, Thelma . Louise __________ ________________ ~_____ Wint~r Park: 
Weeden, Louise _____________________ ·_:- ----------------~--------- · ___ Winter · P~.rk . · 
Wetherell, Constanc~-------'"--------------- --East Woodsto~k, . Conn/ 
Williams, Deborah _________ :_ ___________ •------------------~-----~~Rookfor.d;·· Ill. 
. Windsor, Laura Elizabeth--~-________ ____________ ______ :. __ -~Lake Worth. 
Wright, : Eleanor Gager ____________ -~------------Clifton Springs, N~-·y_ 
· Class of 1934 
Askevold, Robert James _____________ __________ _____ Congress Park, Ill. 
Barrows, Corneiia ______________ _____________ ______ _____ Tarrytown, N.~ Y. 
B eekmail, · Earl ·Alexander _____ ___ --~----------- __________ Cran hury·, N. -J.-
Berry, Donald ________________ -:---------------------------~~Bo~~oinham, . Maine·· 
Birkbeck, Alexandra _____ ~-----------------_____ -----.,-:---.----~-~----Mt . . Doi-a 
Butler, J oslyn _____ :._ ____________ -: ______ _______________ West Hartford, Conn. 
Coleman, Rebecca-Ann _______________________________ _______ Winter Park 
Cudmore, John Thomas Patterson _____ ~ ____ ". _____ New_ York ·city 
Currier, Elizabeth Adele-----------------------~~--------_  Mon tdai r, · N. J. 
·oickson; Olive Brewer _____ ___________ ____________________ ~ ~-~-""-- ~---Orlando 
· Dreicer, Maurice Charles·----~------------------~-- __ __ New York City -
Dur!{ee, Brewster Jay ~------------- ----- --------------.,- -----------1 acksonville · .. 
Eha rt, William McMein~------------------------------------"' __ Quincy ,: IIL 
Fuchs, Ropert Stephen ______ ________________________ New . Y.ork .City· 
Gibney, Janet Elizabeth---------- --------------------:B~rooklyn, N. Y~ : 
Gowdy, James Allen ____________________________________ :-_______ Qak · Park, ·_Ilt 
Graessle, 1\i1ona:.~~--------------------~-~-------:--·--- __ · _________ :.Valparaiso; Ind.: 
Hayward, Ruth ___ c _________ __ .:_,. ___ · _____ :.:. _______ _____ ~ ____ Winter · Park · 
- Ho~owitz., · David ______________ :. _______ _,--------"-------~----~----P~ssaic, N., · J ~ · 
Howden
1 
Jack Fredric_k_ _______________________ ~ _____ ;_ __ Muskegon, Mich. 
Howell,· Emily Virginia ___________________________ ~---~:sheville,. N:_ C. 
Jefferys, . Herma J uanita-----------------------------~---------~----St. Cloud 
Jenkins, Louise ·Edwards-~-- ~----------------------~----Ric:J:1mond, Ind. · 
Johnson, Thomas Phillips-------:------· -~--------------7-New Ca.stle, Pa~ 
Jones,· Mary Elizabeth __________ ·__________________________ __; __ ~_Orlando _. 
'Klosterman, ·John RusselL __________________ , ________ Cincinnati, Ohi-0 
· Lang, Barbara:. __ ~-----------------------------------------------Hartford, Conn. 
Lawton, Thomas Willingham, Jr. _________________ .: ______ _____ :.:-~-Ovieao 
Longest, · Mary Butler_~ _______________________ ____ ___ _______ Louisville, : Ky·. 
·.: .. . . 
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McKay, Celestin a ___________________________________________ Tam pa 
Miller, Raymond Harrison ___________________________ ..Asheville, N. C. 
Moon, Bucklin Renssalaer _____________________________ Eau Claire, Wis. 
Mosteller, William Alf red ___________________________ ,. _________________ Qr lando 
My·ers, Margaret Jean ____________________ _____________ Uhric_hs-ville, Ohio 
Palmer, Stanley Laurent ______________________ ___________ Daytona Beach 
Parsons, Frank Ri pleY-------------------- -=- ---------Winchester, Mass. 
Robertson, Robert Alexande-r --------- --------------~---------------Orlando 
Rogers, George Herman_..,-----------------------------~--------Dover, N. H. 
Stevenson, Robe rt Louis ____________________________________________ Orlando 
Stoddard, Allan Avery _____________ :-___ "'. ______________ h __ We.stport, Conn. 
Stufflebeam, Robert Edson __________________________ St. Ignace, Mich. 
Thompson, Horace Hetherington ______________________ Qak .Park, Ill. 
Tourtellotte, Ralph . Richardson ______ South Woodstock, Conn. 
Ward, Dexter Elmer_ ___________________ -____ : ________________ Winona, Minn. 
Washington, Richard Blythe _________________________ ~Cherokee, N. C. 
Worley, Paul Lytle _________________________ _______ ________ ___ ,.Asheville, N. C. 
Class of 19}5 
Cudmore, Homer Cecil Moody ________________________ New York City 
Jones, Elbert Gordon _______________ -:_ ______ __ __________ ________ Denver, ~olo. 
NEW PLAN STUDE~TS 
Upper Division 
Applegate, John Curtis _________ ________ ____________________ :_ ___ Toledo, Ohio 
Barber, George _ Rodgers ___________ ~ ____________________ Swarthmore, Pa. 
Barber,. Robert Cltnton _________________ __________________ Swarthmore, Pa. 
Barnhill, Miriam Fittz_~~-----.---------~-----------------------~-------------:.Dania 
Bash, Virginia · Ballance _________ ____ ___ ______ ______ __ Washington, D. C. 
B ellarri y, Ru th Jeanne ______________________________ __ :._ -----------------~Orlando 
Bergonzi, Bruna Franca _______________ _____ ________________ N ew York City 
Brett, Louise ______ ____________________ ________ ____________ ~ ________ Coconut Grove 
-Carter, -Jeanne Durant ____________________________________ ._ ____________ Orlando 
Carter, Sydney _ Hobart_ _____ __ ___________________ Chestnut Hill, Mass. 
Chapin, Anne Howard.:-~ _____________________ Great Neck,. L. I., N. Y. 
Childs, Mary Elizabeth ____ ___ _______ __________ Mountain Lakes, . N. J. 
-Cutter, Beth Alf reda ____________________________________ .:. _______ Trenton,· N. J. 
Davis, Milford J ustin ___ ___ : _______ ________ __ ____________ West Palm Beach 
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Donaldson, Barbara May . Daytona B.each · 
Edwards, George Wilkinson __ :_ _ _:_____ . . Orlando: 
Elder, Helen Eloise____ _ ____ ~-~Billerica, Mass. · 
Evans, Tw.anet Edwina__ -· ____ •· _____ Sheffield; Ala. 
Fawcett, Howard Benjamin, Jr. _ __,_ ____ Canton, · O.hio 
Fisher, Laura Belle ______ . ------------~-----------Tam a 
Frerich, Nathaniel Stowers_· ---~-----Kendall Green, · Mass~ 
Goss, Katharin.e. _____________________ ,. __________ Dunedin 
Hair, Alice.Josephine Lamb _________ Winter Park 
Harrington, William Pilling _____________ ;_ ____ ~ White_marsh, Pa. 
Hubert, James fost ___________ B.rooklyn,: N. Y. 
Kelsey, John Daintree __ . ------------------~Portland, Maine 
Nichols, . Clinton Colfax_______________ __Kingfield, Mai~e 
• Perkins, Walter Morris ___________ Hampton Institute·; Va. 
Pittman, Richard Trabue. --~----------------New . York · City .. 
Putnam, Katherine--~------- -------~----Milwauke·e·, Wis. 
Ransom, Lois -Lake__ _ __________________________ Stamford, Conn·.· 
Ransom, Mary Elizabeth ___ ~-----------~-----Stamford, : Conn~ 
R.oger.s, Mary Lynn ____________ -=----- -----~-Springfield, Ohio 
Rogers, Wava . Alene----------------------~----------------~-.--- Orlando 
Sackett, Frederic N oble __________ ~--------------------~~~St. Pete rs burg 
Schutz, Joseph •willard ________ .---------------------~Arlingtoil, Va.· ·. 
Smith, Carol Morrison_____________ _ ___ Washington, D. -C. 
Swan, Alice •Lee_--c-___ :. ____________ ~ ________________ Oshkosh~ Wis. 
Teachout, David W-illiam, Jr·------~----Cleveland Heights, Ohio 
Thomas·, Donald Oarence ________________ ~_Grand Rapids, Mich . . 
Townsend, Agatha ______________ · ______ Glen Ridge, N. j. 
Warner, Gifford Dyer ____________ :_ ___________ Nantucket,. Mass. 
Welch, Helen Louise-----------------------.----------- ---~ .,.. Sarasota 
Welhoff, Jane· Gregory __________________________________ Cleveland, .-Ohio 
Wfnant, Elfreda Katharine ___ ~--------"-----------~-Broqklyn, -N. Y. 
· Wood, Petrina Sylvester ________________________________ _ Bethlehem, Pa._ : 
Woodhull, William .Tennent _________________ .. New York City 
Wright, .Kinsman ·Edward ____________ Norwood, N. Y. 
Yust, Dorothea__ ___ · ______________ Winter Park · 
Lower Division 
Acker, Francis Ambrose::------· ____ · _______ Jamaica, . N .. Y~ 
Alexander, Dorothy Jean _Atlanta,_ Ga. ·· 
. Ames, Molly Penniman Nutley, N~ J. _-
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Apgar, . Warren · Conklin _____________________ ~-----~Rutherford, N. J. 
Arrant, Ruth _____________________________________________ ______ ,, ______ Miami B'each 
~air, France.s Marian _______________ ______________ __ _____ Cuba City, Wis.. .1 
Baker, John Varian---------------------------------~-----~---Oak Park, Ill. 
Baldwin, ' Edward Manning, Jr. ___ ________ West Hartford,. Conn. 
Ba.rtlett, Leah · Jeanne ________ __________ __ ________ ,__________ Wintei:- Park 
Bastin, _· Marj ode Elizabeth _______ ______ _____ ___ ______ ~_.Anchorage, Ky. 
Beach, Roberta . Herrick ________ _____________________ ] amestown, N. Y. 
Becker, Donald Frederic ______________________________ ·_Wilriiette, · Ill. 
Bedford, Victoria . Mae ______________________________________ St .. Petersburg 
Beim, Helen Marie ____________ ________ __ _________ _____ Minneapolis, Minn. 
Belland, Frederick Clark------------------------------~~--------Sharon, Pa . 
. Bergonzi, Dante Giacomo ________ _____________________ __ New York City 
Bigelow:, Amelia Elizabeth _______ _________________ ____ __ Columbus, Ohio 
Bills, John Clark ______________ ______________ . _____ ________________ Geneva 
Bi.rd, Marguerite MaY-----------------~---------------------Bangall, N. Y. 
Birnie, Isabelle Pa uL ______________________ ----------.----Bloomfield, N ~ J . 
. Biscoe, Ann __ . _ ·. ______________________ Newtoi:i Centre, Mass. 
Black, Robert Westcott ___________ ___ ___________________________ Panora, Iowa 
Bothe,.· Andreas David _______________ :. ________ ~ ____ ______________ Oreland., Pa. 
, Boyd, Hortense Adora __ ~-------------------------- -------:------:. ________ __ Tampa 
Bralove, Bernard Robert------------------------~-- Washington, D. C. 
B reek, Do.rothea·-----------------------------------~- -----,------------------,..-Tam pa 
B roa tch, Elizabeth Dean ___________ ~ _______________ _____ __ Portland, Conn. 
Brown, Edith Brigham ________ __ ___ __ _____ ___________________ Winter Park 
Brown, Harry Richard _____ __ _______________ ___________ ~ __ Beatrice, Nebr. 
Brown, John Bundy _____________________________ __ _______ ~Portland, l\1aine 
Brubaker, Winthrop ______________________________ Green's Farms, Conn. 
Bullock, John Ogden ____ ___ ____ ~------------------ -.,---------Sewickley, Pa. 
Burks, Emily Morgan _____________ ·-------------- -----~~----------Winter Park 
Buttner, Edwin Richard __________________________________ Plymouth; Mass 
Camp, Arie1 ______________________________ __________ ____ _c _______ Springfield, Ohio 
Camp, . Richard Curtis _________________________ ______ __ ___ Springfield, Ohio 
Campbell, Ileen Lucile ----~------------------------------~-------------Palmetto 
Canzoneri, . Vincent Matteo ______________ __ ___________ __ __ __ ___ _______ :_ T ·am pa 
Carmody, William Alexander, Jr. ______ __________ __ ____ Newark, N. J. 
Carr; Mary E vel yn __________________________ __ ________ ~___ ______ Miami Beach 
Carter, Andrew J ackson ____________________________ __ ____ ____ ~------~Orlando 
Chalmers, Douglas ____________ :_ _____________________ _______ ~___ Boston, Mass. 
Chapman, Elizabeth Ann _____ ~----------------------------Daytona ~each 
Childs, Clayton KimbalL ________________________ ~ _______ Oak Park, Ill. 
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Christ, George Abbott------------------------------------~-----~-~:. ____ Orlando 
Christensen, Eileen PearL _________ ~ ___ __ __________ Rocky 'River,. Ohio 
Clark, Ann __ _-_ _______________________________________________ Culpeper, Va. . 
Clark, Norris Cha pin ________________________ ~ ________ ______ Lakeville,. Conn. . . 
Clark,. Ra yinond A pp leton ________________________ ·------~Cleveland, Ohio 
Cleveland, Alyce· Burnett ______________________________ Greenville, · S . . C. · 
Clough, Reginald Theodore _____________________ _______ Lebanon, · N ~-H. · 
· Cole, Na ta lie Ruth ------------------------------------------~------------.----Miami· 
Coleman, Eugene Decatur_ ________ ~---------------.'.----~----~--Winter Pa.rk. · · 
Cooper, Rich~rd Douglass ____________________ _________________ Chicago, 111 . . 
Corey, Rogene Lois ____ ___ _____ _________________ ___________ Scarsdale, N. Y. 
Cornell, George. Davison _________ _; ______________ Central Valley, N. Y. -
Crider, \Villi.am Weaver__ _____ ~---------------- -----.-----Lakewood, Ohio 
Cummings, Jean _______________ ________________ ______ _______ :._Wellesley, M~ss . . 
Cushman, Ellen Carlisle ____ ________ _____ __ · _____________ :.""Cleveland, Ohio ·. 
Cushman, Nancy J ane ________ _________________ ____________ B rookl yn, N. Y. 
Dailey, Barbara IsabeL ________________________ J amaica :P1a.in, ·Mass . .. · 
Davies, Launa-----------~-- ____________ ____________________________ Loui sviHe, Ky·. · · 
Davies, Wiliiam Lawton ________________________________ Cleveland, . Ohio · 
Devereux, Kathryn IsabeL _____ . ____________________ New Orleans, La. 
Dike, Paul Alexander ________ _____ Germantown, Philadelphia, Pa:. 
Doyle, John ________ ~-------------------------------------------~Clevelan~; O_hio · 
Drummond, Burleigh Brammer ______ _ ~---~-------.----~Oak .Park; I_ll. 
Duncombe, Frederic Taylor ________________________ _Newtown, . Conn. 
Dunn, Virginia Miriam ________________ ___ :_ _______ __ ____ __ Morjtc}air, N. J. 
Dwight, Ellsworth Everett, J r. __________ _____________ ....:Sum·mit, N· . . l' 
E~ule, Esther KendalL ________ ~ __________________ .:Grarid Rapids, Mich .. 
~astwood; Harry Palmer, Jr . _____ _; __ _____________ ______ :.____________ Orlando . 
Ea ton, . Stuart Cliff __________________________________ .: _____ ___ ------Jackson ville .. 
Ehrlich; Theodore Jacob ____________________ ______ _____ ___ _________ : ____ Tampa 
Eldredge,_ h.1arlen __ _________________________________ ___ ,, _____ Memphis, Tenn. 
Elliott, Robert F elix ___________________________________ -,-Be-atrice, Nebr. 
Ellis, Dorothy Powers _________ .., ________________ _______ ~;_Waban, Mass. 
Embry, Grace Darling ·----------------------------~------~Lexington, Ky . . 
Enck, Robert ______ :-____ -:. ________ ~ ____ .: __________________________ ~_A_shland, · Oliio 
Evans, Thomas Jefferson, IIL _________ ~--------~--Uhrichs.yil~~e;. Ohio 
F antus, · Ruth_:_ _____ ~----------- -----------------------------------~Oak Park, Ill. 
Fariss, Louise Alberta ___________________________ _____ _________ ~____ Qriando . 
Fassett, Leona rd Harris----------------------:------ ----~ ---Chicago, Ill. 
• -'.'!, .• • • • • ~ • .- • • • . . • ' •• . "'•·p:. ·· . 
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. Fishback, Blanche Georgene---~---- ______ Orlando 
Fletcher, William McClain __ ~ ___________________ .; __________ Chicago, Ill. 
Ford, . Harvey__ ___ _ _______________ .: __ Bexley, . Ohio 
Foster, F_r an k Murr a y ------------------------------------------~ _________ Mia mi 
Gaines, Helen Ruth ___________________________________ Burlington, .Ky_. 
Galbraith, Guilford Elmore ______ ~---------------------~-New York City 
Ganson, Curtis Barrett ____ ~ _________________ Cleveland · Heights, Ohio 
Gantt, · Nancy M·argaret ________________________________ Sc~rsdale, N. Y. 
Gehrmann, John SamueL ________________________________ Chicago, Ill. 
Gettys, Virginia Lee _________________________________________ Louisville, Ky. 
· Gleason, Isabelle Lansing ______________________________________ ~_Eau Gallie 
Goeller, Charles Thomas _____________________ ~ ____________ New York City 
Goldman~ Mortimer ________________________________ Brooklyn, N. Y. 
Goldsmith, Edith· Eleanor ____________________________ __ ____ ,.~ __ Winter Park 
Galloway,' Helen Carey _____________________________ North _Canton, Ohio 
Go rd on, Robe rta ____________________________________________________ M obi I e, Al a. 
Graham, Bessie __________________________________________ West Palm Beach 
Grand, · Anne Marie_-:-------------------------------------~--~----- ------- Orlando · 
Green, Margaret Jessie __________ Newton Highlands, Mass. 
Greene, Lucy Madana _______________________________________ Ashland, Mass. 
Greer, . Genevieve Ainichihoyo ______________________________ Davis, Okla. 
Hall, Jonathan __ _; __________________________________________ Washington, D. C. 
Harbottle, Sara Colling __ ________________________________ ·____ _  Dayton, Ohio 
Helm, Jane ____________________________________________________ Wayzata, Minn. 
Higley, John Parker. _______________________ .: __ Cleveland Heights, Ohio 
Hills, . Ernestine Williams _____________________________ Br.ookline, Mass. 
Hines, George William ________ : ________________________________ Chicago, Ill. 
Hodgson; Sloat Fasset"----- ____________ .Atlanta, Ga. 
Hoidale, Carol Sil verson __________________________ Minnea polis, Minn. 
Holden, James Francis _____________________________ Hackettstown, N. J. 
Hooker, Ruth Fairchild ______________________ Shepherdstown; W. Va. 
Horine, Ethyl Smither-----------------------------~------~--------------0 r I an do 
· Howard, Tasker, J r. __ __________________________________ '." ____ Br_ooklyn, N. Y. 
Howe, Ralph Samuel, J r. _________________________ Longmeadow, Mass. 
Howell, Joseph Corwin, J r. _________________ _; _________________ Qrlando 
Huffman, Mary Katharine ____________________ :-__ Broken· Bow, Nebr. 
Hughes, Frank _Haggart ____________________ Evanston, Ill. 
Hunsberger, Florence Ann ______________________ Cindnnati, Ohio 
Hyde, Elizab_eth Billings ________________________ ~ _______ __:Buff alo, N. Y . 
., . Igou, J oan ___________ ·----------------------------~-------------~· ____ Kissimmee 
I, . 
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·_ Imlay, Virginia ·Anne ___ ~-------------'." _____ Washingto.n; ·D . . C. 
Jackson, Helen . Frances _____________ :.. _______ Swarthmore, Pa. 
Jaeger, _ Margaret lrma ____________ _; ___________________ Milwaukee, Wis. 
Jaekel, Virginia Overholt_ ____________________ , _____ ~l)oyie.stown, Pa. 
Jarrell, Mary Rose_,.___________ · --~-----Charlotte, N ~ C . 
. Jenkins, Margaret Ryan ____________________ Richmond; , b id. 
Jenning~, Bertha: Marguerite ___________________________ _; __ Winter ·. Park 
Jo4nson, Chandler Winslow ______________________ Cambridge, -_Mass. 
Jones, Anne _Buckner__ ___ _ ______ .:Pine Bluff, Ark. 
Jones,_ Phylly_s________________ _ _________ -- ~_Chicago, . Ill. 
Jones, Virginia Edson ____________________ .: _____ _; __ Wyoming, {)hio 
Kallen, Ellen Esther ______ :_ ___ .; _______________ East Hampton, N; Y. 
Karnopp, . Kingsley Phelps ____________________________ Winnetka, · Ill. 
Karst; Ma_bel Margrett _______________________________________ Orlando · 
· Kimbal1, Rhodora · Dale __ ·__________ · ---------------------------~Tampa 
Kimble, Walter Daumont____________________ · .-~-----~--Titusvil1e 
King, Charles Newton ______________ :__ __________________ Ashland, Ky. 
King; ·.Mary'_ Jane -------------------------- ___________ Carlisle, Ky. 
Knowlton, Katrina ________________ : ________________ St.· _Petersburg. 
Kuhns, Benjamin Franklin, J r·----------------------~-Dayton, _Ohio 
Kyner, Porter -Bas$ett _______ ~ ____ : __________________ _: _____ Wilson, . Kan; 
Lee; F ranees _ -~--- _ ._ . __________________ _:__ ____________ Minn ea poli-s; Minn. 
LeF evre, Mabel Muree ______________________________________ _:_~Ber·ne,. Ind-. · 
LeRoy, Jane Eliza beth _______ ---------------------------------~Winter. P.a rk 
Lichtenstein~ Joseph Melville ______________ Baldwin, L. I., N. Y. 
Limerick, Sar_a Townsend.:. ____________________ ~ ____ Newburgh, N. Y . . 
Lloyd, Carrington Mason_:. ____________________________ B rookline, Mass. 
Loughrey, -Amelia J ane _____ :. ____________________________ Columhus; Ohio 
Luce, Sara Vi rgh1ia --~--------------------------------Clevelan_d, · Ohio. 
McCall, . Virginia Tejas _ _____________________ :._;----------GainesviUe 
McCanless, Florence. Moore _______________________ South -Bostori, Va_. 
McGill, Mary Alice _______ ~------------------~--------------Valparaiso,-·1nd: · 
McKay, Mary Jane _______ ~------------------------------.:. ___ · ·. . -_Tampa ·. 
-McNeil, . Evaline ----~-----------------------~---:----------------~Chicago, . Ill. _ 
Mc Wain; Ruth ____________________________________ W el_lesley . Hills,_ Mass. 
Maclay; Robert Cunningham ______________________ _ New-York City·. · 
Ma_cWatt, Jack Alan ______ ~-------------------Great Neck, L .. L, N. Y . . · · 
Malone, Lin ton George --:------ -------------------------------:~--Palmetto 
Marion·, CaroL_'"--~---..:---------------~---Stam.ford_, Conn. 
Marah, Martha Beulah ________________ _Avon Park 
·. ·.:··. 
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Marshall, Elizabeth Jane. _____ __ _______ . _______________________ Winter Park 
Martin, ·Marcella Elliott ________________ __________ · ______ . ____ Summit, N. r 
Mergentime; J ean _________ ·····---- -----·-·-~·---~----~-----New York City 
Merrill, Isaac · Lincoln .---------·-··-··-----------~··--------Daytona Beach 
Mills, Mary-Virginia·-------·--·-·-----------·-·---·-Spring Lake, Mich. 
Minary, Amelia Scoggan_·----··----·------··--~-----------Louisville, Ky. 
Mitchell, Maryru th ..... __ ·····---···-······--·- -------~:--------·lvlonett, Mo. 
Mitchell, R Upert ____ ·-·---···-·-·-·--------------·· -·- ·--·-·:--·-----Monett, Mo . 
.. Mize, Rob-Roy McGregor Graeme _____________ .:._ ___ Topeka, Kan. 
*Moore, George F ranklin·-·---·---··-·--- -····-----------Oak Park, · Ill. 
. Moore, John Davison------- -··--·-··----··-··-·-- ---Brightwaters, N. Y. 
Morrow, Richard- Dunbar._. -- ·-··--· -- ······--·---··-----New Y.ork . City 
Morrow, Robert :tvlilton ___ ··-···-·- --·---····--'--··-·-·---- ·-·Lake \Vor:-th 
Morse, Eleanor Eaton _··-·--·-····· -··-·-···--·-·-·---·---·Fort Worth, Tex. 
Morse, Joseph Meatham .... -··-· -- ----··--East Woodstock, Conn. 
Morse, Stewart Le·slie .. --··· -···-·-···-··--··--East Woodstock, Conri . 
. M ticcia, Mildred florence_. ····· ·-·-··--·--·-·-~··-··-~--New York City 
Murphy, Janet Ruther£ ord .. ·--·····----:-.•·---···~·-Branford, Conn. 
Mutispaugh, ·Mary Wanita_···-·---·.-·-:--. -··---··--·--~-·---Winter Park 
Nevins, Cornelia Leona rd .. -·--···-· -~-·--------·-·-- ---------··-------Tam pa 
Newby, Martha MaY---·----·-··-·-·-- -----··-·-- -------------Winter Park 
Newell, LaGeorgia Willson_. __ __ ··-·---···---·-Chattanooga, Tenn. 
Newton, Arthur Valadier_ __ ____ ···-····-···-··----New Rochelle, N. Y. 
Ney, Paul Sprague~.·---···-······ --·-·--··· --·--···-------·.:-Cheshire, Conn. _ 
N ohl, Mary Louise ____ · __ ;_ ___ . _--··-··------··-·· ----····-~Milwaukee, Wis. 
N Orton, Marvin Chancellor---···-·-- -··-·-·-·----·-·-----·----------Orlando 
Olmsted, _ Sterling Pitkin ___ ······-··-·--·· ··-···East Hartforc!, Conn. 
Orebaugh, Virginia Grace ·------·····-····-··-· ·-·---~----·-·---Winter Park 
Orpin, Anne DerbY--·-·-··--···••···-··-···--·-.:·~·····-Winchester, Mass. 
Orr, Robert._:----·~·-~·----·-·--·---_ -·--····--···--·-·--··-·--·-Yonkers, N. Y. 
Ott, Jack La psi y ·----·-·-··-· -· _ -·· ··-···-·--···-··----·-··------~Pass-a-Grille 
Owen, Reginald Bryan __ ·- ··-···-·--·------··-·····--·---Coconut· Grove 
Palmer, Mary Elizabeth .. ·-·····-···-·····-·-·-·-------·Brookline, Mass. 
Parker, Jean . Giosvenor ... ·-·---·-·-·--··--····-·--·-··---:-··St.· Augustine 
Parker, Thaddeus Cornelius, IIL ...... -·-·--··-----·-·St. P~tersburg 
Parmley,. Dorothy Vernon .... ·-··-··---------···----·-.··--Richmond, Va. 
Parsons, Barbara Dee .. - ---·-······-·-··-·····-·-·-·---·Lartdsdowne, . Pa . . 
Parsons, Harold Beaumont·-·-····-·······--·.Acton Center, Mass . 
.,.Deceased, November 11. 1982. 
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Peirce, Victoria Glenrt _____ ~---- ------- -- --~-------~-------Brooklyn, . N. Y. 
Pendexter, Annajeanne Fowler _________________________ ~~.:_.:Chicago; -Ill. 
Peper, Loring ___ ~------~-------------_______ _____ __ _________ __ Manas-quari~ N . . J. 
Poling, Ann Louise _________________ .: _____ ___ __ _____ ____ ____ New York City 
Price, Irwin Franklin, Jr. __________ ______ ______________________ Moosic, .. ~a. 
Quinn, Josephine· Helen _______ ----~- -------------------------·Palm Beach · 
Rand, Eliza beth __________________________ ____ __ __ ___ ________ Be_imon t, Mass_ . 
. Rathbone, . Charlotte __ ____ _____ ~---------------------------:---'"Palmer, M~ss. 
Raynor, Newton __________ __ ___ _________ _____ Lake Ronkonkoma, · N·.- Y: -
Reed, Barbara Ann _________ ------------------- --~-----------.:: __ Coconut Grove 
Re-id, Nancy CarrolL __ __ ___ ___________________ · ___________ Charlotte, N. _· C._ . 
Rice, . Katharine Bennett ___ _; ___ ______ _________ ___ South. ·.orange, N ~ · J. 
Richards, Elisabet Lundborg __________________ New ·canaan,. Conn. 
Riggs, Douglas Shepard--~-~----------------~------------~Melrose, . Mass. _· · 
Roberts, Everett Lee .. -----------~- --:-----------------------~~-----~K_is-simmee· 
Robinson, Charles Clark, J r. ____ ___ ________ ___ Webster Groves,. Mo. · 
Rollins, Edward~--------------------- -------------------------· __ Dover, N. H. 
Romano, Florence ________________ ___ ____ __________________ \Villoughby, Ohio -
· Russell, Foster William -------~------------------ ---------St . . Petersbu·rg 
Santaella, Amy -Consuelo ·---------------- ---------~-------------'------Tam pa 
Scholfield, Frederick Griffin ________ -- ------------- ----'--~-----~Lon~ood · 
Sealover, Charles Scott __________ ___ ~----·-------- __________ _________ Lakeland 
Season.good, Janet Agnes .. ___________ __ _________ ________ Ci~cinnati, · Ohio 
Shannon-, Richard Cutts _______ :- __ ___________________ _________ Saco, -Maine . 
Shares, Sylvia Cha ppelL _____________ ~ _________ ___________________ F ort Pierce 
Shattuck, Richard Spofford ·--------- --------~--------------·-Jaffrey ~ N. H. 
Sheetz, Eleanor Louise ___ ____ ___________ _________ ___ __ _______ ..c._Braden.ton 
Shepherd, E.mily Kathleen ___________________ __ _____________ Winter Park_ . 
-Showalter, ·Howard Westwood, Jr. _______ ____ Fairmont, W. Va~. 
Sleicher, · Ralph Herbert.. __ ___________________ __________ Montcl~ir, N. J. 
Smith, Dorothy Edwards __ ________________ ____________ ~~----London, Ky.-; 
Sm_ith, E-ugene AlberL~--------------------------------~-Milwaukee, Wis . . 
Smith, Louise Butler ____ -~-__ ______________________________  ,, __ Orm<;md Beach 
Southgate, · Ft'ances _____________ _____ ________ ____________ Birrningham, Ala. 
Stanwood,: Shirley ____ ________ ____________ __ _ ._______ Wellesley .Hills, Mass. -
Stearns, Isabelle:. _______ _______ ________ _____ ____________ 7----- -~Jloston, Mass. 
Stearns, Sally_: _______________________ __ ____ __ ________________________ Boston, Mass . . 
Stephan, Edi th . Aileen___:. __________________ ______ __ _________ Cleveland; Ohio 
. Sullivan,. Edward DanieL ____ __________________ ~_New Haven; Conn. 
Sutherland, John Edgar_ _______________________ ~ ______ Cornwall, N. Y. -
' . .. .. 
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Sylvester, Sara Natalie__________________ _ Jacksonville 
Taylor, Florence .. ·- ---~------- ___________________ .;._Bethel, Conn. 
Taylor, Mary-Virginia_______ ____;_ __ New Orleans, La. 
Teelin, Robert · ·Dean____ ___ Larchmont, N~ Y .. 
_ Thayer, Jane - --~------- -------- ____ ._Cleveland, .Ohio 
Thomas, . Genevieve Lillian ___________________ ~Grand Rapids, Mich. 
Tilden, Luther Willis_ ___ _ ______ Wi-nte'r Ga·rden · 
Tilden, Virginia _May___,_ _________________ Winter Garden 
Trevor, Betty · ___ _ --------------------~------~--B'uffalo, N. Y. 
Trieschmann, Ralph Adam.___ _ ____ ____ Evanston, Ill. 
Trowbridge, Alice Mason ________ ~ ____ _; _________ Englewood, N. J .. 
Trowbridge, Mary Rogers ______________________ ~Englewood, N. J. 
Tullis, James Lyman ___________ ., ___________________________ Cleveland, Ohio 
Veasey, James Alexander____________________ . _______ Tulsa, Okla. 
Veniard, Clifford· Ulysses _____________________ .: _________ New York City 
Vincent, Molly Curtis 
7 
_____________________ White Plains, N. Y. · 
. Vruwink, Ruth Elizabeth _________________ ~----., _Albany, N. Y. 
Waldo, Nor man MacLeod _______________ __ __________ _; __ ~. ~ -~dover, N. H. 
Wadield, Robert ______ ·----------~---------Newton ; flighlands, Mass. 
Warner, Mary Eugenia _____________________ ~ ____ St:. Paul, Minn. 
Warren, Francis Codd ___________________________________________ Kent, ·conn. 
Washburn, David CheneY -------~----------------Longm:eadow, Mass. 
Wellington-, Arthur Marmaduke _____________________ Columbus, Ohio 
Wenzlich, · Dorris Ruth ______ :. _______ ~________________ Ma_plewood, Mo. 
Weston, Norman Betts :. ___________ "'. _________ '." ______ '" ______ Welton, Conn . . 
\Vetherell, Franklin Steere __________ ~ ______ East Woodstock, Conn. 
· Whalen, William Francis _____________________________ Peekskill, N. Y. 
White, Eleanor Chapman ________________________ ~ __ Cleveland, Ohio 
White, Malcolm Eminger ____________________ East Clevel~nd, Ohio 
White, Mary Elizabeth ---------------------:· ___ .: _______________ ~_________ Tampa · 
Whitelaw, Aubrey Hutchins _____________ North Stonington, Conn. 
Williams, Jay Coler _____________________ "'. _______________ Rive·~ Forest, Ill. 
Willi ams, Mary Elois a-""---------------------------------- ---_Al de t, Mont. 
Win ant,' D a nieL ____ ~------------------------------------ ____ Brooklyn, N-. Y. 
W~se, Robert Louis _________________________________________ ~ ___ .,:_ Winter Park 
Wolfe, Richard_ Schuyler ____________ '-___________ Great Falls, Mont. 
Worthen, William Hunter________________ Wellsburg, W. Va. 
Y oun.g, Mary Elizabeth _________ _:_ ___________ ~------~--------------Sebring 
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Abbott, Horace Porter, Jr. ·Melrqs_~, .. Mass. 
· Allen, Lennox Linds·ey · _________________ Louisville; _Ky. 
Bonelli, Edward Hood, · Jr·. ________ West Newton,. Mas·s. 
Connery, John Hu.rd ____ Orlando 
Connor, Barbara Niles _________ Ne-w Smyrna 
Cooney, Carroll Trowbridge, Jr. Brooklyn, N~ Y._ 
Elliott, D.exter, J r. ______________________ Thompson;C9nn. 
Gan·son, George Henry ______ Cleveland Heights, Qhio 
Higgins, Anna · Elizabeth ____________ Truro, Mass. 
Jones, Beverly Marshal ____________________ Boston, Mass ... 
Mellen, Hughes Edward ____________________________ Winter Park 
Merrill, ·Anthony ~ rench _________ ~ ______________ · _____ Madison, Wis. _ 
Owen, David Barnes_______ _ _____ Bronxville-, N. Y~ · 
Parriott, Ethel Winnette---------=------ -Orlando 
Roberts, Harrison_________ Richmond Hill, L. I., N. Y~ 
Seaber, Kathetine _____________ Maplewood, -N.· J. 
Sieger, Frances Lilyan________ ____ · Mt. . Dora 
Stout, Ruth Merle_~_- ___ New. York City 
Trammell, Thomas Waiker _____ ------~Kent, C_ori:n. · 
Ward, Clara Benedict .Winter ·Park · 
White, Nancy_________ _____ , ________ Cotuit, ·Mass. · 
Wylie, Dolores Margaret--~--~------------- __ Orlando 
Rollins College 
, GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION . 
Alabama ----------~---- 3 
Arkansas ---c---- 1 
California __________________ 1 
Colorado ----------------------- 1 
Connecticut ---"'------------------ 3 2 
District of. Columbia ______ 5 
Florida _______________ 126 
Georgia -------------------------- 2 
Illinois _______________________ 23 
Indiana -~------ 5 
Iowa ________________________ 2 
Kansas ------------------------------ 3 
· Kentucky _____________ · _. ___ 11 
· Louisiana ______ · _____ 3 
Maine ________ 6 
Massachusetts _________________ 3 5 
Michigan _______________________ 8 
Minnesota __________________ ______ -6 
Missouri _________________________ 7 
Montana -----------------,--------- 2 
Nebraska -------------------------- 3 
New Hampshire ___ 
7
__________ 6 
. New Jersey -______ :._____________ __ 20 
New York · ------~---------------- 64 
North Carolina ------~--------- 10 
Ohio _ ·______ ------------ ------------ 46 
Oklahoma _________ ______________ ~ 2 
Pennsylvania ~------------------- 15 
Sou th Carolina· _______________ 2 
Tennessee· -· ___________________ ______ 2 
Texas _____________ · _________________ 1 
V1rg1ma __________________________ 5 
West Virginia __________________ . 3 
Wisconsin ------------- --------- . 8 
Foreign Countries 
Canada ____________ ______________ 1 Iraq . __________ · _ _______________________ 1 
States represented __________ 34 Foreign Countries ____________ 2 
GENERAL SUMMARY FOR YEAR 1932-1983 
Old Plan Students . Graduate Students _;____ _____ 8 
Class of 1933' ______________ 65 Special Students ______________ 22 
Class of .1934 _____________ 46 
Class of 193 5 ____________ 2 Total undergraduate 
New Plan Students enrolment ______________________ 441 
Upper Division ________ 49 
Lower Division ____________ 279 · Total enrolment -____________ _471 
·· . .'•. 
.DEGREES CONFERRED 
FEBRUARY 22, 1932 
Doctor of Laws 
Edward A. Filene · 
Irving Fisher 
John ·Durham Wing 




JUNE 4, 1932 
M as'ter of Arts Degree 
William Robert Wunsch 
Bachelor of Arts Degree 
Marian Adelaide Allen 
James Glover Armstrong 
F ranees . Lee Arnold 
John Samuel Arnold 
Merritt LeRoy Barnett 
.John Winfred Boss, Jr. 
Heil-ry ·conrad Heywood 
· · Brokmeyer 
Charles Maynard Brooks 
Donald. Wenzell Brown 
Richard Crocker .aushnell 
Emma. Dearn_ley Caldwell 
Virgil Edward Carnell 
Robert :Grover Cleveland 
William Harold Cochenour 
Kenneth Curry 
Miles Burnett Dawson 
Elizabeth Mary Elliott 
Harry Arthur Fosdick 
. Harvey Franklin Gee, Jr. 
William Wade Graham 
Huntington Hanchett 
Lois Hancock 
Gwen· Flodle Heilman 
Carolyn H'eine . 
Frank Elmer· Hodgkinson 
Roger Clerc Holt 
Mary Anthony Howa_rd 
Albert McGregor Johnston 
Charles Katzman · 
Geo.rge H. Kerr 
Edmund Harrison Kim-
ball, 11 
Dorothy ·Brooks Langston 
Lucille . Elean<;>r LeRoy 
Betty L.ouise· ·_ Lyle 
David Ram~ay _McCallum · 
Luther Gilbert· McDowall 
Ch-risty·~ ·Mac:Kaye 
Ethel Miller · _· . 
Stanley Leland Miller 
. Vivian Louise.· Mousselet 
85 . 
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Roger -Nussbaumer 
Harry Delphos· Orr, Jr. 
James Parks _ 
Na ta lie Pilenko 
Elizabeth Mabel Rathbone 
Fritz Riedl-Riedenstein 
George Henry Salley 
Jeane Elizabeth Simmons 
Chester Kendall _ Smith 
Polly Frances-Stuart Smith 
Miriam Guernsey- Sprague 
-Sarah Phyrne Squier 
Arthur Henry Stafford 
Helen Prior Starbuck 
Kathryn Isabelle Stewart 
Peter Almerin · Stoner 
Bernard Tenaille 
Ruth Todd 
Lottie Mildred Turner 
Theodore Baker Turner, Jr. 
Albert Charles Valdes 
Elizabeth _ --Frederica Vogler 
Florence Charlotte Walker 
Grace . Callahan Walker 
Frederic Arthur Welling 
Richard Wilkinson 
Viola Lydia Wilson 
Bachelor of Science Degree 
Donald Edward French Roy · Andrew Klett 
Theodore Johnson ·Kew Lloyd Acker Towle 
William Howard Walter 
Bachelor of Music Degree 
Vivian F ranees Douglas 
Manly Campbell Duckworth 
Aldia Marie. La Vigne · 
Harold Emil Metzinger -
Lucille Tolson Moore 
Marilouise Wilkerson 
AWARD OF HONORS 




Magna Cum Laude 




PRIZES AND AWARDS 
F~llRUARY -22, -_ 1982 
Algernon Sydney Sullivan ·Medallion 
Cha_rles Atwood Ca~pbell _ 
JUNE 4, 19'32 
Algernon Sydney Sullivan Medallion -
Lottie Mildred Turner . Richard Wilkinson -
Sprague Oratorical Contest . 
Charles Maynard Brooks, First Lloyd Acker .Towle, Second·-. 
Arthur Cogswell Davenport, Third • · -
C hj Omega Prize 
Jean Williams Fullington 
M. Flossie Hill Short Story Prize 
Agatha Townsend 
Howard Fox Literature Prize 
_Christy · MacKaye 
Gamma Phi Beta Economics Prize 
Mary Anthony Howard 
Omicron Delta Kappa Trophy . 
William Albert Rogers 
Phi Mu Athletic Trophy 
Lois Hancock 
· lnterfr,aternity C_ups · 
Delta Rno Gamma Fraternity . 
Phi Mu Sorority 
,.37 
. . . -
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Allied. Arts Society Pnzes Won by Students of 
Rollins College 
Ponce de Leon Prize~ Sarah Phyrne Squier, First divided . . 
Drama Prize, Ethel Miller, First. 
Pnze for Color Work, Roger Holt,_ Second. 
Sculpture, Joan Burrell Drinker, First; Ruth Earline Drum- . 
mond Harris, Second. 
Batik," Myra Amelia Thomas, First. 
Design, Boyd Francis Kyner, First. 
Commercial Design, Donna Louise Furniss, First; Doris 
Allen Kennedy, Second. 
STUDENT ASSISTANTS, 1~32-19_83 
· Graduate Assistants -
Theodore Johnson_ Kew, Chemistry 
Dorothy Hartridg·e Lewter, M at.hematics 
Richard Wilkinsonr Psychology : . 
Undergraduate Assistants 
Y ervant Avedis Aristakes, Biology 
George Wilkinson Edward~, :Biology 
Lois L~ke Ransom, Dramatic A.rt 
Robert Warfield, Dramatic Art· 
Bru_na Franca Bergonzi, French ·a_nd Italian 
Theodore . Jacob Ehrlich, German · · · 
Twanet Edwina . Evans, German and French 
Emily Virginia- Howell, Mathematics 
John Hurd Connery, Museum . 
Robert James Askevold, Physics 
Tasker Howard, Jr. Physics . 
Frederic Noble Sackett, Spanish 
89 
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GENERAL INFORMATION 
HISTORY AND ORGANIZATION 
ALTHOUGH the legislature, the churches, and · other or~ . ganizations had made earlier attempts to establish 
· higher education in Florida, Rollins was · the first c<;>llege 
founded in Florida whose faculty, · curriculum and standards 
were comparable to those of A grade colleges in other sec-
tions of the country. It shares with Dartmouth, Smith, Am-
herst, .Wellesley and Williams a Congregational inheritance, 
and like them, it is now entirely undenominational. 
Among those who, as early as 1883, conceived the idea of 
establishing ·a college in Florida was Miss Lucy A- Cross, 
a pioneer in the educational field of Florida. Through· her 
pastor, the Reverend C. M. Bingham, of Dayt9na Beach, 
she appealed to the Florida Congregational Association at 
its first meeting, held in Winter Park, in ·1894; as follows: 
"My desire is to found a college thorough and complete · 
in its course · of study." · 
Mr. Frederick W. Lyman was probably the first to sug-
gest the location of the College at Winter Park, then a small 
village only recently established. This plan· wa_s strongly 
championed by Dr. E. P. Hooker, who ''preached an · 
eloquent sermon in the town hall, January 15, .1884," point-
ing out the need for such a college. Funds totalling $114,000 
were offered by friends of education in Winter Park, and 
thus the college was brought to the shores of Lake Virginia. 
Rollins was incorporated April 28, 1885, taking its name 
from Alonzo W. Rollins, of Chicago, who gave the sum of 
$50,000 to the initial endowment. Dr. E. P. Hooker was 
the first president. 
Despite the generosity of many friends there came, fol-
lowing the illness and retirement of President Hooker in 
1892, a long period of depression .and distress, . which . was 
.greatly·. i_ntensified later by the "Great Freeze". For one 
year, Dr. Charles G. Fairchild served as president~ In 1895 
the trustees elected to the presidency, the_ Reverend George 
Morgan Ward, the first. general secretary of the Christian 
Endeavor Society. · 
40 
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By the contribution of his own p~rsonal fortune and with 
the aid of a larg_e· number of. gif~s from __ frie~ds~ _President . · 
Ward was able to· keep· the doors of the college·· "open. Mrs. 
A. _ W. Rollins, widow of the . founder, .who-shared·· .with her 
late husband his a·esire to project ·into the ._cent~ries ·to come_ 
high ideals of educational service, made herself · res·ponsible 
for an important part of President Ward's . pr.~gram. 
· In 1902 President Ward was called to -the presidency of 
Wells College and was succeeded by the Reverend .Wi~lia:m 
Fremont Blackman, Ph.D., LL.D. One of the · pfincipal 
undertakings of President Blackman was to seek an income'-
producing endowment to eliminate recurring .de~cits. ·-Dur-
ing his administration this fund reached a total of $240,000 · 
and five buildings were erecte~. 
Following ·President Blackman's retirement in . 1915 a_ 
group of t_rustees, including Treasurer ·William R. ·O'Neal; _ 
William C . . Comstock; one of the founders and a generous 
donor; Charles H. Morse; and Mrs. Charles L. Smith, -who 
as faculty member and trustee was a large :·_contdbutor to 
Rollins, _both in ·service and in gifts, induced :·or. George 
Morgan ward to accept again the presidency of the C_oUege . . 
Upon his return to Rollins Dr. Ward· headed-a movement 
for endowment which added $500,000 to the income:--p:rQduc~ . 
ing funds. Mr. Morse contributed more thal). $100,000 ·of this 
. amount and George A. Rollins, brother of the -found~r, whose .. 
service in superintending the erection of the early buildings _ 
had constituted him a generous donor,. _continu~d the tradi'."' _ · 
tion · and the .generous benefactions · of :the · Rol_lins f a~ly · by 
a gift of $168,750. Dr. Ward served without · _salary until · -, 
1923, with the exception of two years, during which period . 
Dr. Calvin H. French was . president. 
Upon. his second retirement, Dr. Ward was elect.ed· Presi-
dent Emeritus and remained a member of the Board of 
Trustees. until his death in . 1930. - . 
-For two years, Dr. Robert J. Sprag.ue, who had been 
- Professor of Sociology and Economics since _1920, ·. _served 
as acti11:g president, and · was succeeded in 19i·4-_1925 by 
President William .C. Weir. . · 
In 1925 Hamilton · Holt, -Litt.D., L.H.·o~, LL.D., -former 
editor of the Independei,t Magazine and world peace· a_dv~- _. 
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Cate, unde~took as president of Rollins to solve some of the 
problems of the present system of ·higher · education :in 
America. Un.der his leadership the faculty abolished lec-
tures and recitations as obsolete methods· 0:f instruction and 
substituted therefor the Conference Plan · of Study. This 
effort at Rollins to humanize education has ; become na-
tionally ·known. 
In accordance with a new policy, the enrolment of Rol-
lins is limited to 500 students, 27 5 men and 225 women. 
Close contact. between teacher and ta~ght is assured with 
an average ratio of one instructor to each group of ten 
students. In 1931 a revaluation of the essentials of a liberal 
education was made, and Rollins was placed on an achieve-
ment rather than on a time basis. This change has divided 
the college into lower and upper 'divisions and abolished 
the freshman, sophomore, junior a-nd . senior. years as steps 
toward the degree. 
During the present administration, many gifts have been 
made to Rollins. · ·Among them was 6ne of $500,000 and 
another of $125,000, both for endowment -and both from 
anonymous donors. In all, approximately $2,000,000 ·have 
been raised for buildings, ·current . -expenses, endowment 
scholar.ships, library, loan funds, .scientific equipment, . im- -
provements · in teaching and for general purposes. 
Bequest to Rollins College 
"To place your name, by gift or b~quest, in the keepi~g 
of an activ.e . college, is to be sure that money and the project 
with which it is associated will continue down · through the 
centuries which are to come, to quicken _the •minds and hearts 
of youth and thus make a perpetual contribution to the 
wealth of humanity." _ . 
For the information of friends of education who may wish -
to have a pa.rt in the greatest of all investments, t_he educa-
tion of worthy boys a_nd girls, the following forms are sug-
gested for those who may desire to make· provision in their 
wills for Rollins College: 
Genera/,-/ nf ormation 
BEQUEST OF- PERSONAL PROPERTY 
I give.- devise and- bequu.tb to Rollins College, l~ted at ·_ W..inter Park~ 
Orange . County, Florida~ ,the . sum ot S . · · ; (or, if.1Jeqt!,Ut ·u 
of personal tirOJJerlv ··other .than money, aubatitute -ducri.ption ·of propertg 
in place ·of '-'the 8'itm of S · "'). · 
DEVISE. OF REAL PROPERTY · . 
I give, devise and bequeath to Rollins CoUegef locatei at Wi-nter Pa rk~ 
Orange County, Florida, (here insert,. description of properlfi detmed) • 
. RESIDUARY . CLAUSE . 
I give, devise and bequeath to _Rollins ·College, located . at Win~r Park, 
Orange County. Florida, all the rest, resique ·and remainder_·. of ti'ly property 
and estate, real and personal~ and wheresoever situate . . 
CODICIL . TO WILL 
Having beretofore made my ·Last Will and Testament. dated (here inaerl 
date) and being of -sound mind -and memory, I hereby . iµake,. publish, and 
declare the following . codicil thereto: . 
. (Here insert any change it ia desired to make . in the teill). -
· Except as herelnbefore changed· I hereby ratify a·nd confirm my said 
Last Will and Testament. · · 
Sho'llld it be desired to name some specific .. purp~se for 
which · the trustees are directed to use the beq~est, such · 
purpose should :be indicated. 
LOCATION AND ENVIRONMENT 
The City of Winter Park, the seat of Rollins College·, is 
located on the main line· of. the. Atlantic Coast -~ine Railway; 
one hundred and -forcy--two miles south of Jacksonville-, and 
one hundred and five miles northeast of Tampa. It is within 
fi;mr miles of th~ growing city . of Orlando (35,000f ·with 
which it is connected by exc_ellent roads. · Busses . operate 
between. the two cities. 
Winter Park has an enviable reputation as :a beautiful, · 
healthful .and progressive community. _ It is _situ~ted·· in _the 
high pine region of Central" Florida, amidst the: ora·nge 
groves; lakes · and sub-tropical forests. · There are ·eighteen . 
lakes wholly within the city limits, all of which_ :are bordered · 
by luxuriant sub-tropical vegetation. Virtl)~lly every street 
either terminates in a lake or encircles one. . · 
The mild, dry. winte·r dimat~ and rare frosts make· possible 
an aU~year-round outdoor life with continuous · exercise in 
land and water sports that insures vigorous . health. 
Rollins C allege 
· Literary . and Other Advantages -
The civic,; social and literary en.vironment of Winter Park 
is in keeping with its unique physical advantages and_ scenic 
location. Pr-obably few towns of its _ s.ize in the United States 
off er . so many literary and artistic advantag~s as Winter· 
Park. The following are a few of its a·ctive ·organizations: 
1. The . Woman's Club, occupying its own beautiful 
building. -
2. The ·Allied Arts Society, of which Irving Bacheller is 
President. · 
3. The Poetry Society of Florida, of which Jessie B. 
Rittenhouse is President. · 
4. Tuesday Evening Free Lecture Course. 
5. The Fortnightly Literary Club. 
6. The -.Rhymers Guild. 
7. The Rollins Theatre Workshop. 
8. The Winter Park Symphony Society ( 56 pieces, 5 
Concerts). 
Most of these organizations hold open meetings from time 
to time and offer . prizes for creative· work w'1ich are open to 
the undergraduates. In addition to . these ·· activities, the 
Rollins_ Conservatory of Music presents .each season a num-
ber of concerts and musical events of a high order . 
. The town is noted for its clean, brick.:.paved, oak-shaded 
streets, its large estates, attractive residences, well-kept 
grounds and public parks. Within two miles there are two 
well-ke_pt golf courses. Three large winter hotels occupy 
scenic locations-on the shores of two of. the-lakes which pre-
serve their wild and wonderfu_l semi-tropica~ vegetation. 
Winter _Park has the finest of pure water, a sanitary sewer 
system and the whole region is entirely free from malaria .. 
Many noted authors, artists and _eminent men and women 
from all over America have their winter homes here and the 
winter season is crowded with lectures, redtals, . concert~, 
debates, and · other interesting entertainments of the highest 
. quality. · · · 
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Tuesday Eve.ning Lectu-r.es 
. . . 
Among the cultural • opportunit_ies · offered . thro~ghout -the . -. 
year to the students and citizens · of Winter . Park, is a free _· 
course _ of Evening Lectures. Among the ·sp~ake_rs of. the 
season of 1932-33 . are: Dr. Kenyon _L . . Butterfield, Dr. 
Thonias · Nixon Carver, _ Dr. Chih Meng, ·Mr. Dariiel C. · · 
Beard, Mr. John Spargo. . . . _ . _ 
There. are. also several concerts by The Rolli_ils Conserva-
tory of Music and Glee Clubs · and intercollegiate debates . .. 
Symphony Orcb,estra 
The Winter Park Symphony Orchestra, an _organization of 
about fifty profe.ssional mtiskians, was founded by the ·en.-
terprise arid generosity of Mary L. Leon~r4_._ · _It i~ ,supp9rted~. 
by the gifts of priv.ate individuals an_d sever_al . civic ·organiza-
tions. It is under the conductorship of H~~ · Clemens-, 
Director of the Conservatory of Music •. The factdty, in ·most 
instances, -play first chairs of the_ir · section, and qualifi~d · 
advanced students have . an opportuniti to play- with the . 
orchestra. · 
Annie Russell · Theatre 
. Three series of productions will be p~esented: -during the 
academic year 1932-1933 iri the - Annie . Russell _ Theatre_. -
A Professional Artists' Series, arranged under,- the pets·onal 
direction of Miss Annie Russell, includes "The Murder _in-
the Red Barn,". by the Jitney Players; A . Shakespeare· Re-· 
cital · by Edith Wynne Matthison; a _recita~ of. American 
· - Indian Folk-Lore by Princess Te Ata and . Princess AtaJoa 
of the Chickasaw-Chocktaw -Tribe; a piano _ ·recital by . Will..: · · 
iam Harms of the Curtis Institute of Music-; a vio~in recital 
by M-me. Lea Luboshutz of the Curtis Insti:lµte .of Music; 
"The Thirteenth Chair," featuring Miss · Russell_; a -concert 
by the Curtis String Quartet; _ and a lecture with ilhistrati_ve 
dances. on "The Art and Philosophy of the Orient," by -Ruth .. · 
St. Denis. ._ · 
Plays produced by the Rollins · Workshop under th,e direc-
tion of. Mrs.. Dorothea . Thomas · Lynch, a_ssistant profe~sor __ 
of dramatic art, and director of the Workshop ar~: George 
Kelly's · "Philip Goes Forth"; · Susan Glaspell's "Allison's 
.. . _:. 
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House"; Philip Barry's "Holiday"; . John Balderstone's 
"Berkeley · Sqµare"; Gilbert and . Sullivan's op~retta 
"Iolanthe", in cooperation with the Conservatory of Music; 
and "Merto~ of the Movies", by George· S. 'Kaufmann and 
Marc Connelly. · · 
· Under the direction of W. Robert Wunsch; instructor · in 
Creative English, students will produce .. Henrik Ibsen's "A 
Doll'-s House"; Eugene O'Neill's -"Anna Christie"; and · 
George Bernard Shaw's "Pygmalion". · 
THE u NIT-COST PLAN 
The Unit-Cost Plan, an entirely new p·ro_gram in college 
· finance, ha~ b~en adopted for the academic ye·ar 1933-34 to 
govern the ·· educational costs of students of Rollins. 
The pl~rt, in brief, as adopted by the Executive Commit-
tee of the Board of Trustees, is as follows: 
(a) . It budgets the College on an adequate but not an 
extravagant ·financial basis. · 
(b) It divides the annual operating expenses by the 
estimated student enrolment, not to exceed five · hun4red. 
( c) It fixes the cost of board, room and tuition of the 
individual student as one unit cost of the total. · 
(d) It makes available the income of the present endow-
ment for reducing tuit_ion to desirable students who can 
affirmatively prove they cannot pay the full rates. 
The · Unit-Cost Plan was suggested by a report on the 
receipts of privately endowed institutions of -higher _learning 
for the yea.rs 1923-24 published by the United States . Bureau 
of Education. · At that time, a little less than one-half the 
current expenses of endowed colleges and universities came· 
from studen_ts; one-quarter from the interest- on endowment, 
and another quarter from gifts and other so.urces. In other 
words, the students paid le.ss than orie-half of the cost of 
educating them. · · 
These privately supported American colleges · were orig-
inally founded as -"charitable" i~stitutions. It was ·'. expected 
that they would be maintained by gifts from philanthropic 
people. An edt1cation at such a college was: virtually · free 
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for it was assumed. that the students :- griduating fro~ them· 
· would · go into· the ministry · or teaching, or. -oth~r · publi~ serv~ 
ice. pr.ofessions · in which . the-financial retur:ns to them_ would 
be small but the g~in;s to society "larg~ .. · Tod~y -it is proh~bly 
not an overstatement to say that · a-- majority,of th~ stude~ts 
. go to- _college for .busines_s or social ·consideratic>ns·. The idea· 
of professional- se-rvice to society is -ce.rtainly rio longe-r. the 
chief consideration of the majority.· · . _ . 
It would se_em, therefore, t_hat under· these. changed_ condi-
tions- students who can afford to do so sho~ld b.e · expe¢ted_ 
to pay -for the benefits received, and the endowment,income 
and gifts · hitherto distributed e·qually throughout the ·student · 
body should go to those who are unable . to pay the full cost 
of their education. . . . 
· lt should be emphasized that the lJnit-Cost Plan .does· 
. not contemplate applying _any' of the endowment income or.: 
. student fees: for new-buildings. . The Trustees still -_beli~v~ . · 
the servkes of Rollins .justify outside contriputions . -f9f 
capital improve1nents. It should be equally emph_a~i~e'd that" · 
any further: additions to the scholarship, -loan 9r· specified 
endowment funds will be made available to students who 
cannot p_ay the full cost of . tuition. . . 
The adoption of the . Unit-Cost Plan is the next logical. -· . 
. step in the Rollins ideal of a cultural . college · with. a limited 
student ·· body, a faculty devoted to humanized teaching, 
a physical plant designed as much· for bea~ty"~-s effic_i~ncy j ·an . 
adequately and .scientifically financed, first by those ··who are.· 
receiving the most benefit from it, and _second ,by · those_ who 
are able to appreciate a genuine opportunity . for wise giving. 
BUILDINGS AND EQUIPMENT 
The Campus · 
The College Campus, consisting of forty-five ac.re.s,_ well-
shaded . by pines and live -oaks, .skirts the northern: shor:e of . 
Lake Virginia for nearly half a -mile, afforcµng. · excellent •· 
athletic _grounds, as well_ as bathing and boating· facilities 
through.out the year. 
Buildings 
Rollins · College -now has five new buildings~Rollins ·Hal1, 
l\!Iayflower Hall, Pugsley Hall, the Annie · Russell Theatre~ 
. ,·. 
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and the Knowles Memorial Chapel-iri -the plan adopted by 
the Board of Trustees for the future physical -development 
of the institution. 
In accordance with this plan, which includes an artistic 
grouping of instructional and residential buildings showing 
a Spanish-Mediterranea.n influen~e in architecture, ·the_ new 
units harmonize -architecturally and: fit naturally into the -
entire pattern. 
All · five of the new buildings have been _ erected since 
1929. All of them blend with the semi-tropical nature of 
the countryside and harmonize with · the distinctive -type of 
architecture usually found in tropic;al and semi~tropical re-
gions, such as Florida, California,. Spain; _Italy, and Medi-
terranean countries. 
ROLLINS HALL, the first unit to be completed, is a 
dormitory for men, the gift of the late Edward Warren 
Rollins. This building accommodates twenty.'..f-our men, the 
first floor being • given over to social pu,rposes, while . _ the 
second _and third floors contain individual dressing and study 
rooms for all occupants. Rollins Hall was opened in the _ 
fall of 1929. 
MAYFLOWER -HALL AND PUGSLEY HALL, both 
residences for women students, were built in · 1930 as units 
2 and 3. Mayflower Hall is the gift of an unnamed donor, 
and Pugsley Hall is the gift of ex-Congressman Cornelius A. 
Pugsley, of Peekskill, N. Y., a trustee~ These stand side ·by 
side and . are connected at the rear by a loggia fa:cin,g the 
lake. In general, Mayflower and Pugsley Halls are _ fea-
tured by tile roofs in · variegat~d -colors, Spanish texture 
stucco in two-tone -effects with natural and artificial stone 
trimmings, producing the architectural effect of . Old . Spain. 
KNOWLES MEMORIAL CHAPEL, _t4e largest building 
on the campus and one of the most distinctive in Florida, 
was erected in 1932 by Frances Knowles Warren (Mrs. 
George E. Warren) of Boston, a truste.e, as a tribute to her 
father, the late ·Francis · B. Knowles, a founder of Rollins. 
It was designed by R~lph Adams Cram and is one of the ~ 
outstanding achievements of this ecclesiastical .architect. Its 
. . " 
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tower crowns a s.tructµre of Eighteenth Century · S:pan~sh 
Gothic whose splendor is · accentuated ·by the arca_des , which 
connect" -it with the Annie .. Russell Theatre. Its interior is 
enriched . by two · antique .tapestries and a group of religious 
paintings. Mrs . . Warren's sister, Mi:s. Homer Gage, has . 
provided the . organ and bronze screens. 
THE ANNIE RUSSELL THEATRE-In order to en- · 
courage the study a·nd practice of Dramatic ·Art at Rollins~ . 
and to provide a Theatre where the Drama can· be· . pre-
sented professionally for the stimulatiOn: of the cultural life · 
of the community and of the · college, and · wishing to honor 
her friend, Miss Annie Russell, . the· disttnguishe4 actress, 
Mrs. Edward- W. Bok gave the Annie Russell Theatre to 
Rollins College, in March, 193 2. It was built simultaneously 
with Knowles Memorial · Chapel. The Anriie Russ~ll 
Theatre was designed by _Kieh~el and Elliott, . the cc;>ll.ege · 
archite~ts, to fit naturally -into the general plan of picturesque 
Spanish-Mediterranean architecture! Perhaps the chief_· · 
characteristic is its unconventional. treatment in avoiding- the 
box-like · architecture common to ·m-ost theatres. 
CARNEGIE HALL, built in 1908,- . contains .the .·college 
Library, the Admini~tration Offices, and the . Co_llege ·Post_ 
Office~ This building, which was made possible throu·gh· 
. the generosity of Andrew. ·Carnegie, is ·a · ·two-story · and 
.basement structure in the Spanish style of architecture; made · 
of white sand-lime brick with cement stone . trimming$ an·d 
red tile roof. · - · 
CHASE HALL, named for its principal _donor, Loring ~-
Chase, and built in 1908, is · a two-story brick dor~itoi'y for 
men. One of the most substantial. buildings on the campus, 
. it accommodates forty-five _resident . students. · It-is · ad van-
. tageously located on a slope commanding · a ·view of Lake 
Virginia. · 
CLOVERLEAF, a . commodiou~ . three-story _ dormitory .. 
for freshman women, is so .named because- it. is ·shaped· like -. 
a cloverleaf. Erected in 1886, it is still one·· of the_ most 
satisfacto.ry "home~like" resident buildings in the group, .and · 
accommodates sixty women. . . . . . . . . . 
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LAKESIDE," a two-story frame residence for women, was 
built in 1886. It is centrally located, . convenien_t to the 
"Horseshoe", and accommodates twenty-five·_women. 
PINEHURST, the home . of the Co.nservat{?ry of Music, 
is a two-story· frame building conta~ning studios, practice 
rooms, · and offices. It is the oldest building on the campus, 
having been erected in 1885, originally serving as a dormi-
tory. 
LYMAN HALL, which was built in 1904 as a-gymnasium, 
the gift of Frederick . W. Lyman, now prqvides class and 
cortf erence rooms for the classes in Econo.mics, History, 
Sociology, Psych-0logy and Philosophy. 
KNOWLES · HALL, a fire-proof white · brick building 
which contains ciass and conference rooms, laboratories, and 
the Thomas R. B~ker Museum, was built in 1910, replacing 
a building -of the same name, destroyed by fire in 1909. 
The first was the gift of Francis B. Knowles and the s·econd 
was the gift ·of his wife and Andrew Ca_rnegie . . Until the 
completion of Knowles Memorial Chapel in 1932, the 
Knowles Hall auditorium, now occupied by. the · Museum, 
was _used as the Chapel. . 
. \ 
RECREATION HALL, on th_e edge of Lake Virginia, is . 
used as a gymnasium and a hall for entertainments, with _a 
seating ~apacity of 2000. It contains a basketball court with . 
bleachers, a large stage, and dressing rooms. 
SP ARRE LL HALL, a re-modeled dwelling, contains . class 
and conference rooms, used chiefly . by the Department of 
English. 
-THE STUDIO, lo·cated off the campus, is. a remodeled 
bungalow used by the Department >of · Art for class rooms, 
studios~ and exhibition gallery. Adjacent to the Studio. is 
a smaller building used as a Sculpture Studio. . . 
THE COMMONS, the general dining hall, with a ca-
pacity of 3 50, ·is pleasantly located overlooking Lake .Vir-
• ginia . . It was built in 1919 on the site of the · old dining 
hal~ !which was burned the preceding year~ · · · . · 
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· THE SPEECH STUDIO, a small frame· building used by-·· 
the :Department of Public· Speaking, was built-originally · as . -· _ 
an art studio, and used subsequently as a radio b_roadcasting 
studio~ · · · 
THE ·SHELL HOUSE, . on Lake Maitland, .houses ·the · 
large rowing ·shells used :by the Rollin-s · crews. . . 
. . . . . . ' . . . 
THE PELICAN, a pavilion on the· beach front near New · 
Smyrna, Florida, is used chiefly for recreational purposes 
by st~dents and . faculty. The property ·was a gift from Mrs . . 
Caleb Johnson. _ 
.SHELL ISLAND CAMP, an outing camp.on Sh.ell Island 
.. in the· Wekiwa River, a nearby jungle retreat. · · 
The Library 
. . . . . 
The library of Rollins- College is in Carnegie Hall, a two. 
· story brick ·building located near the center of the campus. 
A general ·reading room forty by fifty feet · occupies the 
western half of the building 
The library . contains 42,803 volumes. . In addition there · 
are 6500 government documents and :miscellaneous ·p_am.: 
phlets and 148 regularly received periodicals; of '·which '60 . 
are gifts~. The books are organized in accordance· with the. 
Decimal system of classification · and a dictionary card 
catalog. . . 
A number of special collections are notewor~hy: The · 
Fred Lewis Pattee collection of literature;. the Florida col- . 
lection of early Spanish . and English . history·;· the Heney 
Nehrling collection on horticulture arid ornithology;_. -the · 
· Kennedy-Whitman _collectiori given by William Sloane 
Kennedy. . · · 
In 1930 Rollins College Library received .a= grant from t=1ie 
Carne·gie Corporation of New York of · $2,000 a year· for 
four years for the purchase of books. '11iis- fortunate recog~ 
nition of its needs will _be a distinct help · in · building up the · 
library collection. ·. . · . · 
· ·Rollins students also have free access to the public libra_ry; · 
of Winter P-ark and . that of Orlando ne·ar by. The privileges -
of the college library are freely extended to the . resident$ . 
of Winter P~rk. -
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Thomas R. Baker Mu1eum 
The Museum; which occupies a . large part of the second_ 
floor of Knowles · Hall, contains a · valu-able collection of 
specimens of great use in the scientific· te~ching of the 
College. The M.useum is named in honor of the late Dr. 
Thomas R. Baker, . professor emeritus, who was in charge 
of the · Museum from its foundation until his death in 
March, 1930 • . 
ALUMNI ORGANIZATION 
THE ALUMNI AssocIATION. --rhe Rollins Alumni Associa-
tion was founded in. 1898 by Miss Clara Louise Guild, '90, 
the first graduate. Since that time the Association has done 
much to extend the influence of Florida's oldest college . . 
The president is Rex Beach, '97. 
MEMBERSHIP . IN ALUMNi Assoc1ATION;. · All . former stu-
dents who have taken a year's work are eligible to member-
ship in the Alumni Association . 
. ANNVAL MEETING. The annual meeting and reunion of 
alumni is held on Alumni Day of Founders' Week, the latter 
part of February. 
' PUBLIC SERVICE 
In order to carry out the aim of Rollins College to render 
service to the communities and to the State, as well as to 
its undergraduate body, public - lectures and ·addresses are 
·offered by the members of the Rollins ·faculty. J:he topics 
covered have a: wide range and include political theory, 
readings in English literature, musical programs and 
scientific subjects. 
COLLEGE PUBLICATIONS 
·The · Quarterly Bulletin is _ the official publication of the 
College. · 
The Annual Catalogue is one of the issues of the Quarterly 
Bulletin. 
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The Rollins Animated Magazine. l)'nique among the-
Rollins publications is the "Rollins-· Animated Magazine" · 
issued annually during Founders' Week; .The· .ccmtributions_ 
are by well-known authors1 .and are presented bi.'.the -~utj:iqrs 
in .person. Each year from fourteen to sixteen. distinguis.hed 
editors~ novelists, essayists and poets . appear a·s · "contr;bu-
tors" reading their manuscripts before a -large audience of 
delighted "subscribers." · 
STUDENT ACTIVITIES 
Cooperative Student · Government -
Student activities at Rollins College . are controlled by the 
students with the cooperation . of the -Administration and 
Faculty of the. College. The authority --of the &tudent body 
is vested in the StudentAssociation which has for its purpose 
the control and management of athletics and ·other student · 
activities, the promotion of good fellowship and the enforce-
ment of law and order in the student -body of the College. 
Upon registration, a regular student au.tomatically be-
. comes a member of the Rollins Student· As$ociation. Mem-
bers of the faculty become members of this · organization 
only by special election of the student body. · 
The -executive and judicial powers of the Association are · 
vested in the Student ·. Council which is composed of the 
officers of the Student Association and · three · members 
elected By_ the students fro_m both · the Lower and Upper 
Divisions. · There must be one man and one woman member 
from each Division. 
For the gen8ral maintenance of good order and proper 
conduct, the College depends to a great extent upon · the 
vol~ntary. application of the Rollins College _Honor Tradition 
enf arced by the Student Council and public opinion among 
the students. Major matters of discipline are handled by 
the _ Student-Faculty Committee. 
SOCIETIES A:SD ORGANIZATIONS 
The various interests of a wholesome student life are 
sustain·ed a.nd promoted by mean·s of appropriate organiza-
tions. · 
_ The "R" Club 
The "R" Club is composed of _ letter men who -have earried 
their major or minor "R"s. It also includes . the managers 
of the different teams. The purpose of the dub is to promote 
·greater athletic interest. · 
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W. A. A. 
The Women's · Athletic Association was organized ·to pr~ 
mote and foster the ·highest spirit of spor-tsm~'nship ·an_d_ C07._: 
operation among the girls. All wonien· students interested 
in clean sports are eligible to apply for membe·rship. · 
Studio Club 
. . -
The Studio Club is open to all students intere$ted in Art 
and has for its aim the stimulation· and -fostering _ of this 
interest on the campus. 
·RoUins Theatre _Workshop 
The Rollins Theatre Wo~kshop presents six .fine · plays _ 
this year in the_ Annie ·Russell Theatre·. Membership is-
open to students enrolled in. Dramatic Art. · 
_ The Rollins Players 
A group of advanced · members of the· Rollins Theatre_· · 
Workshop who make road trips throughout the state ac-
companied by- the Director. . . 
Student Directors 
The highest distinction which a student may gain· in D.ra-
matic Art is a Student Directorship. During 1931-33 ten 
one-act plays were presented as matinees by Student ·.Di-
rect0rs. 
· · The Museum 
·This is a student organization which presents dramatic 
and musical programs. Among the presentation_s this-year 
are original folk-plays written by -Rollins students. 
Le Cercle Francais 
Le Cercle · Francais is a dep~rtmental brganiz~tion,. mem-
bership in which is-open to those who have a worki_ng knowl~ 
edge of French. It is affiliated with Le:" Federation de l'Alli-
ance Francaise {J,UX Etats-Unis et au. Canada. 
_ C irculo E sptinol _ _ 
· Circulo Espanol was organized for the. purpose of assi~t~' 
ing· students to learn Spanish, and is open to _ those .w~o .are 
• •I• 
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enrolled in. the Department of Spanish. It is . affiliated with 
the lnstituto -de las Espanas of Columbi_a University. Among 
its outstanding programs is that honoring ce·rvantes April 
23 ·of each year. · 
Rollins Litera_ry Society -
The "R~ L. S." is· a literary organization -inade up of young 
women especially interested in creative literary work .. Mem-
bership is limited to thirty. · 
Gargoyle 
Gargoyle is a secret order made · up of :those who have 
obtained distinction in some form of literary work. The 
first Friday after the second Sunday in December has been 
designated as "Gargoyle Day" . . 
International Relations · Club 
The International Relations Club was organized during 
the year 1926-1927 under the auspices of the Carnegie 
Endowment for Inte·rnational Peace. Through this connec-
tion the local club receives current literature on related 
subjects. Through the broad experience· and acquaintance 
of some of the friends of the club, it is able to present some 
distinguished authorities and enviable personal contacts. 
Rollins Key Society 
The Rollins Key Society is an honorary society founded 
in 1927 for the purpose of fostering interest in all campus 
and scholastic activities and promoting the welfare of Rol-
. lins College. Membership is open to juniors and seniors 
only and is based on their scholastic work and activities 
· during the first two years of college. · · · 
Oratorical Association 
The object of this organization is to promote a higher 
standard of literary e~cellence at Rollins, through annual 
contests with other colleges and universities, _in debate, 
speech contests, oratory and other forms of literary · dis-
course. · In addition entertainment programs and weekly 
radio ta~ks are given by the members over _Station WDBO, 
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Orlando, Flori~a. Public programs a·re also given by asso-: 
ciation me.mbers before the High Schools and various Clubs: 
and · Church societies. · · · 
Omic-ron Delta Kappa 
Omicron Delta Kappa; national · hpnorary service •fra-
te·rnity, was installed at Rollins in · 1931. Membership-,._ is 
conferred on junior and seriior men who have distinguished 
themselves in campus activities. 
· Pi Gamma Mu 
The Florida Delta · Chapter of Pi Gamin.a __ Mu, national 
social science honor society, was installed at -Rollins in 1932. 
Pi Kappa Delta. 
Pi Kappa Delta, nat_ional debating fraternity, was installed 
at Rollins in 1932. Students who have, participated in three 
intercollegiate debates or have won two are eligible to m-effi,.;. 
bership. 
Phi Beta 
The Theta Chapter of Phi Beta Fraternity, a musical and 
dramatic art fraternity for women, was installed at Rollins . 
in 1923. 
Rho Kappa Sigma 
Rho Kappa Sigma is a local honorary chemical society. 
0. 0. 0. 0. 
This . is a men's ho.norary organizati9n_ whose purpose _ is · 
to create, preserve and foster the traditions and ideals of 
-Rollins; to promote respect for the . c_ustoms _of. the Coll~ge·; . 
and to develop a s·pfrit of leadership and cooperation in the · 
student body~ 
Cosmopolitan Club 
The object of this club is the cultiv·ation of friendships .. 
between persons of different nationalities, -and · the promotion 
of international goodwill. Meetings ate devoted · to talks 
and discussions ·:on f orei.gn lands · and their proolems and to 
social activities. 
...... 
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Glee Clubs· 
The College maintains three -glee clubs under the leader-
. ship of the Director of the Conservatory of Music: a men's 
glee club, a women's glee club and a mixed glee club. 
A C appella Choi: 
This choir has been ·organized to participate in the services 
of the Knowles Memorial Chapel. 
College Band 
Students who ·have sufficient knowledge and experience 
in the playing _ of band instruments are generally organized 
. into a College Band. 
Student Trio 
The Student Trio consists of piano, cello artd violin. 
Violin Ensemble 
This is one of the newer musical organizations among the 
students of the Conservatory. 
Piano Ensembles 
There are several student piano ensembles which give 
recitals during the year. 
Instrumental Club 
This is an organization for those esped~lly interested 1n 
bras_s, string and wind instruments. 
RELIGIOUS LIFE 
Christian Education 
Rollins is a lib.era! Christian college, not teaching religious 
dogma, but endeavoring to maintain a wholesom_e religious 
atmosphere ·and to work for the development of Christian 
character by means of the Y.M.C.A., Y.W.C.A., special 
speake-rs at assemblies, and the teaching of Christian phil-
osophy and -ideals in the class rooms. · 
Religious activities are now centered in Knowles Memo-
rial Chapel, with -a Student Chapel CommiJtee actively 
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identified ~n assisting the Dean -of the Ch.apel. Ea~h ·sunday 
during_ the academic year a Morning ·Meditation-Service is-_ 
held, . ·primarily _for students and . fac;ulty, and oc~si_onally 
Vesper ·song Services are . h,eld Sunday affornboris · fot th~. 
public. Three times each week an Organ Vespers Program 
is presente<:i .in the ChapeL · · · . . · . 
Christian Associations 
Rollins maintains ho$ a Y.M.C~A. and· a Y.W.C.A. 
The. executive work of each organization is . c.arried · on by a · 
cabinet composed of four_ officers and -chairmen of.. standing-· 
committees. · The student· cabinets are assisted by advisory 
boards made up of people interested in "Y" _work . who are ._ . 
always ready to help the students in every ·poss~ble; -· way. 
At the meetings of the two associations, the. programs -vary_; . · 
at times a student leads the meetings, or ther~ may be ·an 
open discussion · of a problem of interest to the students· .. _ 
· Once a. month _an outside speaker is invited to the as-socia-
tions. Sometimes . joint meetings. of the · Y.M:C.A. ~nd · 
Y.W.C.A. are held. 
All stude-nts are invited and urged to join in the services 
of the five local churches-Baptist, Catholic, · Congregational, 
E_piscopalian and Methodist. · 
..... STUDENT PUBLICATIONS 
Rollins College is noted for its interest along literary lines--
and this interest· is demonstrated by the number of publica--
tions which it issues. · 
The· . following are me.mbers of the Rollins Publications 
Union which has offices in a workshop provided ·by the . 
College: . 
The Tomokan · is a year-book published an~ually by the 
Senior class. It gives a complete resume of all the activities_, 
organizations, and events pertaining to Rollins~ and · to the 
students and f acuity of Rollins. 
The Flamingo, a ii-iagazine of drama,, short st~ries, and 
poetry, is sponsored by the English Department of. the Col- . 
. lege. All material printed in the Flamingo must be approved · 
by a ·committee fr?m the English faculty as well as -by the 
. ·. 
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editorial staff. In this way a remarkably high standard has 
been attained . in this . publication of undergraduate writing . . 
The Sandspur is a weekly newspape,r ·_· issu~d by the edi-
torial staff and .the journalism class of the college. It prints 
all ·campus and local -news. It has the versatility in reading 
matter of a . city newspaper, and keeps the Rollins · students 
well posted through its editorial, social and news columns. 
The Studrnts' ·n andbook is published by the Y~M.C.A. 
and Y.W.C.A. every summer to furnish information on the 
traditions, customs, and organizations of the College to enter-
ing students. 
The Rollins Pictonal, while not a member of· the Rollins 
Publications Union, is an illustrated record of the College 
and its · activities published three times a year by the 
students. · · 
ATHLETlC ACTIVITIES 
Because of the excellent and mild climate of Florida, 
Rollins is able to maintain out-of-door athletic activities 
throughout the year. Two hours each day are set aside as 
a recreation period in order to enable the · students to par-
ticipate· in the sports in which they are particularly 
interested. · 
Football · 
Rollins maintains both varsity and . freshman football 
teams. The varsity has an extensive schedule. 
Tennis 
Tennis is a game wnich may be played throughout the 
year at Rollins. Teams are chosen by means -of elimination 
tournaments. The· Central Florida Tennis Tournament is 
held at Rollins i~ February. · 
Golf 
· Rollins is fortunate in having several golf courses within 
easy reach.-··. Opportunity is offered for play in company with 
champion~. A golf team is maintained by the College. 
. . :. 
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Fencing 
Instruction in . fencing is offered t-0 both men and women. .. · 
Intercollegiate teams have been organized. ·· · 
A qua·tic -Sports 
Rollins is ideally located ·for water sports and these occupy 
a . large place in the activities of the campus. .Rollins has · 
always haq excellent swimming teams. · . · 
· The Flot.ida . State Interscholastic Aquatic · Meet is held 
annually on the swimming course of. Rollins-College. N_early 
all the high schools of the State enter teams. · 
Rowing 
Rowing began at _Rollins in f903 arid continued until ·1912-~ · 
Three years ago the sport was revived and an· endeavor is 
being made to stimulate an inte·rest in it throughout: Florid.a -. 
· and . the South, _where natural advantages e~ist_ -in the lakes·. 
and waterways. Through the. generosity of Corn.ell Univer- . 
sity, Rollins -~as two excellent' eight-oa.red shells. and the ·pur..: 
chase of additional shells is contemplated when nt:eded. 
Intramural Activitie's 
A full schedule of intramural sports is conducted under 
expert direction, including basketball, volley· ·ball, diamond 
ball, golf and tennis ~ournaments. Prizes are offered -by the 
College. ·· · 
Eligibility Rules for Athletics 
- In athletics, the Southern Intercollegiate Athle-tic Associa-
_tion rules are maintained by Rollins. . - --
Camping Trips 
Students at Rollins have the privilege -of enjoying a real 
camping trip in the wilds of Florida. The Wekiwa River is-•.· 
noted _ for its beautiful scenery. There _ one m~y study . all _ 
manner of wild life; also plant li_fe. A log -- cabiri· on Shell' 
Island, three miles from the spring, furnishes shelter for 
eight Rollins students eve·ry week-end during _the school 
year. The weekly camping_ excurs_ions are_ -made by· groups . 
of students in canoes, unde·r the direction · of Mr. Peeples, 
down the picturesque Wekiwa River. 
, l 
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. GREEK LETTER ORGANIZATIONS 
The Interfraternity Council is composed of the following 
men's fraternities: .. 
THE FLORIDA ALPHA CHAPTER oF THETA KAPPA Nu 
FRATERNITY, installed at Rollins in 1924~ It occupies a large 
chapter house near the college campus. 
THE ALPHA · Ps1 CHAPTER OF KAPPA ALPHA FRATERNITY, 
(Southern), installed in 1927. It owns and occupies a new · 
brick house, with spacious grounds adjoining the campus and 
overlooking Lake Virginia. 
KAPPA PHI SIGMA FRATERNITY (local), organized during 
1926. · It owns and occupies a new chapter house overlooking 
Lake Virginia. 
THE X CLUB (local), organized in 1929. It occupies a 
chapter house near the campus. · 
THE DELTA RHo GAMMA FRATERNITY '(local), organized . 
in 1930. It occupies a chapter house near the campus. 
THE RHO LAMBDA Nu FRATERNITY . (local), organized in 
1930. It occupies a chapter house near the campus. 
·The Pan-Hellenic Association is composed ·of the follow-
ing sororities: · 
THE ALPHA ·Mu CHAPTER OF GAMMA PHI BETA SoRORITY, 
installed at Rollins in 1928. 
THE ALPHA. OMEGA CHAPTER OF PHI Mu SoRORITY, in-
stalled at Rollins in 1929. 
THE FLORIDA .GAMMA CHAPTER OF P1 BETA PHI SORORITY, 
installed at Rollins· in 1929 .. 
THE UPSILON BETA CHAPTER OF CHI OMEGA SORORITY, 
ivstalled at Rollins in 1931. ' 
THE BETA LAMBDA CHAPTER OF ALPHA PHI SORORITY, 
installed ~t Rollins in 1931. 
THE DELTA EPSILON CHAPTER OF KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA 
SORORITY, .installed at Rollins in 1932. 
T~E GAMMA GAMMA CHAPTER OF .KAPPA ALPHA THETA 
. SORORITY~ installed at Rollins in 1933. 
All of these · Sororities occupy chapter houses· located near 
the campus. 
-- • •• ; .. - • ,_____._ - -·· .... . • ':1.. -
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STU.DENT AID 
SCHOLAR.SHI-PS 
. . . 
- -· 
Rollins College has a -few· endowed schola~ships which are .· 
listed below . . -These are not open .·to -new students. Unless ·. 
stated all scholarships· provide an inconie of .$-SQ.00. .Any 
student desiring to apply for a scholarship shoulq .call -upon -· 
or write to the Dean of the College.- · · -
The -· following points are considered in awarding . these 
scholarships:· 
1. Evidence of need. 
2. Possession · of high moral chara.cter. 
3. Loyalty· to and maintenance of the standards. :of · Roi- · -
lins College·. 
4. Maintenance of a superior scholastic standing. 
A scholarship may be cance-lled if at any time the recipient 
fails to. conform to the standards of award. -
In case _a _ student who has a scholarship transfers ~o an- _ 
other institution he shall refund the amount previously 
granted before being given dismissal pa_pers . 
. 1. THE CiIASE SciIOLARSHIP, established in honor- of the 
late Loring Augustus Chase. · 
2_. Ta:E HALL ScHOLARSHIP, Established in honor of the 
late Mr. and Mrs. Charles Henry Hall, of Evanston, Illinois. 
3. THE MARK ScHOLARSHIP, .established· in honor of l\1r. -
and Mrs. Charles LeRoy Mark, of Fredoni~, New York. 
4. THE ScoTT ScHOLARSHIP, established in honor ·of Mr. -
and Mrs. John F. Scott, of Pittsbu·rgh, Pennsylvania. 
5. THE BURLEIGH ScHOLARSHIP, established in honor · of 
the late Mrs. Matilda Burleigh. 
6. THE PEARSONS ScHoLARSHIP, established in grateful 
recognition of the gift to -the College of -$50,000 by the late , 
Dr. D. K~ Pearsons, of Chicago, and donations made _-to · ~h~ _ 
Endowment Fund by faculty and students during the years 
1903-1905. . . 
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7. THE ANGIER SCHOLARSHIP, established in honor of A. 
· . E. Angier, .of Boston, Massachusetts, is available for young 
men6~y. · · · -
8. THE WYETH ScHOLARSHIP, endowe_d by Mrs. N. J. 
Wyeth and Messrs. Harry B. Wyeth, John .H. Wyeth, -Jr., 
and George A .. - Wyeth, in memory of their husband and 
father, John H .. Wyeth. · · 
9. THE PALMER ScHOLARSHIP, established in honor of 
Francis Asbury Palmer. 
10. THE DuvAL ScHoLARSHiP, available for . a graduate 
of a High · School of Jacksonville, Florida, establi~hed in 
honor of .the fallowing donors to the Endowment Fund: 
]. W. Archibald, E. P. Ax~ell~ Hon. N. P. Bryan, Coo{?S and 
Golden, R. V. Govington, H. & W. B.. Drew. Company, Col. 
E. C. Long, Mrs. E. J. McDuff, J. R. Parrott, . E:. P. Richard-
son, C. B. Rogers, Charles P. Sumner, Union Congregational 
Church, Edwin S. Webster and Lorenzo A. Wilson. 
11. WoRTHiNGTON ScHoLARSHIP. The income of the 
Eliza Worthington Fund of $1,000, created by the Hon. Au-
gustus Storrs Worthi~gton, of Washington, D. C., and Mrs. 
Lucy Worthington Blackman, of Winter Park, in memory 
of their mother. 
12. ANNA G. B-µRT ScHOLARSHIP. · This scholarship is 
the income from a trust fund established by the will of 
Miss Anna · G. Burt. It amounts to approximately $600.00 
annually and is available only to Florida girls. 
13. ScHoLARSHIPs FOR FOREIGN STUDENTS. · Rollins offers 
a numb~r of teaching scholarships · for . .foreign -students. 
These are ~warded through the Institute of International · 
. Education. 
The value and number of foreign scholarships vary from 
year to year. 
WORK 
A number of students, especially men, earn a part of their 
expenses while attending Rollins.· A stude'xit is honored at 
· RC>llins for an honest effort of this kind~ and many of · the 
· best students pursue-this method of partial support through- · 
out their whole college course. · 
.I ,.",l 
However, it is impossible for a student to ·earn . his, ~ntire 
expe_nses -while attending Rollins. T~e -averag~ -~aroings of 
working students -will not exceed $3.00.00 aniru~lly although 
a f ~w exceptional students may earn -$500.00-or .more. · 
New students should -have resources sufficient · "for -one·· 
year's experise·s, _·as the number of jobs is necessarily· lim·ted 
and most of those · are naturally taken by--upper clas·s stu-
dents. All old students expecting to earn any part of their 
expenses during the coming year must file · an application . 
therefor ~ith the Treasurer of the College bef~re .May 15, 
1933. 
Lo.AN FuNns 
Exceptional scholarship, financial need, and promise of -
potential leadership or unusual ability shall · be · the b~sis on 
which loans are made. In case a student who . has been · 
granted a loan transfers to another institution, he ~ha!l- pay . 
back the loan in full ·before being given dismissal papers. 
ELBER.T H. GARY LOAN FuND • . Many worthy students -of ._ 
limited means may- profit by the . generous gift of .Judge ._ 
Elbert H. Gary who created a loan fund of $25;000 ·to he 
used in helping ambitious and hard-working boys· or girls 
to secure a college education which they could not -otherwise 
afford. Except in very . great emergencies loans will not be· 
made to new students. 
ROLLINS . INVESTMENT LoAN FuND. This is a new emer-. 
gency loan fund with resources a.mounting to· about . $5;000. 
Small _. sums are loaned to approved students -at 6% with 
. ample . time for repayment. It is used to supplement the 
other loan funds, especia1ly for s.eniors. 
- . . . . 
. SEN)OR LoAN FuND. A small fund started by. the .senior·•. __ . 
das.s of 1929 which has been increased by subsequent classes. 
-Available only to seniors. 
ENDOWMENT INCOME 
The most important part of the Unit-Cost pla~t (described . · 
on page 46) which has been adopted · by the Trustees is 
to make ayaitable the endowment income of the College for 
-!-
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those to ·whom. it will be· most helpful. Rollins is the first 
American coll_ege to. put this new -plan into practice on a · 
scientific basis. Instead of fallowing the usual custom of 
allocating the :endowment income to reduce -the cost to all 
students, the Unit~Cost plan· makes endowmen~-income avail- . 
able to a selected group of stndents. - Thus t4e endowment 
· income is used exclusively for the purpose · originally in-
tended by the generous donors. Under the Unit-Cost plan, 
expense is · distributed · more equitably' and -opportunity is 
thereby equalized. _ 
Preference · in . distributing this fund is i1aturally given to 
upperclass students who have demonstrated their ability in 
residence, but under certain conditions new students may 
also participate. Students or parents may obtain full de-
tails regarding this fund from the Treasurer of the College .. 
HO·NORS. AND PRIZES 
Algernon Sydney Sullivan. A.ward · 
In 1925· the New_ York Southern Society, i:n or<i:er -to per-
. petuate the .memory ·of its esteemed founder~ established the 
Algernon Sydney Sullivan Award. This· aw~r<;i, which.is _· a 
bronze medallion, is intended_ to "recognize and ento\irag~ 
in others those: same principles of love for and service .to 
men, which were his dominant characte:ristic_s." _ 
Rollins College ha~ the honor of b~ing one of the fourteen · 
In·stitutions chosen to bestow this award. I~ may· be given 
each year to not more than one man and one woman: of the 
graduating class and to one other person who is not a student 
at the College. · 
~'The recipients of the Award shall be chosen by the fac-
ulty of the College. In the selection of the recipients,. nothing_. 
shall be considered except the-posses.sion of .such character-
istics of heart, mind and conduct as evince a spirit of love · . 
for and helpfulness toward other men and women." 
The first a\yard of the J\lgernon Sydney Sullivan Medal-
\ lion by ·· Rollins College was . made in 1927- to M·r. Irving 
Bacheller, the distinguished novelist. 
The Howard Fox Literature Prize 
A prize of $50.00 is offered by Dr. Howard Fox, of New .-. 
York City, for the best piece of literature produced by a . 
. student at Rollins. College. In awardh1g -this prize; . original- . 
ity, human interest and craftsmanship are · considered. 
Chi Omega Prize_ 
A prize of $25.00 is awarded by the Chi Omega. Fraternity 
to the Junior girl whose scholarship and conduct during the 
previous three years ·of. her course has ·. been the most 
meritorious. 
Sprague Oratorical Prize Contest 
This contest w~s origin~ted by Pi Beta Phi -Sorority _with 
the co-operation of Dr. Robert J. Sprague. and .continued by 
the sorority in memory of Dr. Sprague. Original ·speeches 
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are written, committed and delivered in competition before 
the college assembly or a public audience. 
Economics Prize 
The Gamtna Phi Beta Sorority_ offers a cash prize to the 
girl who has the highest scholarship. record in Economics. 
The object of the prize which will be awarded at commence-
ment time is to create interest in this field _ among .the girls. 
Rollins Theatre Prize 
Pi Beta Phi Sorority gives a prize of · $10.00 for the great-
est improvement made by a student in Dramatic Art. 
Phi Mu Athletic Trophy 
The Phi Mu Fraternity o:ff ers a cup as an athletic trophy 
to the best Upper Division girl athlete who has earned 
her "R". 
I nterfraternity Cups . 
Through the generosity of President Holt and under the 
auspices of the Panhellenic and Interfraternity Council cups 
are presented each year to the fraternity and sorority having 
the highest scholastic group standing._ 
_ Volley Ball Trophy 
The Gamma -Phi Beta Sorority awards a trophy to the 
sorority or girl's dormitory winning the volley ball tourna-
ment. Permanent posses~ion may be obtained by winning 
the trophy for three consecutive · years. · 
The Irving Bacheller Essay Co1ttest 
The Senior High School students of Florida are invited 
to come to Rollins College during Fo"unders' Week and de-
liver original orations in competition for the ·prizes offered 
by Mr. Irving Bacheller and the Florida Historical Society. 
The orations are sent to .a board of judges and the authors 
of the best ones a:re called to Rollins to deliver them. The 
contest constitutes one of the notable occasions of the year. 
Elizabeth · Ann Chapman, Daytona Beach, and John 
Clark · Bills, Geneva, won the gold medal in 1932. .Anise 
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Pendleton, Dunedin, and Eleanor ·wells, · Mt. Dora, won . 
the Florida Historical Society prizes in · 1932~ . 
Allied Arts Society Prizes 
The · following prizes are offered by. the Allied Arts Society 
of \Vinter Park, of which Mr. Irving Bach.eller is _President . . 
The · competitions are all open to Rollins .stu_dents . 
. 1. . The Ponce de Leon Prize of $100.00 for the best · 
· poem by a ncltive or winter resident of Florida . . 
2. A prize of $50.00 for the b~st poem submi.tted at the 
monthly me~ting~ of the Poetry Society of F,orida. 
3. The Quill . Drivers prize of $35 .. 00 for the best short 
story, and $15.00 for th~ second prize. 
4. The · Music Makers prize of · $50.00. for the · best 
unpublished musical composition. . 
5. A prize of $50.00 for the best one-act play, . masque, 
pageant or musical comedy subm~tted to ·the Society. 
6. A prize_ of $15.00 for the best painting in oil. or w:ater 
color submitted by an undergraduate . and -$10~00 for the 
second prize. · · 
7. A prize of $10.00 for the best pkture in pencil, char-
coal or monotone submitted by an undergraduate. 
8. A prize .of $10.00 for the best piece of. sculpturing. 
9. A prize of $5.00 for the best piece of batik work. 
... : -
. INDIVIL)UALIZATION IN ED.UCATION 
The · Rollins College Conference Plan which is now in 
its seventh year is almost entirely concerned with method and 
not with content. The conference plan w.as an · experiment 
in individualizing methods of teaching. . About three years 
ago the faculty of the College turned its ·efforts· to the .study 
of ~he question of the individualizing of the curriculum and 
charged its Curriculum Committee with· this· -task. A stu-
dent committee was appointed to study the same question. 
In J anua.ry, 1931, President · Holt assembled · a conference 
under the chairmanship of Doctor John · Dewey and asked 
the members · of this conference to · study the problem of 
· the ideal curriculum for a liberal arts college. 
From a preliminary study of the reports ~assembled at this 
conference, the Curriculum Committe(! of Rollins College 
presented a group of recommendations· to the faculty in the 
spring of 1931. While this report could not possibly . attempt 
· to revise the content of all courses in the curriculum, it did 
represent some far reaching changes in th·e education of the 
individual student. This report was adopted by the unani-
mous action of the faculty and its provisions became . e:ff ec-
tive at the opening of the fall term iri September, 1931. 
The ideal .at Rollins is to substitute learning for instruc- · 
tion, to encourage the intellectual curiosity and enthusiasm 
of the ~tudent, · ~nc\. to develop th~ individual .in th~ man~er 
best smted to him. 1L The new curriculum· plan combined with 
the Rollins Conference Plan might _well be termed Hindivid-
ualization in Education". · 
This individualization begins the moment the student 
applies for entrance. · Admission to the .College is not based 
solely upon the · pre·sentation of fifteen . acceptable units. 
Instead the emphasis is placed upon actual graduation from 
a secondary school, the College placing no restriction upon 
the distribution of the units other than to state that they 
should be correlated to the curriculum of Rollins. The Col-
lege scrutinizes very carefully the individual himself, collect-
ing extensive biographical data concerning him and requiring 
a personal interview to- be had with som.e officer of the 
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College before the student's application is conside_red by the 
Committee on Admissions. · · · 
Once admitted the education of the st"udent .becomes an 
individual problem with the·· College.· . He is assigned.-ari 
advise·r and given every aid by the deans and faculty _in the 
de:velop.ment of an individual progr~m of study':- Registra~ 
. tion does not take place in the conventional ·mariner, but 
instead the student outlines, with· the help_ of. his adviser. and 
the approv-al ·of the Dean ()f the College, the :·pfan· he has for 
meeting the · requirements for entrance into the . Upper 
Division. Once in the Upper ·oivision, his _ program_ devotes 
itself almost entirely to the acquiring of a competence in a 
given field of knowledge. The plan _is to permit the individual_ 
to share in his . own education~ . 
. The new curriculum plan virtually .abolishes-the .four class 
categories of freshmen, sophomores, juniors' and seniors and · 
creates instead a . Lower Divis·ion and an Up,per Divi"sion.· 
Likewise, the criterion· of accomplishm·ent in ·fact ·has r~placed 
the conventional system of credits based upon -. time . . Every 
entering -student, ev~n transfers from other institutions, will . 
go :first into the Lower Division, remaining :there as long as 
necessary. 
T~e .arrangement of the curriculum is such that the em-
phasis is placed . upon g_ene.ralization in the Lower Division 
and upon specializ·ation in the Upper Division; however, _ 
there is some specialization in the Lower Division._ and · some 
gene.ralization in the· Upper Division,- the student going· grad- . 
ually from one_ to the other. Realizing that_ th_e-_ fundamental 
· courses in mathematics and the scien.ces as well -as in other 
fields are meant _particularly for those who are going: to do 
advanced work in these subjects, special courses-generalized ·· 
in character have been . developed in mo.st subjects.· in·· _the . 
Lower· Division. In other words, the curriculum -of the 
Lower Division has been designed to _ ena_ble a. student t9 
obtain · a broad knowledge in several .-fields and yet fit himself 
· for ·later specialization in so~e one field. · Courses in _· the 
Upper · Division _ will be adjusted to the needs .-of the indi-
vidual. Instead of limiting the_ teaching schedule of the 
instructor oh the time ha.sis alone, Rollin·s· has assigned each 
· .. . :. ,.·. ,·}. 
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instructor a given number of students orily, thus permitting _ 
the teacher to adjust the instructi9n to th~-individual. 
· In the Lower Division the student will fill in the gaps in 
his preparation .and lay a broad foundation for ·the special-
ized work ·he is to .do later in the Upper Division.. Before 
being certified for entrance to the Upper Division, the stu-
dent must ~onvince the Board of Admiss-ions to the Upper 
Division that he has a designated . proficiency in English, a 
"foreign language, mathematics, history, _ the sciences, and 
social and economic institutions. He also _must demonstrate 
that he is physically fit. He will be expected to give evidence 
of character, general intelligence, purposefulness and re-
spon_sibility in the use of leisure. The work of the students 
will be che.cked .at frequent intervals as has. been the custom 
in the past. A student will be made to justify his intentions 
as to the work he plans in the Upper Division and after the 
plan has been approved, he must comply with its provisions 
before receiving his Bachelor of Arts Degree. 
Even the requirements for graduation ·are individualized. 
The Rollins degree is no longer evaluated in terms of courses, 
credit hours, points or terms of residen~e. The college will, 
however, keep records of the work accomplished· by · students 
and provi~e · such records for students who need them for 
transfer into professional or graduate schoqls. Instead . of a 
grading system of letters or .perce1gages, the -college _has 
substituted a statement by the instructqr -indicating the 
accomplishment of the student, his apparent intellectual 
ability, hi·s d~gree of application to · the subject and his 
integrity. The only requirement dealing with J-e_ngth of 
residence other than the fact that no student will be · granted 
a degree, regardless of work done elsewhere, in les_s than a 
period of one year, is that a candidate for a degree must 
succeed in gaining admission to the Upper Division of the 
college within a -period of t~ree years. 
.·.:,· 
·. ADMISSION OF STUDENTS 
The educational facilities :of Rollins College are open ·to 
both men and women. As the .,number . of . new students 
that can be admitted in any one year is limited, it is .the 
purpose of the College to select students whose ·. qualiti.es ·.of -
character, personality, intellectual . ability, an_d · intere'.s.ts ·in-· 
scholarship fit them to pursue a coll_ege : course with. profit, 
and who are ready to give loyal adherence to the spirit as 
well as the letter of the college regulations . .. 
The College reserves to itself fit1:al authority• .. in,· requir_ing 
the -withdrawal of students who do not meet.- these require-
ments, on account of low standards of ··sch.olarship,. risk to 
their own or others health, or lack of ·accord. with the moral .. 
standards advocated by the College. · When a student is 
required to withdraw, no part of the fees due or those paid 
shall be ref uncled or remitted. · 
All candidates · for admission . to the College inust off er 
satisfactory testimonials of good moral character; and those. 
that have been members of other colleges- must _ present · 
certificates of honorable dismissal. Every n·ew student m'Qst 
furnish a certificate of g9od health. The scholastic require- -
ments for entrance may · be satisfied by (1) ce·r-tificate from . 
the Principal or Headmaster of an accredited . high· or pre-: 
paratory school, or (2) certificate of _ examinations, or (3) . 
examination. Ordinarily, candidates are not admitted unless · 
they_ can meet the requirements in full. · 
· If requested, student~ are also expected ·to show evidence 
of their ability to meet the financial requi(e_ments · of the· 
College. · 
Application Procedure 
The following procedure · is required befote a student can 
. be considered as . an~ applicant for admission to Rollins 
College. 
1. Applfration for Admission. . . 
. Students desiring admission to Rollins ·Coliege should .serid 
for an Application for Admission blank. This shou_ld be 
filled out by the prospective student and mailed to the Dean -
of Rollins College, with the ten-dollar application-fee. This 
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fee is paid but once by any student and is not refundable 
except · in case an applicant has completed the application 
procedure and ·has been definitely refused admission by the 
College. · 
After the teceipt of the . Application for Admission blank 
and the . application fee, the following papers will be sent 
out by the Office of the Dean. 
2. Entrance Questionnaire. 
The Entrance Questionnaire is sent to the Supervisor 
named on the Application for Admission blank. ; In answer-
ing the Questionnaire the student may take as much time as 
is necessary to accomplish the work satisfactorily; but the 
blank must . be filled _out in the pre·sence of the Supervisor, 
· without help. A small photograph . or snapshot is required 
· as part of the Questionnaire. 
3. Parent_ Questionnaire . . 
Because Rollins ~s very careful in the selection of students, 
the parents of each · applicant are request.ed to fill out a 
questionnaire in order that the College · may . have a better 
picture · of the background and training of ~he applicant. 
4. Certificate of Health. 
The C e_rtificate of Health is to be made out by a phys-
. ician, preferably one who has had previous knowledge of . 
the health of the applicant. 
5. Record of Secondary School Credits. 
The Secondary School Credits blank is to go to the prin-
cipal of the secondary school from which the student is 
graduated. This transcript must show the number of weeks 
during which each subject was studied, the number of 
recitation periods each week _and the length of the period 
together with the grade received. · 
For students who are still in school a preliminary blank 
will be sent at the time of application and the final blank 
for certification of credits will be sent direct to the school 
before graduation. 
6. Personal Interview. 
· A Personal ]nterview with a representative .of the College 
will be required whenever possible. _ . · 
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After an applicant has complied with all ·the foregoing . 
requirements,-. ·his name will be . placed before the • Comn;iit..; 
tee on Admissions ·and he will be notified as _s.ooii as possible 
as to whether he is accepted, refused admisston, Qr placed · 
. upon a pr.ef erred list, to be . admitted if · a vacancy occurs. 
Upon notice of acceptance the c~:mtingent deposit fee .· of 
. $25 .00 must be paid. · 
All applicants will receive final notifkation during July 
of the year in which they propose to e·nter after, the final 
school credentials have been -received .and considered~ 
Application should he niade whenever · possible · by the 
beginning of the final year of seconda.ry school work. Undue. 
delay -in making or completing application niay prevent 
consideration of the candidate for admission. . · 
Upon request the Committee on Admission will transfer 
an application to a later date of entrance, but a candidate 
whose ·name has been withdrawn from the _list will be con-
sidered as a new candidate. Any application for entrance. 
at the beginning -0£ the year will be automatically with-
drawn by the Committee on October 10 of that year unless · 
reql!est has been made for transference to a later ·date of 
entrance. 
Failure to comply · promptly with the regulations of the· 
College concerning .admission may be regardecl · as equivalent 
to a withdrawal of the application. 
Applicants for admission are asked to inform the Colkge 
of any change of address, transfer from one . ·school to an-
other, or withdrawal of application. -
.Entrance ~equirements 
All candidates for admission m·ust · present evidence of the 
satisfactory completion of · a four year :. course of not · les·s 
than ·fifteen units in a secondary school approved by a 
recognized accrediting agency, or in a secondary_ school that 
is a member of the Southern Association of Colleges and · 
· Secondary Schools, or the equivalent of such . a .. course ,as 
shown by · examination. · The major portion· of the · ·sec-
ondary school course accepted for admission shall be_ d~fi- . · 
nitely correlated with- the curriculum of Rollins College. 
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While Rollins Coll_ege desires to place no restrictions upon 
the secondary school courses the remaining units should be 
selected from courses giving evidence of the greatest value 
to the student in his college course since admission to Rollins 
is on . a competitive basis. At least two · units in the same 
language must be submitted where a language is offered. 
Prospective applicants for admission are advised to write 
the Dean of the College relative to the selection of their 
units. · 
A unit represents a year's study of a subject in a secondary 
school. The definition assumes that the academic year in 
the secondary school is not less than the equivalent of thirty-
six week~ with a. class period of not less than forty minutes 
in• length, and that the subject is pursued for five periods a 
week; or that an aggregate of two hundred minutes a week 
be allotted to the work of a unit. ., 
Admission by Examination 
Candidates who are graduates of a non-accredited second-
ary school will be expected to submit transcripts from such 
schools .showing the subjects studied, and in ·addition will be 
required to pass entrance examinations in four .high school 
subjects, English being one. of the four. Entrance examina-
. tions will be given free of charge at the College at the begin-
ning of the school year or at other times, with . the consent 
of the Dean. 
Admission by Certificate of Examination 
· · Academic diplomas issued by the Regents ·of the Univer-
sity of the . State of New York are accepted in all required 
subjects covered by them. 
Certificates of the New York State Examination Board 
are accepted. 
Certificates of the College Entrance Examination Board 
are accepted. 
Admission by Certificate 
Graduates of accredited secondary schools are admitted 
upon presentation of a _certificate issued by the superintend-
ent or principal. Blank certificates may be . obtained · by 
a pp lying to the Dean of the College~ 
Admissio·n of Stude'nts . 
Admi.rsion from Other· Colleges 
Students from other· colleges, seeking admission to ·Rollins .·. 
College, in addition to answering the entrance· questionnaire 
and complying with all registration requirements, must pr~ 
sent evidence of hono:rable dismissal, a statement of method 
of admission, an official statement in det_ail .:of _studies : taken 
by terms . or s.emesters, -with standing in the $~me,· the exact 
number of terms of attendance, and a marked catalogue·._ of 
the institution showing each subject that has been completed~ · 
Students who transfer -to Rollins from o~er colleges are· 
entered in the Lower Division, but may then gain admission 
·to the Upper Division if they . can demonstra~e .that they 
posse_ss the proper qualifications. They will not be granted . 
a degree, · regardless of previous work done elsewhere, in . 
less than a period of one year. 
Students Who Are Not Candidates for ·a Degree_ 
The College recognizes that it is desirable to provide for 
a small number of serious students; who do not wish _to 
comply _with our requirements for the Bachelor 9{ Arts 
degree, and who will not be candidates for any d~gree. A 
limited number of such .students will, therefore, be adinitted 
and permitted to elect such work -as they a_re qualified. to 
pursue1 and to remain in residence as . long as they .give . 
evidence of a serious purpose a_nd as Icing as . t};ley comply-
with the other regulations governing stud~nts. Th~ College · 
. offers this service to meet the needs of important cases arid 
the necessities of -the community as far as -it is-· not ·incon-
sistent with the fundamental purposes of the . College and 
its membership in the Southern Association. · · 
The admis-sion and control of such special students · rest 
entirely with the _Dean of the College. . 
Special students are subject to the same financial regula-
tions as regular students. · 
-· .. 
STUDENT -EXPENSES 
Beginning with the college year 1933-34, the official ex-
penses for each student are determined under a Unit-Cost 
Plan which divides the college budget · of · expenditures by 
the estimated number of students to be accepted. A full 
description . of this plan inay be · found on page · 46. 
This new plan fixes the unit cost for each student in a 
scientific manner and assures the student that ch~rges are · 
being equitably assessed. It eliminates · numerous special 
fees such as those usually assessed in music, dramatics, 
painting, sculpture, laboratory courses, etc. · 
The official expenses for each student -are as follows: 
Application fee (for new students only) ____________ $ 10.00 . 
Contingent Deposit (new students only) -----~- 25.00 
Student Association -Fee (assessed by studehts) 30.00 
General Fee (tuition, board, room, etc.) ____ l,350.00 
. THE APPLICATION FEE of $1-0.00 • is payable once only 
upon application for entrance; THE CONTINGENT DEPOS'lT · 
of $25.00 is -payable immediately 1,1pon acceptance. 
THE STUDENT AssocrATION FEE of -$30.00, which is col-
lected by the College for the Student Association, and the 
GENERAL FEE of $1350.09 are payable September 15th, but 
if mote convenient these may be paid in two installments, 
· namely, $780.00 September 15th and $600.00 February 1st. 
Regulations Regarding Fees and Expenses 
As the College .. predicates its expenses, and bases its budget 
upon .full collections from all accepted -students, no part of 
the General Fee (Unit-Cost Expense) can be remitted. The 
following regulations govern the consideration of requests for 
refunds: 
(a) If a student, on account of serious illness, is obliged 
to leave college, upon the recommendation -of the college 
physician, the College will share the: resulting loss with the 
parents by refunding 7 5 % of any prepaid portion. 
(b) If a student leaves · college for any other reason, 
including suspension or dismissal, no refund will be made. 
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( C) A student will -be considered in attenda-nce : at the .. 
College until • formal notice . of withdrawal :has ·been filed · in. 
the _Office of the Dean by the -parent. Claim ·tor .refu_nd prior _ 
to the fili~g of such notice will riot be considered-. 
All financial <>bligations must . be fulfilled· -before .· the. 
student · attends classes. Instructors will . re·cei-ve · into their 
class.es _ only those students who have completed :regi_strati,-on, 
which includes the satisfactory settlement, of their accouhts. 
The · Board of Trustees of the -College -does :not 'guarant~e. -
to continue the published rates he"reiri ~eyond the -·curreiit 
academic year _but reserves the right to decrease or ·increase 
them at the beginning of each academic ·year -in accordance . 
with the principles of the Unit-Cost P.lan. 
1. -· APPLICATION FEE. Upon application for admissi~n-
to 0e colle_ge, n_ew stude~ts pay ~e-applicati()n fee '?f $i9.oo. ·: 
This -sum 1s paid · but once and 1s refunclable only in case a . 
student has fully c·ompleted his application -and been d_efi-
nitely refus-~d admission by the College. ·· 
2. CoNTINGENJ' DEPOSIT. The Contingent Deposit of 
$25.00 is deposited by the student upon · notification of ac-
. ceptance. This deposit remains to. the credit of. the student 
and is . established to _ cove-r petty chitges · such ·as ·· 1(?~s of 
library books, breakage of-equipment, an_d damage-to college 
property-. If not used, this deposit niay _be'· withdra~ · by 
the student upon honorable dismissal ·or graduatiop; .. pre:-: 
vided all contracted obligations to the . ·coll~ge- h~ve · b.e,en 
fulfilled. As the .payment -of this fee _entitles the student ·to 
a place- in the · college and to -the reservation of ~ roo~, 
claims for refund cannot be honored- if a student fails to 
enter · college as . pl~nned, Uf1:less ~uth claillls-· are-_pres·e~ed 
at least 30· days pnor to _ the. opening of the College .. ·· _If the 
contingent deposit is not claimed within two· years .after a 
student leaves college, it will .. be · transferred to the . Student 
Aid Funds to help worthy students. . · 
3. STUDENT Assoc1ATION FEE. Upon registration -a · reg- _ 
ular student automatically becomes a member __ of. the Stude_n.t 
Association which, in gen~ral, controls · the student -_ enter-
pris·es . . · He pays, as part of his college bill, a fee of $l0.00 a · 
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term·. This constitutes a special fund for the maintenance 
and business-like manag~ment of student activities and 
campus interests. 
All such funds are handled by the College- Office and ex-
-pended only by order of the Executive Committee of the. 
Association . and the Faculty Committee on Activities. 
Upon payment of this fee a Student Association ticket is 
given the student entitling him to :( 1) a subscription to ·the 
Sandspur, (2.) a subscription to the 1:omokan, (3) admission 
to all ~thletic contests; ( 4) admission to all concerts and 
lect~res, (5 ). admission · to all debates an(! other activities, 
specified by the Executiye Committee; (6) a ·subscription to 
the Flamingo. 
The activities are conducted by the students with the- co-
operation of the administrative. officers of the College. Un-
expended money apportioned to any activity is held over to 
the succeeding year to be rt:-apportioned for the benefit of 
student activities. 
This fee may be changed at . any time by a vote of the 
Student Association. 
· 4. GENERAL FEE. . Payment · of this sum entitles the 
student to the full _advantages of the college, including t;he 
it.ems usually differentiated as tuition; room, board, speci~l 
fees, laundry of bed linens; the · complete use . of all · college 
facilities under proper supervision and ·regulation; medical 
service; use of tennis courts., swimming course, and canoes; 
admission to concerts by the Symphony Orchestra; limited 
admission to performances in the Annie Russell Theatre; 
use of the Pavilion at New Smyrna, Fla., and the camp on . 
Shell Island in the Wekiwa River. 
DAY STUDENTS. As a part of its .service to the local 
community, the College will accept as -day students at spe-
cial rates, a limited number of students whose parents have 
been bona fide local citizens since October 1, 1932. Those 
eligible may obtain full information from the Treasurer of . 
the College. 
.ADMINISTRATION 
,· Conduct of Students 
College administration · relates not only .to schola.stic._ work 
but to the habits and _influence of the individual student. It 
is the . duty of the faculty and administration to- reject those 
who are unprep.ared in scholarship. It is -equaUy· their duty 
to · eliminate those who are injudng the scholarship, or . the 
moral standards of the institution. 
Any student ·who is. persistently negligent ..in academic 
work, who violates the regulations of ·. the · College, ·who 
breaks the laws of civil society, or makes himself an .unde".'" 
sirable citizen of the campus or community because of 
· specific · acts, or general atthude perversive of good order, 
m~y be warned, placed' on probation, · suspended, dropped 
or · expelled, as the conditions warran~. · A student may for-
feit his connection -with the College without an overt act, 'if, 




·While Rollins College has no rules 9r regulations proh.~bit-
ing students from owning and operating automobiles during · 
attendance at College, students· must drive carefully>.and 
comply with the state and city regulations~ All students 
owning cars are required to list the license number and make 
of car with the Office of the n ·ean. 
Dormitory and Commons .· Regulations 
As a part . of the unit-cost pla_n the Board, of .Trust_ees has 
adopted the following requirements for college fraternities, 
sororities, dormitories and the commons:. · 
1. Every new student regularly enrolled in ~ollins Coll¢ge 
is required to live in one of the college dormitories ·until- one 
fuU year's work .has been completed. 
2. Every upperclass student regulaily enrolled in Rol-
lins College is required to live in one o{ the college dormi-
tories or in one of the approved fraternity or sorority houses. 
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3. Every .regularly enrolle~ student is required to board 
at the college commons. · 
4. Only regularly enrolled students who are active, un-
dergraduate members of local organizations may live in 
fraternity _or sorority houses without special written approval 
of the College Administration. 
Naturally; the above regulations do not apply to . the 
limited number of accepted day students who Jive at home 
with their parents. 
College dormitories and the commons will be closed dur-
ing college vacations. 
Physical Examination . 
All entering students are required to furnish a certificate 
of good health before being admitted to matriculation~ 
All students shall take a complete physical and medical 
examination ·each year. A conference with the consulting 
psychologist may form · a part of the examination. The ex-
aminations will be _ given by the college physician and the 
Department of Physical Education. Examinations, begin-
ning with the entering students, will be made during the first 
week of the college year. A medical 0~ K. or advice will 
then be filed so that no stuc;lent shall enter any activity 
throughout the year for which he or she is not physically. fit. 
Absences From (;lasses 
Rollins College has no system of cuts or· unexcused ab-
sences. Prompt and regular attendance is a part of the work · 
of each course. A student who is consistently absent from · 
classes without the permission of his instructors will be 
required to withdraw from college. • Whenever a student is 
absent, it is his responsibility to arrange with · each of his 
instructots :to make up the work lost. When i_t is necessary 
for a stt1:dent to be absent from the campus £qr one . day or 
more, he should receive permission from his student Dean 
be/ ore leaving. 
Matriculation 
A Matriculation Card is issued ·upon arrival to each 
student who _ has complied with the application proc~dure 
.· ... 
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and been accepted, i~dicating _that. the .applicant. is a reg~-
larly enrolled_ student at ·-Rollins College. · 
Matriculation a_t .Rollins carries :with it acceptance · -of ·the 
ideals and standa_rds of the College a~ set. 'forth-in this cata~ . 
logu_e and agreement to comply with the~. . · 
Orientation ·Week ; 
All entering students . assemble at the · College a · few -days 
in advance .of the rest of the student body~ in orde-r to -begin·· -
their college · work under more favorable circu_Instances th_an 
are otherwise possible. Besides beconi~ng · -fairly familia_r 
beforehand with the conditions under·· which ·-they are to 
work, . ne.w students are able to compl~te. certain prelimin~ry 
exercises which ordinarily interfere with · a . prompt_ ·and-
smooth beginning of the business · of the year, 'and begin 
their acquaintance with each other unhamper~d by the dis-
tr~cting presence _of a large body of older -students . . 
In the course of t}'.ie week new students ·complete their 
registration for the work. of the year; .take p·hysical exami-
nations; hear lectures upon the u_se of the library, J~ow , to 
study, care of health, management of finances, coilege :regu-
lations and customs, and the ·new curri¢ulum ·plan, visit the 
library in small groups under the guidance of conductors. 
All these matters are of great importance to new ~emq_ers · 
of the College, so much so that it is -imperativ·e for .aU of 
them to be present throughoµt the period. Attendance· is 
there/ ore required of aU entering stu4ents. · 
Reservation of Rooms 
Rooms will be assigned to new· students in , order of- re-
ceipt of applications. When the contingent deposit of.$25.00 
is received by the College Treasurer a room is immediately _ 
reserved. Should the ~pplicant decide later not to enter 
Rollins the contingent dep()sit is refundable; pro~d~d, how-
ever, that withdrawal takes place on or befo.re Septembe~ -1 
and that the College is able to secure another applicant to · 
fill ·the vaca_ncy resulting. ·· · _ 
Under · the Unit-Cost Plan, all students are req~ired . to 
live in the college dormitories and board at the commons, 
I· . . 
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except for a limited number of day students who may be 
permitted to live with their parents. 
All dormitory rooms are furnished· with single beds, 
dressers, study tables · and chairs, . a pillow, . bed linen, a_ 
mattress . pad ·. and two blankets. All other furnishings de-
sired must be provided by the occupant. 
Each occ·upant of a dormitory room will be required to 
sign a receipt for the furniture and equipment of his room 
· and will be held responsible for its return in good · condition 
when he departs. 
A student to whom a dormitory room is assigned is 
obligated to occupy it for the year, unless another student, 
not a resident of the hall, agrees, with the approval of the 
student dean, to occupy the room, provided there is n:o 
financial loss to the College in the exchange. 
As all women's dormitories are equipped with radios in 
the living rooms, no first year .student is permitted to have 
a radio in her room. 
Students may not have pets in any ·college dormitory. 
Waiting List 
The names of applicants who do not secure admission at 
the beginning of the college year will be placed on the wait-
ing list and appointments to vacancies made in regular order 
provided that the application is accompanied by the cus-
tomary retainer fee. 
Correspondence 
Communications in reference to the personal welfare of 
men s_tudents during the college year may be sent to the 
Dean of Men, and _that in reference to women students to 
the · Dean · of Women. Correspondence· from · prospective 
students ·should be addressed to the Dean· of the College, 
Rollins College, Winter Park, Florida. 
REGISTRATION 
Students will present themselves for - registration on the 
days assigned for that purpose. Registration, the comple-_ 
tion of ·which . includes the payment of all financial charges, 
after the regularly . appointed day subjects the student to 
.-· -. , 
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exclusion from those classes which ·. may b~-.ove.r..;registe~e4,~--. 
Students . entering College late .· ·must . make . up : all bac.k 
-work within one month after entrance. Alf.·excep~ions .to 
this rule must be authorized by the Dean -of th-e College .. 
Lower Division · · 
. All entering students will outline with t~e help._ of th~ir· 
advisers ·and the approval of the Dean of the ·c.ollege .. ·~nd · 
· upon the special form provided, the . manner in ·· wliich ~they · 
expect to acquire the achievements necessary . for adm_issi~n 
to the Upper Division. . _ .
0 
•• ·_. 
The extent to ~hich a student will have to prepare. himself 
to meet the · specific req-uirements that · have be~n ·establis4~d 
for the Lower Division will depend in a large ·measu~e . ·on _ 
the nature of · his · preparation before· er1tering. . college;. Each 
student will be able to meet these requirements in part and··· 
will have to arrange his work in . the Lowe,r Division .in ·such · 
a manner as to overcome his deficiencies. . The student- may . 
prepare himself to meet the requirements in• any Jllclnrier 
that he desires, whether it be by attend_ing · courses, inde-
pendent reading . or by oth_er means. 
The student should, . if possible,· arrange to do ~e intro-
ductory work of his major field in the Lower Divisiqn. 
At the beginning of each · term, each _ Lower Division_ stu-
dent will be required to state in writing, on the · registration 
card, what he i.ntends to accomplish during . the terni . . · Such . 
statements must be approved by the -student's adviser ·and 
. may be· revised by the Dean · of the . College. The · work of 
Lower Division students will -be ~ctutiniz.ed , a~ the end ·_ of 
each term, and students who do not, ' dr are , unable, to avail 
themselves, to a sufficient extent, . of the i'nteilectual .- <;>ppor-
tunitie:s offered by the College. will ·be dropped. _ -
Students ·· electing to attend courses ~ill. be r;equired · .to 
conform to such regul~tions as are d.eemed necessary by the 
instructors for the conduct of the work ·of the-· cou_ts~i. . · 
Failure to meet the requirement:s 'for admission. to the · 
Upper Division in three years will result in the stildent ·bei~g 
dropped from college. · 
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Upper · Division 
Students applying for admission t~ the Upper Division 
should make application thirty days ·prior. to the time they 
expect to appear before the Board of Admissions. 
At this time the student must, in . consultation with his 
adviser and a major professor and with. the approval of the 
Dean of the College, outline the work ·to be accomplished in 
this division. A special form will be provided for the pur-
pose. Such a program shall inv·olve . work of an extensive 
character in a selected field of 1ea_rning, with such work in 
related fields as seems desirable in each case, together with 
a limited amount of work in other fields. 
The work of the major field must be ·defini_tely correlated . 
and ·must be possessed of a reasonable degree of sequence. 
In addition,an in.creasing amount of mental effort should be 
required as the work progresses. · The limits of a ·major field 
should be set for each individual and :q:eed not correspond 
with the work as organized in a deparqnent of instruction. 
It is p'resumed that students will ordina.rily do the intro-
ductory work in their major field during their stay in the 
Lower Division. Failure to do so will, in all probability, 
increase the time needed to meet the r~quirements of the 
Upper Division. 
Chang es in Registration 
Ordinarily no ch_anges are allowed in registration after the 
registration card ~as been filed with the -Registrar, but in 
certain cases permission may be granted by the Dean. · 
Dropping ·Work 
Work for which the student has once registered· cannot ·be 
dropped except by formal permission secured · through the 
office of the Registrar. . A course abandoned without such 
permission, or a course dropped after four weeks -· will be 
-recorded against the student on his permanent record. 
Withdrawal, 
A student who wishes to withdraw from the College must 
consult the . Dean of the College · before doing so and receive 
withdrawal card. This card is then presented -to the Regis-
Ad mini.st-ration· 8'1 
trar, who completes the withdrawal. .Failure to ·comply W1th · 
this pr-oced~re forfeits the contjngent deposit. . . : · · _ ..
. Probation 
. . . 
A· student may be placed on probation· either ·- for misc.on-
duct or if he fails to maintain satis"factory schol,astic standing. · 
A student who is on probation may be drQpp~d fro~ -· the · 
College at any time if he fails to maiq.tain -. a · satis.fa·ctory 
academic standing . . In ad<l;ition, · such .a . student may -_not. 
repre&ent the College · as a member -of any athletic teani; or 
in any other way, nor is he eligible to ·hold any .. office·, -or to 
receive financial aid of · any.· sort. :While -o~ probation a_· stu-
dent must comply with the restrictions outlined for him ~y · 
the Committee on Student Work. · · · · · 
Any student dropped from the College,. whose permanerit 
residence is not in Winter Park, mu:s-t ·.: leave Winter ·Park 
within three · days ·:after being · sent ·notice to this effect ·in 
w"riting, or forfeit the privilege of . possible re-entry . to the 
College and transfer to" other: institutions. . · 
ADVISERS 
With the inauguration of . the New· Curriculum . Plan . a 
more adequate system -of advisers bas been develop~,d ·• in . 
order to -guide and assist the student in accepting ·the _ new · 
r~sponsibilities · which are placed upon him~ · Only th_ose . stu-
dents who are in sympathy with ·the ·ideals. _and st.ari<¼r.d.s. ·of 
both -conduct and scholarship · at Rollins. will be permitted 
to remain. · The College cannot give undue ·time to_·.the _ re-
forming of those _who ate not in sympathy with its a~Ills and 
standards. · The new curriculum. being . individualized. in · 
character makes it necessary for -the · College· to . provide 
satisfactory counsel and advice f_or all -students. Then, too, 
Rollins selects its students and aims · to give special:· att~ntion 
to the problems of the individual. 
Much . of the supervision ·of the ·requirements · of conduct 
falls upon the Dean -of Men· and . the · Dean of Women,. while 
the oversight of the academic · requirem~nts of the·· College 
rests with the Dean of the College. These three ha.ve gener-
al oversight of the manners . and m·orals of the students_-_and 
./ 
- ~ .. - ·. • : . - , . .. 
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will inform parents of the scholarship a.rid conduct of the 
individual student. 
The entire · student body is divided into small groups of 
ten to twelve students and each group· .is assigned to a mem-
ber of the faculty who will serv~ as the . special ·adviser of 
these particular students in all matters affecting their life 
on the c·arilpus. The adviser takes . a special interest in the 
members of_ his group, cultivates their acquaintance and is 
of pe-rsonal . help as a counselor and . friend. As far as is 
practical, the deans work with and through the adviser in 
helping the individual student. 
It is recognized that some students will accept advice only 
from those pe_ople whom they like. · In . other words ·people 
like to choose their own advisers. In ·order . to achieve this 
in so far as is possible, a careful . study will be made of the 
student's recqrd before assigning him to an adviser. Since 
the adviser nor only gives preliminary approval to the stu-
dent's courses but is expe·cted to advise the strident on all 
manner of questions relative to his college course and his 
plans .for life, the deans will from time to time interview 
both _ the advisers and advisees to ascertain their progress 
and will probably make shifts of advisees should a change 
· seem. desirable. 
The student will find that there are numerous times when 
he will need to secure the advice and . approval of his ad~ 
viser before proceeding with his course. - It is hoped that all 
students will make full us~ of this ·adviser system which is 
now placed at their disposal. 
The goal of education is complete living and complete 
living in our complex worl_d requires varied : seeking . to fit 
one for it. Undoubtedly the student will get most of this 
from his courses and his contact with individual instructors; 
however, the adviser is expected to play · a very important 
part in this se~king. 
EVALUATION OF THE STUDENT'S WORK 
Although the New Curriculum Plan eliminates from Rol-
lini the grading system now in ·vogue . and . abolishes the 
accumulation of credits in terms of courses, hours, points or 
residence as a means of graduation, obviously some evalua-
....... 
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tion of the work of the student is ~ece~sary. To take . the· 
place of the old -.system the .faculty has substituted . a periodic 
consideration of the student'-s work to---serv~ -as a b~sis for. 
his . continuation in college and two formal · evaluations of. 
his work, one when he applies for entrance to the ·upper 
Division, and the other when he applies for his degree~ ' 
The periodic consideration of the student's_ work w:ill be . 
based .upon brief -but complete statements .of ·his accomplish-. 
ment . which will be furnished the registrar . by the pro~essor. 
These statements of accomplishment wjll he · made upon a 
special form provided for the purpose a~d will indicate· the . 
work done by the student, his scholq.rship and apparent n;ien- , 
tal ability, his degre~· of application to the subject, . his in-
tegrity and character and any other information concerning 
him which the . professor believes should appear in the col-
lege records. A faculty Committee on Student . Work will be 
charged with the periodic consid~ration of these reports 
whi<:h will be made by the professor at the end of ·each 
term or as often as the committee desires. · If a student is 
not . doing s.atisfactory · work he and his parents .will · ·be 
notified. · 
A Faculty Board of Admissions to the Upper· Division 
will have charge of the formal evaluation -of the · student's. 
work which comes at the time of his application· for entranc_e 
to the Upper Division. · As is set forth _ under the requ_ire-
ments .for entrance to the Upper Division this Faculty Board 
of Admis.sions will d~termin.e the qualifications of the -can-
didates· fo:r admission to the · Upper . Divisiqn. The ·. Board 
may· sat1sfy itself, in such manner as _it sees fit, . that the 
statements of accomplishments presented -by. a _candidate- . 
truly represent his preparation. In addition the _Board will . 
consider the estimates by the student's instructors . of his 
ability and character. The student must ·appear in pers·on 
before the · Board before he is admitted · to the ·upper 
Division. · The Board will certify the extent .· to . which it 
finds· the . student's statements of accomplishments·-_ to be 
true and these certified reports shall the11 _bec<;>~e a pa.rt of 
the student's college record as main~ained in~-the ~egis_trar's 
office. . 
The formal evaluation of a student's work when he applies 
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for his degree will be supervised :by a committee of three .. 
members of the faculty . . Each student will have his own · 
special committee appointed b.y · the Dean of the College. 
The committee will consist of the student's major professor 
as chairman, one other professor under whom he has studied, 
and a third under whom he has . never studied. · The stu-
dent's special committee will detetmine, in such a manner 
as it sees fit, whether the amount and quality of the candi-
date's work_ are such as to warrant his -recommendation to 
the · fa.culty for the degree. The committee will . not lay 
emphasis ·on the ability. to remember · minute details, but 
will concern · itself with discovering· -the_· extent to which a 
candidate has . the ability to apply his reasoning powers to . 
the . critical evaluation and use of information and general-
ization embraced in his major field. These, special commit-
tees . will certify to the Dean of the . College the accomplish.:. 
men ts · of the student giving at the same time their 
recomm_endations concerning his candidacy . for the degree. 
· These certified statements will become a part of the student's 
permanent record in the registrar's office. 
Under the organization of the New Curriculum Plan the 
sttjdent is required at all times to take the initiative. In the 
Lower Division, this is done by telling the · student just what 
he is · expected to accomplish, and · by putting him to the 
necessity of showing that he has met the .requirements 
before he is admitted to the work of . the Upper Division. 
Here the student is permitted -a choice of fields, but he is 
still under the necessity of convincing his special committee 
that his work is of such character as to justity the com-
mittee irt recommending him for the degree. 
Complete records · of the work accomplished by students 
will be kept in the registrar's office. Transcripts .of these 
records wiU be · provided for students who _ need them for 
transfer into professional and graduate schools. The New 
Curriculum Plan is designed to help ·. the student to govern 
his own · conduct and to develop his own ability, but no 
students who. fail, or are unable to avail themselves to a 
sufficient extent of the intellectual opportunities offered by 
Rollins, will be permitted to remain in .the College. 
.REQUIREMENTS FOR GRADUATIO.N . . . . . ••'. ,; 
The award · of the degree of Bachelqr qf Arts to a student · 
at _ Rollins College means that the C_ollege _ certifies thaf the 
studet;lt has acquired a specified br6a~Lfundamehtal.training, 
a mastery in a field of specialization, ~nd is in . posses·siori o_f · 
the moral -qualities needed for _good citizenship.; . . · 
A Rollins degree is no longer evaluated inter.ms of £0Ufses, 
grades, hours, points or terms of residence but depends· upon 
the student's fulfilling the required a~hievemerits. .. 
The work of the · College·. is· divided into -~w·o divisions,_ a 
Lower Division in which all students ·must acquire _their · 
broad fundamental training, and an Upper Division where 
they are to obtain their .specialized work. 
SPECIFIC LOWER DIVISION .REQUIREMENTS 
Any one of these specific requirements~ except English, 
may be waived by the Board of Admissions : to- th~ Upper 
Division, where it ·is apparent to the adviser and "the, dep.art-
ment conce.rned, and the major department, if cho1 en,. tfiat 
a student cannot meet a given requiiement withou.t undue 
expenditure of time and effort. · Waivers will be made :-only 
for such students as show compensating ability in other 
· respects, and ·who off er an equival,ent amount. of .work in 
·some other field. 
The student may prepare himself to me.et :the following 
specific requirements in any manner he sees _ fit, whether it 
be by attending courses, by indep·endent .reading or by other 
means, but he should remember that whatever pla·n he 
adopts . must be carried through at · least .one _term . . 
Students . who are deficient in mathematics, physics, .. and 
chemistry and plan to take courses in these subjects should 
take them in this order if possible.. ·. · 
(a) English 
A competence_ in English shall include the ability to 
express oneself orally in the English language without·glaring 
-violation of the fundamental laws of gr_ammatical·. logic-·and 
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the ability to express oneself -in writing with confidence, 
appeal, interest, ~ccuracy and effectiveness. 
(b) At least one foreign la.nguage · 
A working ·knowledge in a. modern foreign language is 
commonly understood to include the ability to read .- the . 
foreign language in · its literary a·nd scie-ntific -expressions 
with the moderate use of a dictionary; to understand the 
f O:reign language when spoken in a· simple way; to speak the 
language, though with the reserve of a foreigner; to write 
ordinary correspondence and short compositions in gram-
matically correct form. 
Competence in either of the classical 1anguages includes 
a knowledge of the forms that constitute the skeleton of the 
language, a fair-sized usable vocabulary of common words, 
particularly such as are the source -of English derivatives; 
the ability to translate, with moderate use of the dictionary, 
from· the Latin of Vergil, Horace, Cicero and others of like 
difficulty, or from the Greek of Homer, Plato and the writers 
of tragedy; and · the ability to read in the Latin the poetry 
of Horace and other writers of the lyric, and of Vergil and 
Ovid, or in the Greek, Homer and the simpl.er tragic poetry . 
. (c) Mathematics · 
A competence in mathematics includes such familiarity 
with mathematical procedures as to enable a student to use 
and to apply the information obtainable from _standard text 
books used in college courses in mathematical analysis 
(survey course). 
(d) History 
The student should have a comprehensive and· general 
understanding of the history of western · society, and an 
understanding of the development of institutions and of 
international relations and an adequate knowledge of the 
geography ·of the countries involved. · 
(e) Physics 
( f) Chem is-try 
(g) Biology 
The student should have an adequate conception of the 
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material world in . which he lives,; ·a -knowledg_e of the . law ·· 
and order · that prevail in this world, ·familiarity with and 
ability to use the: methods of the scie~tist in reaching .con-· 
clusions, and ·:an understanding of the unique role that the 
physical sciences are playing in the development of -our 
ci-vilization. 
· He should also be familiar with the world of living tna.tter -
and- should know how living orga:nisms, including man, grow 
and reproduce their kind~ He should have · an adeq.tiate con- . 
ception of the evolutionary changes that .have occurred,- .-and 
that are occurring, with particular emphasis on · the r·oles 
played by heredity and by environment. He should be able . 
to apply such information to the solution of the problems 
that confront him as a living being . . 
(h) . Social and Economic Institutions 
The student should not only be familiar with .present day 
social and economic institutions, but he _- should have -~n· ap-
preciation of the _ conditions that · have . led to their -pres~nt 
state of development and he should realize that such _institu-
tions are still undergoin_g change. -
(i) Physical Fitness . 
In addition to the above academic requirements, admission 
to the Upper Division will be contingent on the student 
maintaining himself in a condition of physical fitness iri . rela-
tion to his .work as shown by suitable ~periodic examinations. 
When a definite need for a _corrective program is discov-
ered in a student, the directors _ of physical. education may, 
with the approval of the college physician, require a program 
designed to benefit the student. · · = · 
REQUIREMENTS FOR ADM1ss10N ·To U~PER D1vis10N 
Admission -to the Upper Division_ is contingent on the _ 
student's demonstrating to the Board of Admissions ·to ·the 
Upper Division: 
1. That he is in possession of the ·requi.site degree of 
co~petence in each of the specific Lower Division require-
. ments. 
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2; That he has .occupied the time, not expended on 
specific Lower Division requirements, in· the profitable 
pursuit of (a) additional academic -work of his own selection, 
(b) extra-curricular activities whether of ·an organized nature 
. or not, and (c) the· development of general mental abilities, 
moral characteristics; · and appreciation of the fine arts and 
of nature. 
It · is not the intention of the College to prescribe here a 
definite body of subject matter with which every student will 
be expected to be familiar, but rather that the student will, 
in consultation with his adviser, make an intelligent selection 
of such- work as will best serve to round out his training 
and fit him to meet the requirements of the College. 
3. That he has acquired sufficient maturity to enable 
him ·to make an intelligent selection of a field of specialization 
for his work in the Upper Division. 
These statemeIJ_ts must be presented in writing at the time 
the student makes application for admission to the Upper 
Division. 
Students should consult the description of majors, page 97, 
for information regarding-:introductory work that · should be 
taken in a given field in the Lower Division. 
UPPER DIVISION . REQUIREMENTS 
At the time of application for admission to the Upper 
Division, the student must, in consultation with a major 
professor, lay out the work to be accomplr&hed in this 
division and file his application papers thirty days before 
he expects to appear before the Board of Admissions. 
Such a program shall involve work of an intensive char-
acter in a selected field of learning, · with: such work in re-
lated • fields as seems desirable in _ each case, together with 
a limited amount of work in other fields. , · 
· The work of the major field must be definitely correlated 
and must be possessed of a reasonable degree of sequence. 
In addition, an increasing amount of mental effort should 
be required as the work progresses.. · 
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.The limits of a major field should be set "for _each -individ-
ual and need .not correspond · with the work as_ orga_nized 
in a department of instru~tion. · · · 
It is presumed that students will ordinarily _ do" the · intro-
ductory work in their major· field during their stay · in . the 
Lower Division. Failure to do so. will, in ·an probabiJity, 
increase the time needed to meet . the requirements _ of _the 
Upper D.ivision. · 
Students in the Upper Division must meet the same re-
quirements for physical fitness as prescribed for Lower 
Division students. 
REQUIREMENTS FOR BACHELOR OF ARTS DEGREE 
. · A candidate for the Bachelor of Arts degree must present 
a written .application containing a detailed account of ·. the 
work that he has accomplished as a student . in __ the Upper 
Division of the College. A· special committee made · up of 
the student's major professor as chairma-n, one other· profes-
sor under whom he has studied, and a third undei who~ he _ 
has never studied shall then determine whether the amou~t 
and quality · of the candidate's work are such as to warrant 
recommending him to the Faculty for · the degree. Candi-
dates expecting to complete their work at the _.end ~f any 
term must have their applications in the office of the Dean of 
the College a month before the end of the term. Degrees 
are conferred at the close of the college year. 
Reconsideration of Ca·ndid~tes 
In case the Board of Admissions to the ·upper Division 
refuses the application for adIIlission of a candidate to the 
Up.per Division, the Board may; at its· discretion; _permit 
the candidate to make a second application after. a suitable 
interval devoted to additional preparation. . 
In like manner the sp~omniittee of a _candidate for . a 
degree may ·make similar arrangements, if ·the · committee · 
does not find the candidate sufficiently .prepared to wa·rr.ant 
it in recommending him for a degree. 
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PROFESSIONAL REQUmEME~TS ' IN En.uCATION 
Students desiring to obtain a colle.ge degree and at the 
. same t.ime prepare for teaching may enter ~ollege . in the 
usual way and major in English, in mathematics, in science, 
in a modern language, or in any . other subject which they 
desire to teach. As a minor they may select courses in the 
Department of Education and in certain other departments 
to the extent of three-twentieths of their college course ( the 
eq-uivalent of twenty-seven term hours) and thereby prepare 
themselves to receive a state teaching certificate without ex-
amination. At .least four of these courn.es should be elected 
from those listed under the Department of Education, includ-
ing one. term's .work in observation or practice· teaching and 
four and one-half hours must be in health education. · In 
lieu of such time devoted to · this work in education, a 
teaching experience of ·twenty-four months as a full-time 
teacher may ·be accepted. Students who have passed' college 
courses in American Government and _History amounting to 
nine term hours will be exempt from the Florida State 
examination on the Constitution. 
Teachers' Certificates . 
Students completing the equivalent of twenty-seven term 
hours in education will have the same status as wi~l graduates 
from the. four-year educational course offered by the State 
University and the State Coll_ege for Women. The State 
Superintendent of Education, at present, holds that the 
law as now on the statute books permits him to grant state 
certificates without examination only to graduates from four-
year college courses. 
Full information in regard to the specific requirements in 
the various fields . of specialization and the filing of applica-
tion for teachers' certificates may be obtained from the 
Registrar of the College. · 
Pre-Professional Courses 
Rollins College offers Pre-Professional courses for · stu-
dents who wish to enter schools of Law, Medicine, Engineer-
ing and the other· professions. These . courses are arranged 
.. •.:. · .. , . ~. r • _'· • • 
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to satisfy the requirements of the .partic~lar school- cl)osen . · 
by the student. Each student should provide . hill)sdf w~~h 
a catalogue of the professional school he intends to enter _ 
and with the aid of his adviser he can plan-:his course ac- . 
cordingly. This should be done when he first enters -college, · 
so that he may be sure-to cover all the necessary require-
ments. 
While it is possible to enter certain professional schoqls . 
after two years of college training, the student is advis.ed, 
whenever possible, to complete the -full colle·ge cour·se h~fore 
undertaking professional study. This will ertable the student 
to obtain a better grasp of his chosen subject and a bro~der. 
viewpoint of the pr~fession . which he plans to enter. 
~IAJORS 
The different departments of instruction are arranged 
under four _groups. A student majors in one of thes_e four 
groups and chooses one subject as hi-s special study. · Sub-
jects printed in italics may not be chosen as special · studie~. 
For example: a student · may major in · Science _and · ~hoose 
Biology as his special study but may not ch<;:>0se Entoni~l~gy. 












Biology . . . 
Botany and Horticulture 
Entomofoyy 






SOCIAL ·_ S~IENCE 
B-iblkal Literarure . and Reli(Jio,n 
Economics 
Education 









As is . described else,\:here the maJor will be arranged to 
fit the individual needs of each student and- the outlin·e of . 
work will _vary m accordance with his special interest and 
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approach, therefore a detailed . description_ of the major is 
. impossible. However, there are seine . ge.neral re,quirements 
in the various subjects which can· be listed and these are set 
forth below. · · 
Students are expected while in the Lower Division to do 
the introductory work in their major subjects which will give 
them the fundamental knowledge necessary for · advanced 
. work. • They . should consult their advisers in regard to this 
work. The specific achievements which are listed as required 
under the different majors presuppose such knowledge as 
would be acquired by a student who had satisfactorily com-
pleted the work offered in the subject or an equivalent study 
of the topic. 
Description of Majors · 
A detailed description of the majors is given below. 
LANGUAGE' ' 
English 
Students ma1onng in language with special reference to 
English should have a comprehensive _ knowledge of the 
following: · 
1. Medieval Period 
2. Renaissance Period 
3. Seventeenth Century. 
4. Eighteenth Century, Part I . 
5. Eighteenth Century, Part II . 
6. Nineteenth Century Poetry 
7. Ninetee·nth Century Prose 
8. Plays of Shakespeare 
9. Ame.rican . Literature 
In addition. to this there should be a specialized study of 
at least one of the following: 
(a) History of the Drama 
(b) . History of Fiction and the Novel 
Majors 
(c) The Essay 
(d) · Epic and Lyric Poetry . 
(e) . Contemporary _Literature 
···:. 
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(f) Creative Writing with emphasis· on· Short Story . and 
Play Writing 
(g) Comparative Literature 
(h) Journalism 
Students expecting to teach English ·.will also-need to study·. 
Anglo-Saxon · Language and Literature cJ,nd. Methods . of 
Teaching English. , 
Modern Languages: French, German,:. Spanish_ 
· Even though the outline of study in the, major in language · 
with special reference- to :modern foreign -la_nguages would 
vary according to the individual interest · and the language 
chosen the following will be definitely required:· a ~t~dy · of · 
the outstanding · masterpieces of literature in the ·· foreign 
language taken; a mastery and fluency in .- th~ language, 
acquired by ·written composition as we~l as -_ oral _wo1J; _ a 
knowledge of the history, geographic, econnmic .and c;ul_tural 
conditions of the country as well as the hist9ry of -its litera-
ture.; a working knowledge i-n a second foreign · 1angtiage, 
either anc;ient or modern. - . 
Class,ics: · Greek) Latin,· 
For a major in language with special · reference ·to cla$sics.-
a student must show, in addition to· a competency in 'the -
language, Latin or Greek, an acquaintance with the principal · 
works in . the language chosen, togethe·r witli a thorough 
knowle_dge of the civilization of Greece or Rome:. 
SCIENCE . 
Biology 
Students ma1onng in science with special. reference to 
biology shoul~ -h~ve the f~undation obtained. ·.by a study of 
general biology, plant morphology -and genetics. •. They _may . 
. then continue with an advanced study of either botany arid 
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horticulture or zoology, according to the direction in which 
their interest lies. In addition they are strongly urged to 
obtain knowledge of organic chemistry and modern physics 
and to have a working knowledge of_ French and German. 
Chemistry 
A student who intends to do his major work in science 
with special reference to · chemistry is.· advised to become 
familiar with the fundamentals of inorganic chemistry, and 
with the theory and laboratory procedures of qualitative and 
quantitative analysis while in the Lower Division. . In the 
Upper Division he should obtain a thorough ·foundation in 
both organic and physical chemistry, and-._ do a considerable 
amount of work in advanced quantitative analysis and chem-
ical preparations. He should take an active · part in seminar 
discussions. · In addition he should have a knowledge _of 
mathematics through calculus, advanced work in physics, 
and a competence in German and French. ' 
Mathematics 
The major in science with special reference to mathematics 
requires a--. knowledge of mathematics through calculus in-
cluding the history. of mathematics and such other inforqia-
tion as ·is deemed advisable in each ind.i'vidual case. The stu-
dent is als·o required to write a thesis of 3000 words on a 
topic of mathematics or astronomy. 
Physics 
A student maJormg in science with special ref ere nee to 
physics shou_ld . in the Lower Division obtain a knowledge 
of the fundamentals of mechanics, - he_at, light, sound and 
electricity. In the Upper Division, the student's work should 
amount to a considerable accomplishment in three of the 
above five divisions and he should also have a general knowl-
edge of the field of modern physics. -~e should also have a 
mathematical preparation including trigonometry, analytical 
geometry, and calculus. Correlated work should include at 
least inorganic chemistry, either physical chemistry or as-






The· student, in addition ·to the .knowledge obtained from 
foundation courses in both economics and ·sociology, sho~ld. 
secure a mastery of the more advanced · branches.· of study 
in the field of economics including an .- understanding of the 
larger economic problems · of modern .· society which have 
sprung from mechanized and specialized production and .the . 
closer . inter-relationship not only of individuals . but of · na- · · 
tions. · He should become familiar with t4e· world_'s system 
of production and distribution, the problems of over-produc-
tion or insufficient world purchasing power, the cooperative . 
movement in production and distribution ·including the t~n-
dencies to larger economic u.nits through mergers,: consolida-
tions, chains, etc. He should be . familiar with economic 
problems as they arise in national affairs . and international · 
relationships, including· the problems of foreign trade; tariff, · 
distribution of populations, poverty, waste,._ labor problems · 
and the various solutions proposed for ·bringing about ·a· bet-
ter economic adjustment. · On the practical side he should .· 
acquire the fundamental principles of business law, busin~ss 
administration, · corporate finance, investments, inoney and 
banking, and should have c;onsidered . himself a·s. an economic·· 
unit in relation to his future career. In addition he ·should 
have shown distinct ability to u:ndertake ·and carry t~rough 
independent research work in the economic field and to make 
intelligible reports of the results of his investigations and · 
study. 
History 
. ' .. 
.' • 
The major in social science with special reference to his.~ " : . 
tory requires study of the following -subjects: the continuous 
history of the United Sta_tes; general -history, . chiefly Euro-
pean and including the British Empire, to -be ~tudied in some 
special period; one or two special historical subj.ects, to be 
selected by the · student with the ad,vice of the: maj.or pro- . 
fessor, carefully studied with r.eference to. · original author-
ities-such subjects to include the choice of political° theory, 
Lati'n America, certain work in government~ economic his-
. \ 
,. '. ) 
. .... 
•. ·•.-.• l • 
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tory, ·ancient history, constitutional° history, etc., and to be 
arranged to stress either American or European .history. 
Philosophy · 
A student majoring in social science -with special reference 
to philosophy should have a t~or_ough knowledge of the his-
tory of philosophy and its problems and should have studied 
at least two subjects in psychology~ . In_ addition a student is 
expected to have knowledge Of two subjects chosen from 
either economics, education, history, or sociology. The work 
in philosophy and psychology should include a knowledge 
of the philosophy- of character, the psychology of character, 
and ethological applications. 
Psychology _ 
A student majoring in social science with special ref~rence 
to psychology shall have studied the. psychology of character, 
applied -ethology, and the philosophy of _ character, together 
with three subjects chosen from general psychology, child 
psychology, mental hygiene, educational psychology, ab-
normal psychology, and applied psychology. -A student shall 
have studied in addition one other subject in philosophy, and 
two subjects chosen from either economics, · education, _ his-
tory or sociology. There shall also he some experience in 
observing and classifying animals or plants . ~ 
Sociology 
The student who does major work in social science with 
special -reference to sociology undertak~s to learn: 
· 1. The chief forms of human interaction, such as domina-
tion and exploitation, and the causes and effects of each; 
2. The chief facts regarding the origin and antiquity of 
qian, and the story of social evolution from primitive sav-
agery to civilization; 
3. The principal economic, mental and social laws 
according to which groups and institutions develop and 
· function; · 
4.- The nature and working of the chief institutions of 
..... _ .. -· .. ·· 
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society, such as the family, the state, industry, law and 
religion. 
5. The ·nature, causes and. effects of social maladju~t-: 
._ ments; such as poverty, crime, family instability, industrial, 
race and national conflict; · · 
6. The extent to which · it is possible for· s.ociety to direct 
its owri destiny, and the means bes-t adapted to that end; .. _ · _ 
7. The essentials of important proposals for dealing with 
social maladjustments, especially _ such great . contempor-aty · 
. movements as socialism, communism and fascism; . - · 
8. The art of thinking clearly from well..:chosen premis:es 
to scientific conclusions and of demonstrating the error _in 
th~ chief popular economic and social fallacies; 
· 9. The chief social philosophies; 
10. ·_ Methods of social investigation. 
It is not to be expected . that any undergraduate will mas-
ter all the foregoing subjects. · It .is expected, h_owever, that 
before-· graduati_on each will present evidence · of mastery -of 
the art of straight thinking, principles oi economics, prin:.. 
ciples of psychology, principles of sociology; evidence· .<;>f 
such additional knowledge as will indicate acquaint~nce wit~ 
the field as outlined, and substantial achievement · in . the 
greater part of it; and evidence that he has formulated a 
philosophy of the kind -of society which ~e would like to see 
developed, together with a sden_tific. program for working. 
toward such a society . 
. EXPRESSIVE ARTS 
Art 
A major in ex:pressive arts .with special .r~ference to art 
includes a theoretical knowledge of art as .. _obtained in 1:h~ 
study of the history and appreciation of art, d~_sign, interior 
. decoration or commercial art, and a minimum "of two yea·rs 
of practical work.in drawing. The choice. cf further _practical 
work and the study of related subject~ _would depend upon 
the special interests .and purpose _of the $tudeilt. 
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Music . 
For a student ma1onng in expressive arts with special 
reference- to music, approximately two-thirds of the work 
taken will be in the College o.f Liberal Arts and one-third 
in the Conservatory of Music. Thi.s same plan, in generai, 
is carried out over the four year period. 
Students are expected to elect their major in music upon 
entrance. A definite amount of prerequisite work ~s neces-
sary in one field of practical music, varying with the major 
subj.ect (voice, piano, violin, etc.). 
In the ;Lower Division the ' · student · must satisfactorily 
complete work in harmony arid counter-point in the Con-
servatory of Music. In addition, the . student takes two 
private lessons a week, with an average of two hours a day 
practice, in his chosen field of practical music ( voice, piano, 
etc.). · 
The candidate for a degree mus~ have made satisfactory 
achievement in the study of the . history of music, solfeggio, 
ear training, music appreciation, and have played in various 
ensemble and repertoire classes. · Two recitals are also ex-
pected. 
In addition to the practical and theoretical music · in the 
Upper Division, a student may .elect the equivalent of. two 
correlated .subjects in the Liberal Arts College. 
DIVISIONS OF INSTRUCTION 
The ide~l which is now in its seyenth ye_ar at -Rollins Col~ 
lege is the Conference or Work-shop- Plan, · .one _purpo~e _of -
which is to bring the ·student a·nd professor . into closer con-
tact. During the conf ere nee period students . spend · their 
time in study, in conference with the profess.or, in · small 
group discussion, in writing class papers, preparing outlines~ 
and in studying other matters incide·nt to the mastery of the 
subject. At times even the whole -group .or ·class may _._. be 
called together for a conference on a common topic with· the 
instructor -as the leader in the discussion. · 
Each ~ instructor is permitted to · apply the plan to his 
· courses in the manner which he thinks most suitable to the 
subject to be studied. General outlines of courses are fur:... 
nished to students that they may know the approximate· 
· expectation for the term or year of ·each course. Specific 
outlines, references, topics and questions are in many in-
stances supplied by the instructor to facilitate the more 
economical study and _ mastery -of the subject. The "lock-
step" method of procedure has been eliminated and students 
ar_e permitted to progress as rapidly as they wish or are ·abl~~ 
The instruction of the College is divided. into two divisions, 
a_ Lower. Division in · which all students must acq_uire a broad -
fundamental training, and an Upper ·Division- where they 
are to obtain specialized work. Special cmii-ses designed to 
aid the student in meeting the require~ents of_ admissio~ to 
the Upper Division are offered in the Lower Division. · 
Numbering of Courses . 
In the numbering of courses the following system_ .has · 
been used: Courses•open-to lower divisi<?~ students are -n~~-
bered beginning with 101 and with ~01; those open · oril_y to 
upper division students are numbered- beginning wi~h '. 301 _ 
and with 401. Upper division students are also privileged 
to register for lower division courses. The term is indicated 
with the letter f, fall; w, winter; s, spring. 
Most courses are given in term units; however, in som_e . 
cases two or more terms constitute a unit. The printing of 
a course with a hyphen between the term numbers, for . 
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example, - (101f-102w-103s), indicates· that the course may 
· be entered only in the first term. The printing of a course 
with a comma between the term numbers, for example, ( 101 f, 
102w, 103s), indicates that the course may be entered in any 
term for which the student •is qualified. When course num-
bers are separated by a semicolon it indicates that the course 
is repeated, for example, (101£; 101w). 
The Roman numeral fallowing the course indicates the 
period at which it is scheduled. The.se periods are as fol-
lows: 
(I)-M W Th F S 8:00-10:00 
(ll)-M T W F S 10:30-12:30 
(III)-M T W Th F 1 :30-3 :30 
(IV)-T 8:00-10:00 and Th -- 10:30-12:30 
· (V)-T 8:00-10:00 
. (VI)-Th 10:30-1.2 :30 
(Va)-T 8:00-9:00 
(Vb)-· T 9:00-10:00 
(Vla)-Th 
(Vlb)-Th 
10 : 3 0-11 : 3 0 
11:30-12:30 




Bibllcal Literature and Religion 
Biolpgy-
Botany and Horticulture 
Zoology 
Entomology 










Government and Political Science 
Greek 
History 










Divisions of Instruction 101 
ART 
101£, 102w:, 103s, (I). H1sTORY AND APPREClATION OF ART. 
104£,. 105w, 106s, (I, II). ELEMENTARY' DRAWING. 
107£, (II, III). 11ooELING FROM CAsTs. 
108w, 109s, (II, III). BAs RELIEF. 
15 lf, 152w, 153s, (VI). SPECIAL PROBLEMS. IN ScuLP~RE-·_ 
ELEMENTARY. 
201£, 202w, (III). DESIGN. 
203f, 204w, (II). INTERIOR DEcORAT.ION. 
207f. (To ·be arrapged) COMMERCIAL: ART. 
218s, (I, II). PENCIL SKETCHING-ELEMENTARY. 
221f, 2Z2w, 223s, (IV). COSTUME DEsiGN. 
237£, 23-8w, 239s, (III). NATURE PAINTIN.G. LANDSCAPE--
ELEMENTARY. 
241f, .242w, 243s, (I, II). LIFE CLAss-ELEMENTARY. 
244£, 245w, 246s, (III). MuRAL PAINTING-ELEMENTARY. 
254£, 255w, 256s, (II, III). LIFE CLASS IN . ScuLPTURE. -
ELEMENTARY. 
258w, (II, III). CLAY MoDEL_I~G. . 
301£. (To be arranged) PUBLIC ScHOOL ART METHODS .• 
· 303.s. (To be arranged) ART METHODS FOR HIGH S _c~OOLS. 
304f, 30.Sw, 306s, (II, III). LIFE CLAss IN ScuLPTURE -
ADVANCED. 
3'09s, (III). ADVANCED PAINTING. · 
318s, (I, II). PENCIL SKETCHING-·. ADVANCED. 
334£, 335w, 336s, (I, II). ADVANCED DRAWING • . 
344£, 345w, 346s, (III). MuRAL PAINTING-. ADVANCED. 
351£, 352w,"353s, (VI). SPECIAL PROBLEMS IN . ScuLPTURE-
ADVANCED. 
391£, 392w,· 393s, (IV). · SPECIAL PROJECTS IN ART-SE.MI-
NAR. . 
401f, 402w, 403s,· (I, II). LIFE CLAss-·, ADVANCED. 
4O5w, 406s. (To be arranged) ETCHING. 
407£, 408w, 409s, (III). NATURE PAINTING, LANDSCAPE - . 
ADVANCED. . .. . 
410s, (III). ADVANCED DESIGN. 
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ASTRONOMY 
201s, (Ill). DEscRIPTIVE AsTRONOMY. 
304f-305w-3.06s, (IV). PRACTICAL AsTRONOMY. Prerequi-
site, 201s. 
B1~LICAL LITERATURE AND RELIGION 
206s. PsYCHOLOGY OF RELIGION. See Psychology 206s. 
304£, (IV). THE BIBLE AS LITERATURE. 
305w, (IV). THE PRINCrPLES AND IDEALS OF ]Esus. 
306s, (IV)~ PROBLEMS OF · PERSONAL CONDUCT. 
307£, (II). OLD TESTAMENT IDEALS . . 
308w, (VI). APOCRYPHAL AND APOCALYPTIC LITERATURE. 
(Not given in 1933-="34.) 
309s, (II). STUDY OF THE WORLD RELIGIONS. 
313w, (VI). NEw TESTAMENT IDEALS. 
BIOLOGY 
101f-102w, (III). GENERAL BIOLOGY. A course designed 
_ · for those planning to major in Biology. Prerequisite, 
104/ or equiva/,ent. 
104£, (I, II); 104w, (II); 104s, (I}. _ INTRODUCTORY BIOL-
OGY. A course designed as an aid for those planning 
to meet the biology requirement for entrance to the 
Upper Division. 
304£, (IV). BACTERIOLOGY. Prerequisite, l0?w. 
305£, (II). M1cRoscoPICAL TECHNIQUE. Prerequisite, 102w. · 
(Not given in 1933-34.) _ 
308w-309s, (IV). GENETICS. Prerequi.site, 102w. 
317f-318w-319s, (IV) H1sTORY OF BIOLOGY. 
Botany and Horticulture · 
210£, (II). GENERAL BOTANY. 
211w, (II). PLANT PHYSIOLOGY AND ANATOMY. Prerequi-
-site, 210/. 
215s, (II). SYSTEMATIC AND EcoNbMIC BOTANY. Prerequi-
site, 210/ . . 
225w-226s, (I). HoRTICULTURE AND FRUIT GROWING. 
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Zoology 
103s, (III). PRINCIPLES _OF ZooLOGY. : Prerequisite, 102w~ 
106£, (I). SYSTE~VIATIC INVERTEBRATE ZooLOGY. · Prerequi-
site, 102w. 
204f-205w, (I). CoM·PARATIVE ANATOMY. For pre-medical 
students and those specializing"in zoology-~· Prerequisite, 
103s. · · 
23 lf, 232w, 233s, (I)~ ZooLOGICAL PRACTICUM. Adapted to 
individual students. Prerequisite, one course ·in · biology 
or zoology. . 
252w, (III). PuBLIC HEALTH ZooLOGY. 
253w, (III). ADVANCED PUBLIC fb:AL_TH ZooLOGY. La_rgely 
field work. Prerequisite, . one . course_ ·in biology or 
-zoology. 
301£-302w-303s, (IV). HuMAN ANATOMY AND PHYSIOLOGY. 
· _ Open o:rily to pre-m_edical students and · nurses_. 
326£, (I). HISTOLOGY. Prerequisite, 103s. 
327f, (I). EMBRYOLOGY. Prerequisite, 103s. 
314f-315w-316s, (IV). ANIMAL · EcoLOGY. Prerequisite, 
102-w. 
Entomology_ 
351f-352w-353s, (VI) . ENTOMOLOGY. (Not given in 1933-
34.) . 
Ornithology and Nature- Study 
362w, (VI) . OR~ITHOLOGY. (Not given in 1933-34.) 
264f-265w~266s, (Fri. 3: 30) r NATURE STUDY~ 
~ 
- Booxs. 
204£; 204s, (II).. READING CouRSE IN. ENGLls·H AND AMER-
ICAN LITERATURE. . . 
305w, -(II l\tI.W.F.) H1sToRY oF THE BooK. _-
306w, (II T.S.) LITERARY PERSONALITIES. ·, 
CHEMISTRY 
104£; 104w, (I, II); 104s, (I) . . INTRODUCTION TO CHEM_IS-
TRY. A co_urse designed as an aid for those planning to 
meet the chemistry requirement,· for ·entrance to the 
tJ pper Division. 
. -- .. ' . . ~ . . ·, . . .. : ,• . .· :· .· . .. 
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105s, (II)~ INTRODUCTORY INORGANIC CHEMISTRY. Theory 
and laboratory practice. Prerequisite, 104/ or equiva-: 
lent; 
151£, (IJI). QUALITATIVE ANALYSIS. Theory and laboratory 
practice. Prerequisite, 105s. · 
· 201w, 202s, (III). QuANTITATIVE ANALYSIS. Theory and 
laboratory practice. Prerequisite, 151 f. 
301£, 302w, 303s. AnvANCED QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS. Lab-
oratory practice . . Prerequisite, 202s. (Time· to be ar-
ranged.) 
311f-312w:..313s, (III). ORGANIC CHEMISTRY. Theory and 
laboratory practice. Prerequisite, 201w. ' 
401£, 402w, 403s, (VI). CHEMISTRY SEMINAR. Required of 
all students majoring in chemistry. Prerequisite, 313s. 
405w-406s, (III). PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY. Theory and lab.:. 
oratory practice. Prerequisite, 31.3s. 
41 lf~ 412w, 413s. PREPARATIONs-lNORG~NIC AND ORGANIC. 
Laboratory . practice. (Time to be arranged.) 
DRAMATIC ART 
All students desiring to take dramatic art should confer with 
11:rs. Lynch before registering . . 
101£, 102w, 103s, (II M.W.S., III M.W.F.) AcTING FOR 
BEGINNERS. . 
104f, 105w, 106s, (II T.F., III T.Th.) PLAY PRODUCTION 
FOR· BEGINNERS. 
201£, 202w, 203s, (II M.W.S., III M.W.F.) AcTING FOR 
ADVANCED STUDENTS. 
204f, 205w, 206s, (II T.F., III T.Th.) PLAY PRODUCTION 
'FOR ADVANCED STUDENTS. . 
301£, 302w, 303s, (II M.W.S., III -M.W.F.) AcTING-AD-
. VANCED CoURSE. 
304£, 305w, 306s, · (II T.F., III -T.Th.) PLAY PRoDUCTION-
AovANCED CoURSE. 
ECONOMICS 
201£; 201w, (III); 201s, (I). PRINCIPLES .oF EcoNoM1cs. 
Case Method. _ 
301£, (II). LABOR MOVEMENTS AND INDUSTRIAL PROBLEMS. 
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303s, (11). · Bus1NESS ADMINISTRATION. (Not· given 1n 
1933-34.) 
304w, (II). BusINEss AND lTs RELATION To SocIE1X. _ -Pre-
requisite, 201/. 
306w, (I). PuBLIC FINANCE AND TAXATION. · 
307£, (I). - CoRPORATION FrNANCE. 
308w,. (I). INVESTMEN.Ts. · . (Not given in 1933-34.) 
309s, (I). l\1oNEY AND BANKING. · 
312w, (III). BusINEss LAw. (Not given in 193l-34.) · 
313 s, (II). EcONOMIC PROBLEMS. -Cas·e Method. 
401£, 402w, 403s, (V). EcoN0Mic SEMINAR. For advanced 
students in economics. · 
EDUCATION 
301 w, (II). INTRODUCTION TO TEACHING AND HISTORY OF 
EDUCATION. 
304s. EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY. See Psychology 304s . . 
396s. EnucATIONAL SocioLOGY. See Sodology 306s. 
321w, (III). PRINCIPLES -oF SECONDARY EDUCATION. Theory 
and practice. . · . 
402w, (I). MoDERN METHODS ·IN SECONDARY S~HooL TEACH-
ING. Theory and practice. . · 
403s, (I). PROBLEMS IN SECONDARY S.cHOOL PRACTICES. 
Theory and practice. 
404£, (III). MENTAL AND EDUCATIONAL TESTING. · 
ENGLISH 
101£, (I, II, III). ELEMENTARY COMPOSITION. A course 
. designed as an aid for those students who show lack in 
the fundam·ental mechanics of gram-mar and composition. 
151f, 152w, · (I, III); 151w, 152s, . (II). ENGLISH CoM-
POSITI0N. A course- i11, which reading ·is seconqa1y to 
writing. 
161f, 162w, (II); 16Iw, 162s, (I, III). W _oRLD LITERATURE. 
A course in which writing is secondary to reading. 
203s, (I, II). · ~1EDIEVAL PERIOD. · 
207w. · AR,GUMENTATION AND DEBATING. See Public -_Speak-
ing 207w . . 
21 lf, ( I, III). RENAISS~NCE PERIOD. 
2l2w, (II, · III). SEVENTEENTH CENTURY . . 
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213s, (I, III). EIGHTEENTH CENTURY, PA~T I. 
301£, (III). EIGHTEENTH . CENTURY, PART II. 
302f-:303w-304s, (II). AMERICAN LITERATURE. Students ad-
mitted only after conference with instr~ctor. 
307f-308w, (III). JOURNALISM . . · Students admitted . only 
after conference with instructor. · 
317f-318w, (I). PLAYS OF SHAKESPEARE. 
329s, (II). NINETEENTH CENTURY PoETRY. 
334s, (III}. . ANGLO-SAXON LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE. 
3.3 5s, (III). CoMPARATlVE LITERATURE. 
346s, (1). NINETEENTH CENTURY PROSE. 
351f-352w-353s, (I). HISTORY OF THE DRAMA. 
354f-355w-356s, (IV). H1sTORY OF ·FICTION AND THE NovEL. 
357s, (III). THE EssAY. · · 
361f-362w-363s, (IV} -. EP1c' AN·o LYRIC PoETRY. 
364£, 365w, 366s, (IV). CoNTEMPORARY LITERATURE. 
367f, 368w, 369s, (I). CREATIVE WRITING w-ITH EMPHASIS 
ON SHORT STORY AND PLAY WRlTING. 
413s, (III). METHODS OF TEACHING ENGLISH. Students ad-
mitted only after conference with. instructor. 
417w, (IV). :SEMINAR IN POETRY WRITING. Creative work 
for selected students. 
FRENca: 
101£, 102w, 103s, (I, III). ELEMENTARY FRENCH. . 
201£, 202w, (I, II, III). INTERMEDIATE FRENCH. Prerequi-
site, 103s or equivalent . 
. 203s, (I, II, III) . . FRENCH CoMPOSITioN AND CONVERSATION. 
Prerequisite, 202w. 
30lf, 302w, 303s, (II). ADVANCED FRENCH CoMPOSITION 
. AND CONVERSATION'. 
35lf, 352w, 3'53s, (I). SURVEY OF FRENCH CIVILIZATION. 
401f, 402w, 403s, (IV) . . SEMINAR IN · FRENCH LITERATURE. 
Study of special problems or periods according to pref-
erence of student. 
GEOLOGY 
201£. PHYS!CAL GEOLOGY. Prerequisite, Chemistry 104f or 
equivalent. (Time to be arranged.) · 
202w. HISTORICAL GEOLOGY. Prerequisite, 201/ . . (Time to 
be arranged.) . 
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·. 203s. MINERALOGY. Prerequisite, 202w. (Time ~o be ar-
ranged~) 
308w. PROBLEMS IN GEOLOGY. Prerequisite, 203s or equiva- · 
lent. (Time to be arranged.) · 
GERMAN 
lOlf, 102w, 103s, (II). ELEMENTARY GERMAN .. 
201£, 202w, (II). INTERMEDIATE GERMAN. Prerequisite, 
103s. 
203s, (II). · ADVANCED GERMAN CoMPOSITION. 
30lf, 302w, 303s, (II). · GERMAN Lr~ERATURE. 
308w. THE CLASSIC PERIOD OF GERMAN LITERATURE. Open 
to selected group of Upper Division and special students. 
(Time to be arranged.) 
401f, 402w, 403s. SEMINAR IN GERMAN. .Study of spe.cial 
problem& or periods according to preference of stud~·nt, 
also problems of philology. · (Time to be arranged.) 
GOVERNMENT AND . POLITICAL SCIENCE 
303s, (II). FOREIGN GOVERNMENTS. 
305f, (II). AMERICAN GovERNMENT AND · PouTics! ·. Thi_s · 
course with one term of History 210£-211w, will ·fulfill 
the requirement in government for FlQrida. State Teach-
ers Certificate. · · 
312s, (I). AMERICAN POLITICAL IDEAS. Prerequisite, . equ.iv-
alent of two college courses in History, or Government 
305/. . . 
315s. HISTORY OF PoLITICAL THOUGHT. See History · 315s. 
152w, (IV). INTERNATIONAL RELATioNs.· 
. 401w, (II). · INTERNATIONAL LAW. ·Prerequisite, Govern-
ment 305/. . . 
· 402w, (II). · H1sTORY OF AMERICAN DIPLOMACY. (Not. giv-
en in 1933-34.) . 
403s, (II).· AMERICAN CONSTITUTIONAL LAw. Prerequisite, 
Government 305/. (Not given in 1933-34.) 
GREEK 
161s, (III). GREEK HuMANISM. A study of Greek thought 
in English translations~ 
201f-202w; (Ill). ELEMENTARY GREEK. 
Y' 
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30lf-302w, (III). HoMER, . ILIAD AND READINGS IN THE 
ODYSSEY. Prerequisite, 202w. 
303s, (II). PLATO. Prerequisite, 202w. 
HISTORY 
I04f, (I); 104w, (II). MEDIEVAL EuRoPE. 
105f, (II); 105s, (III). MooERN HisTORY-1500 TO 1789. 
108w, · (I). GREEK AND ROMAN H1sTORY . . (Not given in · 
1933-34.) 
204f-205w, (II). EuROPE SINCE 1815. Prerequisite, either 
104/, 105/ or equivalent. _ 
206s, (II). FRENCH REVOLUTION. · Prerequisite, eithfr 104/, 
105/ or equivalent. · 
210f-2llw, (I). HisTOR,Y 0li' AMERICAN SocIETY. Prerequi-
site, either 104f," 105f, or equivalent. 
213s, -(II). CONTEMPORARY SPAIN. 
301w, (I). ENGLISH CONSTITUTIONAL HISTORY. Prerequi-
site, equivalent of three college. courses in history. (Not 
given in 1933-34.) 
302s, (I). NINETEENTH CENTURY_ ENGLAND. Prerequisite, 
equiv.alent · of three college courses in history. (Not giv-
en in 1933-34.) 
303w-304s, (I). THE BRITISH EMPIRE. Prerequisite, either 
104/, 105f or equivalent. 
305s, (II). HISPANIC-AMERICAN HrsTORY. , Prerequisite, 
21 0f-211 w or · equivalent. 
307f-308w-309s, (IV). LATIN AMERICA AND THE UNITED 
STATES. Prerequisite, equivalent of three college courses 
in history. (Not given in .1933-34.) · 
310£, (III). EcoNoMic H1sTORY OF THE UNITED STATES. 
Prerequisite, 210f-211w or equivalent. (Not given in 
1933-34.) 
312s. AMERICAN · PoLITICAL loEAs. See Government 312s. 
315-s, (II). HISTORY OF POLITICAL THOUGHT. Prerequisite, 
104/ or 105/, Go,vernment 303s, 305/ or equivalfni. (Not 
given in 1933-34.) 
317w, (I). AMERICAN FoREIGN RELATIONS. Prerequisite, 
210f-211w .or equivalent . . (Not given in 1933-34.) 
320w, (III). CAusEs OF THE C1v1L WAR. Prerequisite, 210f-
211w or equivalent. 
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321s, (I). THE AMERICAN WEST. Prerequisite, 210f-211w 
or equivalent. (Not given in 1933-34.) . -
324s, (III). H1sTORY OF FLORIDA. Pre'requisite, 104! or 
105/ and 210f-211w or equivalent. 
325£, (III). PROBLEMS IN AMERICAN• COLONIAL HISTORY~ 
Prerequisite, ·equivalent of three college courses in his-
tory. 
328f-329w-330s, (IV). SEMINAR IN EURO.PEAN HrsTORY •. · 
Prerequisite, equivalent of three college cou-rses in · his-. 
tory. 
401f-402w-403s, (YI). H1sTORY SEMINAR FOR AovANCED 
STUDENTS • 
. HYGIENE AND PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
The work in Hygiene and Physical Education aims at the 
following objectives: · 
1. To provide adequate individual remedial' and correc-
tive pr<?gra,ms as indicated by medical examination. 
2. To stress such· types of work as will lead to acqti_ire-
ment · of skill in recreational activity that will not only be 
satisfying during college years~ but will be carried • on in 
after-college life. · 
. . . 
. 3. To provide an opportunity-for students to par~icipate . 
in physical activities which will create and maintain general 
health ideals. ·-
4. To foster social development through co-operative 
recreation. 
College Requirements. 
Students apply~ng for admission to the Upper Diyision or 
for a degree must show by suitable periodic examinations 
that they are maintaining themselves in a condition of phys-
ical fhness in relation to their work. · When ·.a· definite need 
. for a corrective program is discovered · in a student, the ,di-
rectors of physical education may, with the approval-of the . 
_ college physician, require a program designed to benefit the 
student. · 
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lvl edical Certificate and Physical Examination 
New students must furnish a Medical Certificate before 
entering college. Blank certificates may be obtained from 
the Dean of the College~ 
All students shall take a complete physical and medical 
examination each year. No student shall enter any activity . 
for ,vhich he or she is not physically fitted. 
The. Directors of Physical Education and the College 
· Physician have daily office hours when they may be seen 
for consultation by the students of the College. 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION FOR l\tlEX 
Equipment 
Those who enroll as candidates for vars.ity . teams will be 
supplied with adequate uniforms by the department. In the 
other courses in · Physical Education each student will be 
expected to' supply himself with his own lmiform and such 
equipment as may be needed-by the individual. The College 
will furnish all necessary playing equipment for intra-mural 
activities. 
Courses 
The courses listed below cover instruction in the following: 
aquatics, baseball, basketball, boxing, crew, di.amond ball, 
fencing, football, golf, tennis, volley ball, _ wrestling, and 
field-sports. 
Special n.utrition classes are provided for those needing 
' them; 
lOlNif, 102!v1w, 103:~ds. FIRST YEAR . CouRsE. 
201Mf, 202Mw, 203~1s. SECOND YEAR CouRsE. 
301Mf, 302Mw, 303Ms. THIRD _YEAR _CouRsE. 
401Mf, 402iviw, 403Ms. FouRTH YEAR CouRs-E. 
406Ms. FOOTBALL AND BASKETBALL CoACHING. . For those 
planning to coach. (Time to be arranged.) 
407Ms. HEALTH EDUCATION. For those planning to teach 
physical education. (Time to be arranged.) 
I 
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_4. ctivitie s for M ·en· 
The following activities are open . to 111ale · students wJ1ose 
physical examinations show their health-permits-such partici-
p_ation. Activities may ·be added or withdrawn at ·_the dis-
cretion of .the Director of Physical Education and the Dean 
of the College. · 
Weekly camping excursions are. made by groups of stu- . 
dents in canoes, under the direction of Mr. ·Peeples, down 
the . picturesque Wekiwa River. 
Fall Term. Intercollegiate and Intramural Football and 
Cross Country, Aquatics, Crew, Fencing, Golf, Tennis, Vol~ 
ley Ball, and out-door ·activities (field-sports). 
. . . ' 
Winter Term. Intercollegiate Basketball, Aquatics, Cre:w, -
Fencing, Golf, Tennis, Intramural Boxing and Wrestling, 
and out-door activities (field-sports). · 
Spring Term. Baseball, Intramural Aquatics, Crew, _ Jn:.. 
tramural Diamond Ball, Fencing; Intramural Golf, Tennis, 
and out-door activities (field-sports). 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION FOR WOMEN' 
Costume 
The regulation uniform may be purchased-at the ·time of 
registration in the Physical Education Office at Cloverleaf. 
Coitrses 
The courses listed below cover instruction in the following: 
archery, basketball, canoeing, diving, fencing, g9lf; hockey, 
horseback riding; swimming,~- te~nis, _ volley hall, clog and 
character dancing, folk dancing, natural dancing, -and tap 
dancing. · · · 
Special nutrition classes ~re -provided for those needing 
them. 
10.lWf, 102Ww, 1_03Ws. FIRST YEAR CouRsE. 
201Wf, 202Ww, 203Ws. SECOND YEAR CouRSE 
301 Wf, 302Ww; 303Ws. THIRD YEAR Co~sE. · 
401Wf, 402Ww, 403Ws. FouRTH Y"EAR C6uRsE. 
409W s. TRAINING CouRsE FOR CAMP CouNCILORS. · (Time 
to be arranged.) 
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. Activities for Women . 
The following activities are open to women students whose 
physical examinations show their health permits such partici- · 
pation. Activities may be added or withdrawn at the dis-
cretion of the Director of Physical Education and the Dean 
. of · the College. · · 
Weekly camping excursions are made by groups of stu-
dents in canoes, under the direction of Mr. Peeples, down 
the picturesque Wekiwa River. 
Fall Term. Archery, Basketball, Golf, Horseback Riding, 
Swimming, Tennis. 
Winter Term. Archery, Canoeing, Fencing; Golf, Hock-
ey, Tennis. 
Spring Term. Archery, Diving, Golf, Swimming, Tennis, 
Volley Ball. 
LATIN 
104£, (II). Ov10. Open to students ·entering with two 
credits in Latin. 
106s, (II). V1RGIL-AENEID. Open to students entering .with 
three credits in Latin. · 
108w, (II). HORACE. Open to students entering with four 
· credits in Latin. 
201f, (II). LATIN LYRIC-POETRY. Open to students enter-
ing with four credits in Latin. 
301s, (II). RoMAN CoMEDY. Prerequisite, 108w, 201/. 
MATHEMATICS 
101£; 101w; 101s, (I, II). ADVANCED CoLLEGE ALGEBRA. 
102£; 102w; 102s, (I, II). PLANE _AND SPHERICAL TRIGO-
NOMETRY. 
104f; 104w, (I, III); 104s, (I, II). !VlATHEMATICAL ANALY-
srs. A course designed as an aid for those students plan-
ning to meet the mathematics: requirement for entrance 
to the Upper Division. · 
202.f, (II). PLANE ANALYTICAL GEOMETRY. 
204w, (IV). ELEMENTARY MECHANICAL DRAWING. 
301s, (I). PLANE SURVEYING. 
Divisions of Instruction 
302f, (II). HISTORY OF ~IATHEMATICS.-
303w, (II). GRAPHIC STAT1cs. 
305£, (I). DiF-FERENTIAL CALCl,JLUS. 
306w, (I). · l~TEGRAL CALCULUS. 
401w, (II). INTRODUCTION i'o STATISTICAL .METHOD~ 
402w, (IV). FuNDAMENTAL CoNcEPTS OF MATfl.E_M~T1cs. 
403w, (I)~ MATHEMATICS OF FINANCE. · 
Music . 
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For c:ourses in Music see pages. 129-134 under Conserva-
tory of Music. 
PHILOSOPHY 
· 203s, (II). INTRODUCTION TO PHILOSOPHY. 
207£, (III). ANCIENT PHILOSOPHY. 
208w, (III). MEDIEVAL PHILOSOPHY. 
209s, (III)~ MoDERN PHILosoPHY. 
303f, (II). PHILOSOPHY OF CHARACTER. 
304£, · (II). CURRENT PHILOSOPHY_. 
305w, (II). PLATO AND ARISTOTLE. 
401f-402w-:403s, (IV). SEMINAR_ON KANT. 
PHYSICS 
101£; 101s, - (III); 101w, (II). INTRODUCTORY PHYSICS. A 
course designed to aid those planning to meet the · physics , 
requirement for entrance to the Upper Division. 
102f; 102w; 102s, (I). ELEMENTARY PROJECTS IN ·PHYSICS. 
Prerequisite, 101/ or equivalent. · 
201f-202w, (I). GENERA!. PHYSICS. Prerequisite, 102/ or 
equivalent. -
203s, (I). ADVANCED GENERAL PHYSICS • . Prerequisite, 202u, 
or equivalent. . . 
NOTE: Not more than three of the "following ·courses will ~ 
be offered · in any one year. Any one of these courses may 
be extended to two terms with the permission of the in-
structor. 
305£, (I). HEAT·. Prerequisite, 203s, Mathematics i. 305/, 
306w. 
306w, (I). ELECTRICITY. Prerequisite, 203s, Mathematics 
305/, 306w. 
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307s, (I). MECHANICS. Prerequisite, 203s, Mathematics 
- 305/, 306w. . ~ . -
31 lf, (I). OPTics. Prereq ·site, 203s. · 
312w, (I). RADIO. Prerequ ite, 203s. . 
313s, (I) . . MODERN PHYSICS. - Prerequisite, 203s. 
PSYCHOLOGY 
201£, (II); 201w, (Ill); 201s, (I). GENERAL PsYCHOLOGY. 
204£, (I). CHILD PSYCHOLOGY. 
205w, (II). 'SocIAL PsYcHOLOGY. 
206s, (II). PsYcHoLOGY OF RELIGION. · 
303£, (I). !viENTAL HYGIENE. 
304s, (III). EDucATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY. 
305w, (II)-. PsYCHOLOGY oF CHARACTER. 
· 310w, (I). · ABNORMAL PsYcHOLOGY. 
31 ls, (II). APPLIED ETHOLOGY. 
401£-402:w-403s. PsYCHOLOGY SEl\H:NAR. (Time to be ar-
ranged.) . _ 
. 404£., MENTAL AND EDUCATIONAL .TESTING. See Education 
404f. 
PUBLIC S.PEAKI~(} 
106£, (I). ELEMENTS OF PUBLIC SPEAKING. 
20!w, (III). LITERARY INTERPRETATION. 
206f, (Ill). COMMUNICATIVE SPEAKiNG. 
207w, (I). ARGUMENTATION AND DEBATING. 
208s, (III). ExTEMPORANEous SPEAKING. 
211£, 212w, 213s, (IV). SPEECH CoRRECTION. 
303s, (I). ADVANCED PUBLIC SPEAKING. 
Soc10LOGY 
201w, (I); 201s, (II). PRINCIPLES OF Soc10LoGY. 
202f, (III). Soc1AL PATHOLOGY, SocIAL WoRK AND Soc1AL 
' REFORM. 
304s, (III). THE FAMILY. 
306s, (III). · 'E_nuCATIONAL SocIOLOGY. 
312w, .(III). CoNTEMPORARY SocIAL MovEMENTS. A study 
· of social movements with politica'l aspects. 
314f, (I). .CRIMINOLOGY. 
315w, (III). SocIOLOGY OF lNTER~ATIONAL Co-NFLICT. 
. . -.;· ,. - . ... . . .' . .. . . 
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317£., (I). THE ART OF STRAIGHT THINKING. · -_(Not giv.ert in 
1933-34.) , 
318.w, (III) . . AMERICAN RAcE PROBLEMS •. (Not given In 
1933-34.) 
401f, 402w, 403s, (IV). S.oc10LOGY SEMINAR. 
SPANISH.c_ 
101£, 102w, 103s, (II, III). ELEMENTARY SPANISH. 
201£,- 202w, (I, II). INTERMEDIATE SPANISH~ Pr_erequisite, 
J-03s or equivalent. · ·, _ 
203s, (I, II). ADVANCED CoMPOSITION AND CoMMERCIAL 
SPANISH. Prerequisite, 202w. · · 
304-f, 305w, 306s, ·(IV). SPANISH SEMINAR. 
307£, 308w, (III). SPANISH PROSE -AND PoETRY. 
-309s, (III). METHODS OF TEACHING HIGH ScHOOL SPANiSH . 
.3 5 l_f, 3 52w, 3 53 s, (IV). SPANISH CtAss1cs. · 
SPECIAL COURSES 
· ... 
The College·- recognizes that life is many-sided ·and that 
. in addition to the intellectual and physical sides of _ life. such 
aspects as the vocational, the emotional, the . ethical, the 
philosophical _and. the esthetic must .be developed if ·the · in-· 
. dividual is to be well-rounded. · 
To help him develop these aspects of life the college 
strongly recommends to the student a number of brief 
courses, made available to all by scheduling them· when they 
do not conflict with other instructional · work, i. e. at the 
Tuesday 8-10 · period and the Thursday 10:30--12 :30 
period. 
This list of courses, which will he subject to revision m -
the light of experience, at present includes the. following: 





How to Study 
CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC 
The courses of study in the Conservatory of Music, a 
department of Rollins College, are arranged in accordance 
with the new . curriculum plan. Students in music would · 
ordinarily matriculate for the Bachelor of Music degree but 
may matriculate for the Bachelor of Arts degree with a 
major in music. With additional study a student may secure 
both the Bachelor of Arts and Bachelor of Music degrees. 
Students of .the College pursuing work le~ding to the Bach-
elor of Arts degree may elect music as an incidental subject. 
REQUIBEMENTS FOR BACHELOR OF l\ius1c DEGREE 
The award of the degree of Bachelor of Music to a stu-
. dent at Rollins College means that the College certifies that 
the student has acquired a specified · broad fundamental 
training in music, a mastery in a field of specialization~ and 
is in possession of the moral qualities needed for good 
citizenship . . 
A Rollins degree is no longer evaluated in terms of courses, 
grades, hours, points or terms of reside.nee but depends upon 
the student's fulfilling the required achievements. · 
The work of the· Conservatory of Music is divided into 
two divisions, a Lower Division in which all students must 
acquire their broad· fundamental training,. and an Upper 
Division where they are to obtain their specialized work. 
SPECIFIC LOWER DIVISION REQUIRE~'.lENTS 
(a). Major Subject. A · student must choose his major 
subject upon entrance. · The majors offered in music are 
voice, piano, violin, cello, harp, organ, composition, public 
school' .. music, and brass and woodwind instruments. The 
Lower Division requirements in each of these are described 
below. 
(b) Minor Subject. Each student chooses a Minor 
subject after consultation with his adviser. (Students in 
violin, voice, public school music, brass and woodwind must . 
demonstrate a proficiency in piano.) 
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( c) Sight-singing and Ear-training~ - .. The student, must 
be able to read, at sight, ·simple mu•sic. and to t.ake from 
dictatio~ simple four-part music. . . 
(d) Theory. The ~tudent must have a good. knowledge · 
of · harmony, counterpoint, and mus ital .forms, and: he able-
.to transpose simple musical phrases · at sight at ·the .. key~ 
board. · 
(e) History and A·ppreciation of. Music. ,The student 
must show a knowledge of the development of all prin~ip·aI 
branches of music and the lives : and -works of the . great 
composers. 
(f) College Electives. Each student must _present the-
equivalent of five periods of work a week extended over a-
period of three terms in courses chosen from other depa-rt-
ments in the. College. 
(g) Physical Fitne_ss. - In addition to · the above -aca-
demic requirements, admission to the Uppe.r --Oivi'sion ·will 
be contin.gent on the student maintaining · himself in ·. a cpn-
dition of phy-sical fitness in relation to his work as shown · 
· by suitable periodic examinations. · · _ 
When a definite need jot:/4 ~ corrective program is discov-
ered in a stud~nt, the directors of physical :education may, 
with the approval of the college physician, re·quire· ·a program 
designed to benefit the student. 
Major Requirements For Admission _to· the tlppe7 Division.~ 
V 01cE. The student must exhibit a suitable command of 
the fundamentals · of breathing, phras-ing and musical .. style. 
The student should be able to sing satisfactorily such wor~s 
-as songs from the earlier Italian · m-asters, German lieder~ 
oratorio or operatic arias. 
PIANO. ·The student must show technical .proficiency ·per-
mitting even scales and arpeggios in all forms; :also a 
knowledge of finger a~d wrist motion shown in the ·perform-
anc.e. ·of advanced studies from Cramer or Czer11y opus 740. 
The student must be able to play works . of. such . difficulty 
as the Bach Three Part Inventions, French. or English Suites,-
dassic sonatas such as l\1ozart K284 · or Beethoven opus _ 10, . 
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Nos. ·2 or 3, pieces such as the Fantasy Pieces by Schumann 
or the Songs without Words by Mendelssohn. 
VIOLIN. The student must be able to . play satisfactorily 
major and minor scales in three octaves; studies by Kreut-
zer, Mazas, Fiorillo, etc.; standard student concerti such as 
. DeBeriot, Viotti, etc. 
CEL_Lo. The student must be able to play suitable scales 
and exercises, easier sonatas and recital pieces. 
ORGAN. The student must be able to play satisfactorily · 
sorne of the easier sonatas, fugues and concert pieces. 
COMPOSITION. The student must satisfy the board that 
he is unusually apt in the theoretical branches and that he 
has some talent for original work~ 
PuBLIC ScHooL Music. The student must meet th.e re-
quirements for admission to the upper division in piano or 
voice. • 
BRASS AND WooowIND lNSTRUl\1ENTS. The student must 
show sufficient advancement in his or her particular instru-
ment. 
REQUIREl\IENTS FOR ADMISSION TO UPPER DIVISIOX 
Admission to the Upper Division is contingent on the 
student's demonstrating to the Board of Admissions to the 
Upper Division: 
1. That he is in possession of the requi_site degree of 
competence in each of the specific Lower Division require-
ments. 
2. That he has occupied the time, not expended on spe-
cific Lower Division requirements; in the profitable pursuit 
of (a) additional academic work . of his own selection, (b) 
extra-curricular activities whether of an organized nature oi:: 
not, and ( c) the develop·ment of general mental abilities, 
moral characteristics, and appreciation of the fine arts and 
of nature. 
It is not the intention of the College to prescribe here a 
definite body of subject matter with which every student will 
_. .,_ -~- .... -- . . -. 
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be expected_ to. be familiar, but rather that . the student will, 
in consultation with ~is adviser, -make · an . intelligent selection 
of such ·work . as wjll best · serve to round out'. his tr•aining 
and fit him to· meet the requirements of the College. 
3. That he has acquired sufficient maturity to· enable • 
him to make an intelligent selection-of a field ·. of specializa-
tion for his work in the Upper Division.: · · 
These statements must be presented in writing at th_e -ti.me 
the student ma~es application for admission . to· the Upper 
Division. . . 
Students should consult · the description of majors, .page 
· 127, for information regarding· introductory work that sh_ou.ld 
be taken in a given field in the Lower Division. 
UPPElt DIVISION REQUIREMENTS 
· (a) Major Subject. A student must -complete . in · the 
major field the achievement outl_ined under Majors. 
(b) Minor ·. subject. A student must carry on work m 
the minor subject at the discretion of the adviser. 
(c) Theory. Each student in:ust have a knowledge_ of 
· fugue, advanced·Jorm, and elements- of mode.rn· orchestra-
tion. Students majoring in voice are ~equired to .ia·ke only _ 
-three years work in theory and may substitute an equiva_lent 
amount of work in . other departments in the College. Sru:.. 
dents majoring in public school i:nusic, except in the instru-
mental supervisor's course, may substitute work in . other 
departments of the College for Upper 1 ·Divis_ion Theory · · 
courses. 
(d) Repertoire and Ensemble. A student majo'ring in 
practical music must be-abl~ to read ·at sight music 9£ av-
erage difficulty, and have had some experience -in_ ensemble 
playing or singing. The student must further exhibit ·a 
knowledge of the literature of his major subject. 
Students majoring in practiq1l musk are required· to · give . 
a full recital, unassisted, and to take part in other public 
performances. .. . . . _ 
Students majoring in brass, woodwind, and all stringed 
instruments are required to play in the symphony orche·stra 
for two years. · 
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(e) College Electives. Each _student must present ~he 
equivalent of five periods of work a week extended over a 
-two year period in courses chosen from other departments 
in the College. 
· (f) Physical Education. Students in the Upper Division 
must_ meet the same requirements for · physical fitness as 
prescribed for Lower Division students. 
REQUIREMENTS FOR BACHELOR OF MUSIC DEGREE 
A .candidate for the Bachelor of Music degree must pre-
sent a written application conta,ining a . detailed account of 
the work that he has accomplished as a student in the 
Upper Division of the College. · A · special committee made 
up of the student's · major professor as chairman, one other 
professor under whom he has studied, -and a third under 
whom· he has never studied . shall then .determine whether the 
amount and _ quality of the candidate's work are such a_s to 
warrant recommending him to the F actilty for the degree. 
C_andidates expecting · to complete their work at the end of 
any term must have their applications in the office of the 
Dean of the College a month before the end of the term. 
Degrees are conferred at the close of the college year, 
COVRSE LEADING TO BACHELOR 0}? ARTS DEGREE 
,v ITH A MAJOR IN MUSIC 
Students wishing to qualify for the Bachelor of Arts 
degree with a major in music must complete the Lower 
Division requirements for both the Bacheior of Arts and 
the Bachelor of Music courses. The m.ajcir in music may be · 
found on page 104. · · 
COURSE LEADING TO BACHELOR OF ARTS AND 
BACHELOR OP MUSIC DEGREE 
Students expecting to qualify for both degrees should 
indicate their intention at the time they have completed the 
Lo\\rer Division requirements _for the Bachelor of Mus_ic 
degree and should consult both the Dean of the College and 
the Chairma'n of the Music Faculty before proceeding. 
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To complete both degrees will take at lea.st .five .years but 
of course the time required depends upon the qualifications 
of the individual student. · · · 
COURSE LEADING. TO DIPLOMA 
-The Diploma of the Conservatory of l\1us.ic may .be 
granted after completion of the . musical courses in one of 
the major departments. · The musical requirements are the 
same as for the Bachelor of Music degree but the Liberal -
arts requirements are waiv~d. The diploma may be granted 
to persons who are ineligible for the .Bachelor of 1-1:usic 
degree. 
MAJORS 
The following brief description of the requirement; ·in 
practical music is meant only as a general indication of . the 
advancement .of the , student. Each student is .furnished 
with a syllabus outlining the work to _ be accomplished . i_n 
practical music for the term or· the year, as soon · as the 
instructor can determine his requirements. 
A secondary proficiency in any of the major dep·artments 
shaH be considered equivalent to satis·factory progress~ on 
the b~sis of one lesson a_ week and _ one hour's practice each 
day~ 
Voice 
The student must sing satisfactorily · in It~lian, French 
and German as well as in English. He must· show a : suitable 
maturity of phrasing and style and be able to sing satis-
factorily some of the larger oratorio and operatic a_rias as 
well as representative songs of other styles. 
StuQ.ents majoring in voice must elect at least three teqns 
of work in a modern foreign language. 
Piano 
The student must be able to play such music as the 
larger piano works of Bach, sonatas,. such as the· lat~r-.. ones 
of Beethoven or a concerto of equal difficulty. _ The student 
must also . play well representative sho.rter pieces from _ the 
works of Brahms, · Chopin, · Schumann, Debussy, etc. _ 
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Violin· 
The student must be able to play studies equal in difficulty 
to those by Rode, Gavinies, Spohr, etc.; standard -concerti 
such .as the Mendelssohn, Bruch, G Minor, Bach sonatas, etc. 
Organ 
The student must be able to play some of the larger works 
of Bach, and difficult sonatas and _concert pieces. He must 
show a good knowledge of regis_tration and ability to · modu-
late freely at the console. 
Cello 
The. student must be able to play the more difficult 
sonatas and representative concerti and have had consid-
erable experience in ensemble playing. 
Harp 
The student must be able to play standard symphonic 
music in · a satisfactory manner; as well as representative 
pieces for the harp as a solo instrument. 
Composition 
The student must compose music in the larger forms~ and 
a number of songs and smaller pieces. He must also show 
a good knowledge of the orchestra. 
Public School Music 
(a) General public school methods 
The student must _have satisfactorily completed the 
courses in elementary and advanced public school music 
methods, as well as the course in ·conducting. All . public 
school music majors are required to take as a part of their 
work on the Liberal Arts campus, the equivalent of . four 
terms work in psychology _and education. All students 
majoring in public school music are further required to 
dem~:mstrate at least a secondary advancement in practical 
music. 
(b) Instrumental, supervisors 
. Students taking the instrumental supervisors' course are 
required to take, in addition to the general courses in public 
school methods, the course in instrumental class methods, 
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and to have . an understanding of - the ·. String,- .brass_ .and 
woodwind groups sufficient to enable · the-m· to play · music 
of an easy grade on at least one instrum~n,t of each gr6up. 
Brass and Woodwind Instruments 
Students must be able to play standard _sy"mphonrc liter-
ature at sight. · 
DIVISIONS OF INSTRUCTION 
(See pages 105~-106 for explanation _of ·numbering of courses 
arc.d ·periods.) 
History and Ap,pr~ciation 
Studies in the History of Music are important for .all who 
wish to understand music in the light · of its structural )1nd 
psychological development. The cou·rses w~U · be presented in 
a one-hour · period each week and . will cover the entire de:-
velopment of music down to the . -present day~ · Particular 
attention will be paid to·the ·lives and work& of the important 
composers. The courses will consist of aholJt one-fourth 
discussion and three-fourths illustrations presented by the 
faculty and assisting musical organizations.- Candidates for 
the Bachelor of Music degree will be required to do .addi- · 
tional · reading. · · · · · 
101£, 102w, 103s, (VI). FIRST YEAR H1sTORY AND APPRE-
CIATION. 
201£, 202w, 203s, (VI). SECOND YEAR HISTORY AND AP-
PRECIATION. 
301£, 302w, J03s, (VI). THIRD YEAR HISTORY AND AP-
PRECIATION. 
401f, 402w, 403s, (VI). FoURTH YEAR H-rsTORY .AND AP:- . 
PRECIATION. 
Theory 
The intellectual a_nd formal side of th_e student's tr_aining 
is built up around the theoretical cours.es, -which ctre organ-
ized with gre~t care, and ~oordinated one with anothet in 
such-a way that they may conduce to clear musical thinking 
and habits of economical and cc:mcentrated -study. 
The co~rses include harmony, coun~erpoint, musical forms, 
canon and fugue, composition, ·and orchestration _and are _ so . 
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coordinated ·that the student . should· be enabled to form a · 
clear conception of the materials ari~-the-structure of music. 
l04f-105w-106s, (Ia). FIRST YEAR THEORY. 
107f-1O8w-109s, (Ila). ELEMENTARY S1GHT SING-ING AND 
EAR TRAINING. 
204f-205w-206s, (Ila). SECOND YEAR THEORY. 
207f-208w-209s, (Ia). APVANCED SIGHT SrNGING AND EAR 
, TRAINING. , , , 
304f-305w-306s, (lb). THIRD YEAR THEORY. 
404f-405w-406s, (to be arranged). FouRTH YEAR THEORY. 
Public School ·Music 
The courses in Public School Music are intended to pro-
vide the broad, thorough training which is so essential _ to 
success.ful teaching. The great demand for well trained 
supervisors and teachers of public school music points to 
the fact that the cultural and voc~tional values of the study 
of music are recognized by educators throughout the coun-
try. Highly _ specialized teachers _ are now needed for this 
branch of pedagogy. If the student expects to teach in 
elementary schools, a well worked:-out method is needed and 
also a working knowledge of several of the more important 
methods in use today. For those who wish to specialize in 
high school work it is necessary to be · equipped with · a good 
method for teaching elementary Harmony and History, also 
to be prepared to conduct choruses and glee clubs. 
Of equal importance with the preceding is the experience 
in actual teaching, under supervision and the observation 
of trained teachers. 
Instrumental Supervisors 
The recent demand for· instrumental supervisors has 
opened a new field which requires the highest specialized 
training~ The instructor must know the orchestral instru-
ments and have an adequate knowledge of band instruments . 
. A knowledge of the technique of conducting and _ a good 
repertoire are obligatory. · 
311f-312w-313s, (lib). ELEMENTARY PuBLic ScHooL 
METHODS. 
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411f-412w~413s, (lb). ADVANCED Puauc ScHOOL Nlit~H-
ons. - · 
417f-418w-419s, ( to be arranged). INSTRUMENTAL ~1ETH""'. 
ODS. , 
(All work in the following· subjects 
is gi,ven · in private lessons.) 
Com po,ition 
These courses are for those students majoring .in theory 
and composition and off er intensive work .in composition .-in -
all forms and arrangement for all groups -of instrumen.ts 
and voices. · · 
· 391f, 392w, 393s. 
491f, .492w, 493s . 
. AND COMPOSITION. 
ADVANCED THEORY AND CoMPOSIT,oN. 
SECOND YEAR OF ADVANCED THEORY 
C 011,ducting 
Supervisors of music in the public schools as well as most 
players of orchestral instruments should have a krio~ledge 
of conducting. · These courses include th~ technique of . the 
baton, a study of the literature of the orchestra and ·voice 
ensembles, and practical_ experience in conducting. 
3 l 4f, 315w, 316s. ELEMENTARY CouRsE IN ·C0Noucr1NG. 
Voice -
True cultivation of the voice consists in the· development 
· of pure tone and its easy, natural use and control in singing.· -
Cofrect use of the breath, intonation, attack, legato, accent, 
phrasing, and enunciation are the leading features of tech-
nical drill. 
By the adoption of what are believed to be the best fea-
tures -of all methods as well as by the use of a discriminating 
judgment as · to the needs of the voice u~der treatment~ the 
endeavor is made· to carry- forward thtfformation and devel- _ 
opment of the singing voice. ~ 
At the .same . time, a higher ideal than the perfection of 
mere technical skill is aimed at, vii., a musicianly'.· style of. 
singing, and all that is implied in the broad term '~interpreta-
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ton," together with a thorough · appreciation of the best 
works of the great masters, both riew · and old. 
121£, 122w, 123s. FIRST YEAR SINGING. 
221£, 222w, 223s. SECOND YE.~R SINGING .. 
321f, 322w, 323s. THIRD YEAR . SINGING. 
421£, 422w, 423s. FOURTH YEAR SINGING. 
Piano 
The objects for which the study of the piano may be pur-
sued are many, and the instrument occupies a correspond- · 
ingly important place in the musical field. As a solo instru-
ment it possesses a literature embracing many different 
. styles, whose mastery is iri itself a liberal musical education. 
As an instrument of accompaniment it finds a place in nearly 
all musical activities. Through piano transcriptions the 
study of orchestral ·and operatic mus1c by the individual is 
niade possible, and for the study of harmony and other 
phases of musical structure a knowledge of. the keyboard is 
almost an essential. , · 
The study of piano as a secondary subject is a require-
ment for all students of Singing, Violin and other melodic 
instruments, and for all whose musical education is to be 
broad and thorough. 
For those who are making piano solo work their central 
interest no secondary instrument is required, but the equip-
ment needed to ·carry piano study to any advancement is 
rather extensive. 
13 lf, 13.2w, 133s. · FIRST YEAR PIANO. 
23 lf, 232w, 233s. SECOND YEAR P1AN0. 
331£, 332w, 333s. THIRD YEAR PIANO. 
43 lf~ 432w, 433s. FoURTH YEAR PIANO. 
Stringed Instruments 
The stringed instruments, in addition to their beauty for 
solo purposes, are the instruments par excellence for ensem~ 
ble use. Not only are they the basis of the orchestra, but 
many combinations in small groups .are in' constant demand. 
To the competent · string player is open . the delightful field 
of chamber m.usic, to which nearly all of the great com-
posers have . made contributions. · 
· ... ·. : -
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The training of the violinist, violist, · or cellist is neces~ 
. sarily exacting, and it is e_specially important that the found-a-
. tional work should be well done . . ·Not- only are the ,.elemen-
tary principles carefully inculcated, but · the. early.· experience · 
in group playing is both · an incentive · and a valuable 
discipline. 
Advanced students are required to play in the Winter Park 
Symphony Orchestra. Admission to its -.reheatsals is granted 
to all students of the department, . and they are th~~eby · en-
abled to form standards of performance ·in concerted · playing 
toward which to strive. · 
Violin students may' be required to lean1 viola at the dis.:. 
cretion of their major professoL 
Violin 
141£, 142w, 143s. FIRST YEAR V10L1N. 
241f, 242w, 243s. SECOND YEAR V10LIN. 
341f, 342w, 343s. THIRD YEAR VIOLIN. 
441f, 442w, 443s. FoURTH YEAR V10LIN. 
Cello 
151f, 152w, 153s. FIRST YEAR CELLO. 
251f, 252w, 25.3s. SECOND YEAR CELLO. 
~51f; 352w, 353s. THIRD YEAR CELLO. 
451£, 452w, .453s. FoURTH YEAR CELLO • . 
Harp 
J81f, -182w, 183s. FIRST YEAR HARP. 
281£, 282w, 283s. SECOND ·YEAR HARP. 
381£~ 382w, 383s. THIRP YEAR . HARP. 
481f, ·4s2w, 483s. FoURTH YEAR HARP. 
Organ 
The training of the organist is of necessity complex. The· 
mastery . of the instrument requires not . only a facile. tech.:.. 
nique in manual and pedal playing, but special readiness· 
in the application of music.al theory. The church musician 
is called upon constantly for improvisation; the .. adap~ation 
of accompaniments, . accurate and intelligent sight reading 
and score reading, and sympathetic 'ensemble playi_ng. · 
171f, 172w, 173s. FIRST YEAR ORGAN. 
27 lf, 272w, 273s. SECOND YEAR. ORGAN . . 
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371f, _372w, 373s. THIRD YEAR ORGAN. 
471£, 472w, 473s. FouRTH YEAR ORGAN. 
Brass and Woodwind Instruments 
Students majoring in brass and woodwind instruments will 
be · preparing for professional w9rk _ in large orchestras . and 
as. a -.consequence their courses of study should be arranged 
with this object in view. All advanced students will ·be ex- · 
pected to .play in the Winter Park Symphony Orchestra and 
to take part in as many ensemble groups as possible. • 
161£, 162w, 163s. FIRST YEAR.I- BRAss AND WooDWIND. 
261£, 262w, 263s. SECOND YEAR BRASS AND WooDWIND. 
361f, 362w, 363s. TmRD YEAR BRASS AND WooDW'IND. 
46lf, 462w, 463s. FouRTH YEAR BRASS AND Woon,,vrND. 
Repertoire and Ensemble 
All -students majoring in practical music are required to 
have some experience in ensemble .work. Those m~joring in 
Voice - should . take part in Glee Club and Choir, those 
majoring in brass, woodwind and all stringed instnanents 
must take part in the symphony orchestra for two years. 
GLEE CLUB. . The College maintains a men's, women's, 
and mixed glee club. 
A CAPPELLA CHOIR. This choir which has been organized 
to participate in the services of . the Knowl_es Memorial 
Chapel studies and performs much of the great literature. 
COLLEGE · BAND. Students . who have sufficient knowledge 
and experience in the playing of band instruments are gen-
erally organized into a College Band. · 
STu~ENT ENSEMBLES. There are various chamber music 
organizations such as trios, q~artets,. violin and piano en-
sembles. 
WINTER PARK SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA. This organization 
of about fifty professional musicians was .founded through 
the enterprise and generosity of Mary L. Leonard. It is • 
under the conductors hip of Harve Clemens. The faculty in 
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most instances play firs-t; chairs. in their s~ctions. and qualified. 
students have an opportunity to play with the orchestra~ · 
INTERSCHOLASTIC Music CoN1'ES_T.- · Every-sp-ring an In-
terscholastic ·Music Contest is held which is op·en · to aU 
students of the secondary schools of florid.a. -. Contests . in-
clude "{!Olin, piano, voice, orchestra, women's glee club,. 1:l].eil's 
glee club , and mixed glee clubs. · 
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